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environmental quality, on social interactions,
and on urban form.

19. Evaluation
“Never measure the height of a mountain,
until you have reached the top. Then you will
see how low it was.”
—Dag Hammarskjöld, former UN Secretary General,
1905–1961

The true impact of new public transport system
is not simply the physical system but rather the
improvements that it creates in people’s lives.
There are several reasons why the promoters
of a new public transport system will want to
evaluate the expected impacts of the system
on traffic levels, on economic development, on

Quite often, these evaluations are in fact
required by financial institutions or development agencies. Governments and development
agencies alike have a need for prioritising among
good and bad projects. Further, decision makers
need to know in advance what problems they
may need to mitigate, and what possible benefits
the system will bring to help sell the project to
the public. This chapter reviews the standard
evaluation methodologies that can be utilised in
projects such as BRT initiatives.
The topics discussed in this chapter include:

19.1 Traffic impacts
19.2 Economic impacts
19.3 Environmental impacts
19.4 Social impacts
19.5 Urban impacts
19.6 Monitoring and evaluation

19.1 Traffic impacts

“The new American finds his challenge and his
love in the traffic-choked streets, skies nested in
smog, choking with the acids of industry, the
screech of rubber and houses leashed in against
one another while the town lets with a time
and die.”
—John Steinbeck, novelist, 1902–1968

Planning a BRT system is generally an iterative
process, and having some preliminary sense of
the likely impact of the new BRT system on
mixed traffic will play an important role in the
design process. However, before a city opens
a new BRT system, it is a good idea to have a
clear idea of the specific traffic impacts of the
project, so that the public can be prepared, and
any adverse traffic impacts mitigated ahead of
time. For this reason, the traffic impact assessment is generally a short term assessment of
what will happen to mixed traffic soon after the
system opens.
The initial modelling work used to select the
appropriate corridors and generate the projected
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BRT ridership numbers will be helpful but
insufficient to do a traffic impact assessment and
mitigation plan. Usually, during the preliminary
design process, the planners will try to engineer
the system in a way which not only improves
the speed and capacity of public transport
services, but also improves conditions for mixed
traffic, cyclists and pedestrians. Such “win-win”
design solutions are generally the best way to
ensure the acceptance of the BRT system by
the general public. However, such “win-win”
solutions are not always possible, and frequently
some compromises have to be made. Knowing
the likely impact of different design decisions on
mixed traffic speeds and pedestrian and cycling
conditions is critical to helping the political
leadership make difficult choices in the final
design phase.
Once these difficult decisions have been made,
and the initial design and planning work has
been completed, it is appropriate to examine
with greater precision how the new system will
affect the city’s transport system. Motorists,
taxi operators, and others currently using the
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design a system that minimises adverse impacts
on mixed traffic, but information about site-specific traffic impacts is probably not sufficiently
detailed.
A detailed traffic impact assessment will be done
differently depending on whether or not the
city has a full traffic model for all travel modes,
or just a more limited model of only the BRT
system.

Fig. 19.1

In cities such as
Pereira (Colombia),
documenting
the chaotic road
conditions prior to the
implementation of the
BRT system can help
to justify the project.
Photo by Lloyd Wright

road network will want to be reassured that the
development of the BRT system will not lead
to deteriorating traffic conditions (Figure 19.1).
Conversely, if a decision maker decides to go
ahead and make mixed traffic conditions worse
in order to increase public transport speeds,
they should be prepared to justify this decision
to the public rather than being taken by surprise
by a negative public reaction. A traffic impact
analysis can help provide the political reassurance that the system will deliver its promise.
Once the full operational plan of the system is
completed, a traffic modelling exercise should be
conducted to project how the designed system
will affect all forms of traffic, not only public
transport passengers. The design information
from the operations and infrastructure plans are
necessary as inputs into the model. However,
the information required for the traffic model
to design the BRT system is generally far more
limited than what is required for modelling
system-wide traffic impacts. Usually to design
the system, planners can get away with fairly
robust demand estimates for the BRT system
itself, and not worry too much about what is
happening outside the BRT system. Using this
method, good designers use their judgement to
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If the city has a fully calibrated traffic model, it
should be possible to determine with reasonable
precision the likely impacts on mixed traffic in
the BRT corridor at site-specific locations. If
the city does not have a fully calibrated traffic
model, it should be possible for most engineers
to use standard engineering parameters to
estimate the impact on mixed traffic, based on
the following:
n The amount of functional road space available to mixed traffic;
n The amount of road space available to cyclists
and pedestrians;
n The capacity of the intersections for mixed
traffic;
n The number of buses and paratransit vehicles
that have been removed from the mixed traffic lanes.
Normally, if engineers know the current level
of motorised passenger car equivalents (pcus)
passing through the BRT corridor, the existing
functional road space available to mixed traffic, and the signal phasing at the intersections,
one can get a fairly good idea of how the new
BRT system will affect mixed traffic speed and
capacity.
It is also critical to know at this point what
impact the new BRT system will have on
existing bus and paratransit services. Because
existing bus and paratransit services tend to
stop frequently in one or more curb lanes, these
vehicles tend to have a severe adverse impact
on mixed traffic conditions (Figure 19.2). If
all existing bus and paratransit services will be
removed from the mixed traffic lanes and these
trips relocated to the BRT system, then the
number of PCUs in the mixed traffic lanes will
also drop significantly. If, on the other hand,
the chaotic stopping movements of paratransit
vehicles in the BRT corridor are allowed to continue in the mixed traffic lanes after the BRT
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system is opened, then the risk of adverse traffic
impacts is much higher.
Finally, the above impacts of the new BRT
system will have an influence on the level
of modal shift that one can expect from the
system. Estimating this modal shift is often
important to justifying the project to funders
concerned about greenhouse gas emission reduction benefits, such as the Global Environmental
Facility (GEF).
If the speed and the capacity of mixed traffic
lanes are severely compromised by the BRT
system design, this will tend to increase the
short-term modal shift that can be expected.
Alternatively, if the system is well designed to
minimise the adverse impacts on mixed traffic,
it is highly likely that the short-term modal shift
benefits will be minimal. In this case, the modal
shift benefits will manifest themselves primarily
in later years as the BRT system maintains its
mode share, whereas normal bus services would
be expected to lose mode share over time.
Most of the time, adverse mixed traffic impacts
of new BRT systems are concentrated at either
the station area, where more road space is
needed for the BRT system, or at the intersections, where changes in signal phasing and
the reduction of road space available to mixed
traffic have the most significant adverse impact
on mixed traffic speeds. In these locations, it is a
good idea to suggest some additional mitigating
measures.

n
n
n
n

Tightening enforcement of restrictions on
vendor activity;
Improving channelisation (i.e., separation of
different modes);
Adjusting the length and number of queuing
lanes;
Widening the road at intersections or at station area or both.

Normally, in developing countries, there are
a host of simple, standard traffic management
measures that have not yet been implemented
in the corridor that would dramatically increase
the roadway capacity and speed for mixed traffic. Implementing these measures at the same
time as the BRT system will make it quite easy
to mitigate any adverse impacts on mixed traffic
from the BRT system. These mitigation measures might include:
n Reducing the number of signal phases by restricting low-volume turning movements;
n Removing parking;
Fig. 19.3

In building a station lay-by for the Quito
Central Norte line, the planners cut away
virtually all remaining space for pedestrians.
Photo by Lloyd Wright
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5Fig. 19.2
The random and often
unpredictable stopping
patterns of existing
public transport services can imply that a
segregated busway will
greatly improve conditions for private cars.
Photo by Lloyd Wright
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Unfortunately, traffic modellers rarely concern
themselves with non-motorised transport (Figure
19.3). However, if a BRT system narrows sidewalks or increases mixed vehicle speeds, it can
have a fairly adverse impact on non-motorised
travel, and might contribute to blight in a corridor. When the Santa Amaru corridor was constructed in São Paulo, for example, the narrowing
of sidewalks contributed to blight in the corridor.
In some countries, notably India and China,
simply segregating bicycle and bus traffic can lead
to dramatic improvements in the safety, speed,
and capacity of both bike and bus facilities.
Conversely, if a BRT system is implemented simultaneously with improved facilities for cycling
and walking, the improved corridor may lead to
significant modal shift from taxi to walking and
cycling trips. This modal shift will help contribute to improved traffic speeds in the mixed
traffic lanes. This phenomenon is observable in
Jakarta and Bogotá, for example. As a general
rule, as much pedestrian space and cycling
infrastructure as possible should be provided in
all BRT corridors, particularly where the corridor serves a large number of short trips, where
there are heavy flows of cyclists and pedestrians,
or where such heavy flows might be induced.
19.2 Economic impacts

“Economic advance is not the same things as
human progress.”
—Sir John Harold Clapham, economic historian,
1873–1946

19.2.1 Economic evaluation of BRT projects

Development banks frequently require an
economic analysis of any major infrastructure
project. Economic analysis is usually performed
to indicate that the economic benefit of the
project is greater than its cost (including the
opportunity cost of capital). As BRT projects
generally fund the infrastructure investments
from public sources, the public should be reassured that the project’s economic benefits will
be greater than their economic cost. Currently,
there are plenty of poorly conceived and planned
BRT projects going forward that would never
have passed a reasonable economic appraisal. As
such, requiring any BRT project to demonstrate
a reasonable economic rate of return should be
a standard planning procedure for both governments and development institutions.
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Because it will affect numerous decisions about
financing, it is generally a good idea for the
project promoter to decide early on which elements of the BRT project should be expected
to be self-financing, and those elements which
cannot be expected to be self-financing. As a
general rule, BRT systems should be designed
so that all operations including the cost of the
vehicles are paid through farebox revenues (i.e.,
self-financing). By contrast, the initial infrastructure investment and infrastructure maintenance is typically paid for by the public.
As such, the main cost that needs to be subjected to an economic appraisal is the cost of
the infrastructure. Usually this includes the cost
of the stations, the reconstruction of the rightof-way, the terminals and depots, signalling
systems and any ITS applications, and the fare
system. The engineering team in conjunction
with the business plan team should generate
these cost figures. Chapter 11 (Infrastructure)
presented a infrastructure cost model that can
assist in estimating infrastructure costs.
The benefits of the investment will then be
calculated using standard cost benefit methodology. The primary benefits to be measured may
include:
1. the decrease (or increase) in travel time of
public transport passengers times total passengers,
2. the decrease (or increase) in travel cost faced
by public transport passengers times total
passengers,
3. the impact on travel time and travel cost of
other forms of traffic, times the number of
people affected,
4. the impact of the system on environmental
quality (e.g., air emissions, noise pollution)
and any quantifiable benefits to health and/or
productivity,
5. the impact of the system on accidents and
the resulting reduction in injuries, loss of life,
and economic productivity.
While some of this data can simply be taken
from the traffic impact assessment, normally
the traffic impact assessment is primarily
concerned with what is going to happen to the
traffic immediately after opening the system.
By contrast, the economic evaluation will need
to look at the projected system impacts for the
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life of the capital asset, usually twenty years
into the future.
The entire purpose of a BRT system is that
it allows a single urban corridor to serve an
ever growing number of passengers without
diminishing travel speeds. This structure in turn
makes possible the densification of the BRT
corridor. For example, a new BRT system on a
high-volume corridor will generally be designed
in a location where the mixed traffic lanes are
reaching capacity. Maybe these mixed traffic
lanes currently handle some 2,000 to 4,000
passengers per hour per direction (pphpd) at
the peak hour (Figure 19.4). Normally, the
capacity of the mixed traffic lanes would remain
the same, whereas the new BRT lanes will now
have the capacity to handle as many as 10,000
pphpd. If the system is using two lanes per
direction, then capacities of 45,000 pphpd have
been recorded (e.g., Bogotá’s TransMilenio).
Not only does the BRT system make possible
the densification of the corridor, it also virtually
ensures that most new demand will be captured
by the BRT system.
Defining and modelling scenarios for 20 years
into the future with and without the new BRT
system is a fairly typical traffic modelling exercise, with a few additional complexities. Normally, future trends are extrapolated from recent
historical trends in population, employment,
and vehicle ownership growth in the zones
affected by the planned BRT corridor. Because
the interactive nature of land use changes and
public transport system improvements, one has
to make certain reasonable assumptions about
what will happen to population and employment growth in the corridor with and without
the BRT project.

example, one might assume that population
and employment growth in the corridor might
relocate to some other location when traffic
speeds drop below 10 kph.
With the BRT system, the 20-year projection
would normally show a growth in motorised
vehicular traffic and slowing speeds in the
mixed traffic lanes until these lanes reach the
design capacity. BRT vehicle speeds, by contrast, will be determined by the system design

Without the BRT system, the 20 year projection
should show a growth in motorised vehicular
traffic and slowing speeds for both public
transport and mixed traffic, until the lack of
additional road capacity chokes off additional
growth, at which point the assumption should
be that new growth will go somewhere else. For
Fig. 19.5

While a mixed-traffic lane will reach
saturation in a given period, public
transport systems have a large capacity
to handle continued corridor growth.
Photo courtesy of ITDP
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Fig. 19.4

Mixed traffic lanes
can generally only
carry from 2,000 to
4,000 passengers per
hour per direction
at peak periods.
Photo by Lloyd Wright
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(ideally as high as 30 kph, at worst as low as
15 kph). These speeds should be assumed to be
maintained throughout the 20-year life of the
project, as the system should have been designed
to comfortably handle 20 years of projected
passenger growth (Figure 19.5). A safe general
rule, therefore, would be to assume that the
mixed traffic lanes will reach saturation, and
that further growth in trips would be captured
by the BRT system.
A primary difference between the BRT and
non-BRT scenario in congested corridors would
be that for the non-BRT scenario, after a certain
number of years, population and employment
growth in the corridor would stop, whereas in
the BRT corridor it would continue at historical
growth rates.
The economic appraisal of mass transit projects
has been notoriously subject to manipulation
by the project’s promoters. One way to guard
against abuse is to have the demand projections
verified by an independent qualified evaluator.
This entity should be a credible traffic demand
modelling firm or agency whose results are
trusted by banks.
Another way to minimise the risk of manipulation is to require that the demand estimate used
in the economic benefits calculation be also
used in the financial impact assessment, which
in turn should be evaluated by private sector
banking institutions.
To an extent, the business structure of BRT
systems provides for a natural guard against
overly-optimistic feasibility assumptions. In
many toll road projects and metro rail projects,
the system and its operations will ultimately
remain in the public domain, and hence the
losses incurred by wildly mistaken estimates
must be absorbed by the hapless taxpayer. By
contrast, with a BRT project, the private operator is typically responsible for vehicle procurement and must also absorb a significant share
of the demand risk. Thus, when the private
operator approaches a bank to lend money for
the vehicles, the financial institution will likely
insist upon some discipline with regard to the
demand projections.
Once the 20-year scenarios (with and without
the new system) have been developed, the difference in the net present value of the travel
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time savings and cost savings of public transport
passengers and the net present value of the travel
time savings (or increases) and cost savings (or
increases) for mixed traffic passengers can be
compared.
Making this assessment requires giving a monetary value to time savings. This value can be
calculated in several ways. The best way is to
calculate the real value of time to existing public
transport passengers. This value can sometimes
be extrapolated from the traffic model based on
observed behaviour. Otherwise, some reasonable value of time can be observed based on the
observed demand on newly-introduced express
bus services in the city, on new toll roads, etc.
Alternatively, one can simply use a general rule,
something between one-third and one-half of
the average hourly wage rate.
If the net present value of the aggregate time
and cost savings to public transport passengers
and mixed traffic relative to the do nothing
scenario is higher than the net present value of
the cost of the infrastructure at a reasonable rate
of return on capital, then the system is a good
public investment.
As a general rule, if the BRT system serves a
lot of existing bus passengers, and significantly
increases travel speeds over existing conditions, the chances are good that it will perform
extremely well in terms of the net present value
calculation. On the other hand, if the BRT
system is located on some elevated outer ring
road with few bus passengers and no traffic
congestion, the chances are that the economic
rate of return will be extremely poor.
These measurements are fairly simple extrapolations from standard cost-benefit analysis
techniques frequently employed in the transportation sector. However, cost-benefit analysis
performs less well at estimating other important
economic impacts, such as:
n Employment generation;
n Property values and land development; and,
n Technology transfer.
While these impacts are not generally included
in a typical cost-benefit analysis, nor should
they be, they are often important to decision
makers and the impact of the BRT system on
these issues needs to be considered.
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19.2.2 Employment impacts

19.2.2.1 System construction
The new BRT system will likely represent a
dramatic transformation of the proposed corridors. As with any project of this magnitude, the
system will generate a considerable amount of
employment through the construction process.
Based upon similar projects from the past, it is
possible to project the amount of employment
and the duration of the employment from the
construction phase (Figure 19.6). An additional
measure of interest, particularly in the developing city context, can be the number of persons
being supported by each construction job.
Due to the emphasis on high-quality infrastructure and services, BRT employment can range
from artisan work on stations to the direct
labour applied to road work (Figure 19.7). Construction jobs can sometimes be an important
area of employment for unskilled labour groups.
Employment generated for these individuals can
be especially important since there may otherwise be limited opportunities.
Since BRT construction is not fundamentally
different than other types of public works initiatives in the transport sector. Thus, standard
methods of calculating construction job creation are adequate.
However, in some developing-nation applications, more labour intensive construction techniques may be preferred from an employmentcreation standpoint. In such cases, standard
employment multipliers will not be sufficient.

whether the new system encourages significant new ridership from former car users.
In most cases, the new BRT system replaces a
system of weakly regulated private bus or paratransit operators. These private bus operations
are frequently not terribly profitable, as there is
a lot of overlap in services particularly on the
trunk corridors, leading to fairly few passengers
per bus even during the peak periods. The most
successful BRT systems generally shift existing
public transport services on trunk corridors
to trunk and feeder systems, which tend to
increase the number of passengers per vehicle.
This process can lead to the replacement of six
n

19.2.2.2 Operations
New BRT systems will often have dramatic
impacts on the nature and level of employment
among bus and competing paratransit operators.
These impacts will vary greatly from system to
system depending on:
n whether the BRT system incorporates former
bus or paratransit operators into the new
system,
n whether the new system simultaneously shifts
the bus routing structure from direct services
to trunk and feeder services or not,
n whether the new system offers new services
previously not provided by the old public
transport system,
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Fig. 19.6

The construction of
the BRT corridors
can be a significant
employment generator.
Photo by Lloyd Wright

Fig. 19.7

Workers putting the
final touches on the
Transantiago stations.
Photo by Lloyd Wright
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standard mini-bus will generally operate with its
single set of employees for as much as 16 hours
in a day. The BRT vehicle will actually involve
three to four different shifts of employees operating the same vehicle. Thus, the number of
drivers will not appreciably change. When the
feeder service drivers are included, BRT may
actually increase the number of drivers (Figure
19.8). However, the big employment boost from
operations stems from the myriad of positions
created from fare collection, security, information services, cleaning, maintenance, and
management and operations (Figure 19.9). Most
of these functions did not exist in the previous
informal sector.

Fig. 19.8

Conditions for drivers
can dramatically
improve with a
new BRT system.
Photo by Lloyd Wright

or more smaller buses, and their accompanying
drivers and conductors, with one much larger
bus on the trunk corridor. All other things being equal, this would lead to a reduction in total
employment in the public transport sector.

Fig. 19.9

A new formalised
system can create
many types of
employment that never
previously existed.
Photo by Lloyd Wright

However, employees in the bus sector typically
find themselves confronted with a downward
spiral of deteriorating numbers of jobs, and a
deteriorating wage level, as more and more people switch to private vehicles. As such, BRT may
be the only proven mechanism for maintaining
long-term employment levels in the public transport sector. By increasing vehicle speeds and
reducing operating costs relative to private motor
vehicle travel, BRT can actually help maintain
bus sector employment levels into the future.
Furthermore, the reduction in the number of
small vehicles operating on the trunk corridors
does not tell the whole employment story. The

A BRT system also generally brings with it
significant improvements in the quality of the
employment as well. The improved efficiency
and lower operating costs in the new system
will improve overall profitability. The allocation
of these profits between better services for the
public, better wages and working conditions
for the workers, and higher profits for private
investors, is determined by a negotiated political
process. Union and civil society engagement
in the process is therefore critical to equitable
outcomes. Typically, workers in the informal
transport sector may not receive any type of
benefits package whatsoever. Within the new
formalised system, employee training, medical
and dental care, holidays and vacations, and sick
leave would all be expected.
While it is entirely possible to design a BRT
system with severe adverse impacts on employment, generally it has been possible and politically necessary to design BRT systems to have
either neutral or overall positive impact on total
employment. To date, few systematic analyses
of the specific employment impacts of new BRT
systems have been conducted, and the key decisions affecting overall employment levels have
been determined through the political process
rather than through any systematic technical
analysis.
When setting the competitive bidding rules for
private companies to operate the BRT system,
it is possible to give additional points for firms
which have greater capital participation from
existing small bus operators as a way of encouraging the maximum level of participation in the
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new system from workers from the old system.
The new BRT authority should also set labour
standards on all operating companies in the
system to ensure equable and just treatment of
the work force.
19.2.3 Economic development impacts

As with all transport projects, there are
frequently significant secondary economic
development impacts that are more difficult to
predict. Improving any transportation system
reduces the costs of production and consumption in particular locations. Because a new BRT
system can increase the total capacity of a road
corridor by as much as ten times, this corridor
can accommodate high levels of growth without
any deterioration in travel speeds. As more and
more families and firms co-locate along the corridor, the transport costs related to connecting
employees with their place of work, producers
with their suppliers and final markets, all drop.
This reduction in total transport costs resulting
from co-location are known by economists as
“agglomeration economies”.
These agglomeration economies tend to be captured by firms in the form of higher profits, by
families in the form of lower costs of living and
higher incomes, and finally, by landowners in the
form of higher land rent. The concentration of
new apartment buildings, offices, and shopping
complexes adjacent to BRT stations and terminals are evidence of a well designed BRT system
that has resulted in agglomeration economies.
As noted in Chapter 2 (Transit Technology Options), property values have been shown to have
increased along the busways in Brisbane and Bogotá. This evidence is also supported by previous
research on property value increases near urban
rail stations. Bogotá has already seen considerable
activity in the development of commercial centres along the BRT corridor (Figure 19.10). The
increase in property values mirrors the expected
increases in customer numbers at stations and
terminals. For this reason, there is evidence to
suggest that shop vacancies decrease in the area,
leading to employment opportunities.
However, if the BRT system is poorly designed,
it is quite possible that a new BRT system
can have negative impacts. Some busway corridors, such as the Novo de Julio/Santa Amaru
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corridor in São Paulo, and the former busway
along Avenida Caracas in Bogotá, were widely
perceived as having blighted these corridors. In
both cases, “open” busway systems tended to
concentrate very high volumes of old, polluting
buses into a single corridor. The excess of old
buses led to slow bus speeds but very high levels
of ambient air pollution in the corridor. Both
corridors also ignored the importance of good
pedestrian facilities. Both corridors have since
been improved, modernising the bus fleet with
cleaner vehicles and changing the routing structure to increase the number of passengers per
bus and decreasing the total number of buses.
The urban environment and property values
along these corridors are now recovering.
There is no denying that these economic impacts can result, and that they are important.
However, because of the uncertainty of any system’s impact on property values, the impacts are
generally not included in the formal economic
evaluation. Currently, few BRT projects are
being blocked due to weak economic appraisals. It may at some point in the future emerge
that a BRT system is refused financing from a
development bank because the economic rate of
return is too low due to these potential benefits
are being excluded.
However, for the time being, the greater danger
is that far more expensive metro projects will
continue to use heroic assumptions about projected economic development benefits to justify
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Fig. 19.10

A commercial centre
under construction
near a TransMilenio
terminal.
Photo by Lloyd Wright
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Fig. 19.11

A new system offers
the potential to
introduce advanced
technologies into a
city and a country
for the first time.
Photo courtesy of Advanced
Public Transport Systems

projects of dubious economic benefit. As such,
it is generally recommended that any economic
development benefits for public transport
projects be treated in a conservative manner.
19.2.4 Technology transfer

As noted in Chapter 12 (Technology), the new
BRT system can bring with it the introduction
of many new technologies to the city’s transport
sector. These technologies include advanced
transit vehicles, fare collection and fare
verification devices, and intelligent transportation systems (ITS). The introduction of new
technologies presents several opportunities for
overall economic benefits. First, as noted with
vehicle manufacturing, there is the potential for
new investment and job creation through local
production. Second, technology transfer can
lead to establishing a local advantage in a particular technology that can lead to export opportunities. Third, the new technology can lead
to spin-off opportunities with other applications
for new businesses.
When setting the technical specifications for
vehicles and fare systems to be used in the
BRT system, appropriate technical considerations should be the first and foremost concern.
However, it is possible to include in competitive
bidding criteria additional points for vehicles
that are locally assembled or manufactured,
and for the use of other inputs with higher local
value added content.
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19.3 Environmental impacts

“Because we don't think about future generations, they will never forget us.”
—Henrik Tikkanen, author and artist, 1924–1984

Public transport projects typically bring positive
environmental impacts through the reduction
of private vehicle use and subsequent associated
emissions. Quantifying the expected environmental benefits of the BRT project can help to
justify the project as well as strengthen the image of the initiative with the public. As a major
project, an Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA) is likely to be required.
The expected reduction in vehicle emissions will
likely be the principal benefit. However, the
system will also likely reduce overall noise levels
as well as the release of both liquid and solid
waste products. The construction process itself
can be disruptive and lead temporarily to some
increases in emissions. However, by calculating
emission reduction benefits across the life of the
BRT project, the overwhelming evidence to date
suggests that BRT can markedly improve the
state of the urban environment.
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LDVs – Gasoline

Blue cells = User-modifiable inputs
White cells = calculations (better not to change)

Variable Region

Year
2000
2005
2010
2015
2020
2025
2030
Annual LDV Passenger travel (bil passenger km/yr) LDV load factor from master LDV sheet used here
OECD North America
6'596.4
6'734.8
6'991.0
7'417.0
7'820.6
8'100.2
8'343.6
OECD Europe
2'956.8
2'853.6
2'710.9
2'550.8
2'438.1
2'368.3
2'343.1
OECD Pacific
1'181.1
1'230.1
1'318.6
1'421.8
1'446.3
1'427.7
1'392.9
FSU
Eastern Europe
China
Other Asia
India
Middle East
Latin America
Africa
World Total

572.9
663.2
780.5
934.4
1'136.3
1'270.3
1'435.3
286.3
304.2
325.9
348.9
370.4
358.1
349.6
296.8
405.3
575.6
822.5
1'164.2
1'506.1
1'955.9
335.7
402.2
497.9
628.1
799.7
946.0
1'147.1
107.4
154.9
220.8
309.4
425.8
524.9
654.4
151.4
171.1
203.5
249.8
310.9
362.1
421.9
646.2
795.0
980.3
1'204.5
1'470.6
1'624.4
1'852.4
270.8
320.3
403.8
517.7
655.6
807.2
918.5
13'401.8 14'034.7 15'008.8 16'404.9 18'038.5 19'295.3 20'814.7

19.3.1 Environmental Impact Assessments
(EIAs)

“We must learn to provide affluence without
effluence… by consuming less from the environment, not more. We can use less, and have
more. Consume less, and be more. The interests
of business, and the interests of environment,
are not incompatible.”
—Tachi Kiuchi, former CEO of Mitsubishi

Impact analyses are often mandatory by law
in terms of measuring the expected economic,
environmental and social ramifications of the
project. Completing an Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) is also typically required by
international lending agencies. The form of the
EIA is generally well known but the practice of
such assessments is still in its infancy in some
nations. Currently, in developing countries and
even in some developed countries, the environmental impacts that must be assessed according
to law tend to focus mainly on the impacts of
the construction process itself rather than on the
longer-term traffic impacts. Similarly, to date,
most BRT projects have completed EIAs following standard procedures established for any
public works project. Since BRT should in most
cases have quite positive environmental impacts
and no more immediate adverse impacts from
the construction process than any other civic
work, from the standpoint of avoiding adverse
impacts, this standard type of EIA is probably
adequate.
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2035

2040

2045

2050

8'563.4
2'315.9
1'379.8

8'766.3
2'287.9
1'370.9

8'955.7
2'260.3
1'362.4

9'135.8
2'232.9
1'352.8

1'583.3
1'701.0
342.4
341.3
2'488.6
3'099.5
1'396.2
1'711.1
818.6
1'037.3
480.9
538.0
2'121.6
2'442.9
1'024.6
1'148.9
22'515.3 24'445.1

Such a standard appraisal, however, will tend to
ignore the significant environmental benefits of
the system. Many funding agencies involved in
financing BRT systems are doing so particularly
because of environmental benefits. Thus, project
developers should be motivated to measure the
full actual and projected environmental benefits.
An EIA analysis of this type will typically
involve comparing the baseline scenario (city
without the public transport project) and the
project scenario (city with project). Additionally,
the EIA process may require the consideration
of alternative options, such as road widening or
other types of mass transit systems.
This sort of EIA, which is required in some
countries when a new transport investment has
to be demonstrated to be in conformity with
prevailing ambient air quality standards, would
normally use as an input the traffic impact
analysis described above, and extrapolate the
site specific emissions impacts from this traffic
data. To do this properly generally requires
inputting these traffic impacts into an emissions
model, such as Mobile 5 created by the US EPA.
Such models require additional information
about likely tailpipe emissions under different
operating conditions for the existing registered
vehicle fleet. Most of these emissions models
have not been calibrated for the diverse vehicle
fleets frequently found in developing countries,
so cruder methodologies for extrapolating the
likely emissions impacts associated with the
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1'809.7
1'898.6
351.6
364.8
3'833.0
4'678.4
2'122.3
2'629.7
1'340.9
1'744.6
598.9
659.3
2'835.5
3'272.2
1'318.9
1'540.9
26'789.2 29'510.0
Fig. 19.12

Excerpt from
the IEA/SMP
spreadsheet model.
Image courtesy of IEA/SMP
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traffic impacts tend to be used. Typically, some
values of emissions per vehicle-kilometre for
different vehicle types will be available in studies, such as those studies produced through the
World Bank’s UrbAir programme.

Fig. 19.13

Vehicle emissions in
Jakarta have a severe
impact on health
and quality of life.
Photo courtesy of Swisscontact
and the GTZ SUTP Photo CD

Another useful source is the IEA/SMP spreadsheet model of the International Energy Agency
and the Sustainable Mobility Programme
(SMP) of the World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD) (IEA/SMP,
2004). The IEA/SMP spreadsheet is available
on-line and provides reasonably good emissions
data for most parts of the world (Figure 19.12).

Once values of emissions per vehicle-kilometre
can be obtained, an estimate of the new system’s
impact on each vehicle type using the corridor
can be assessed.
The Environmental Impact Assessment should
be conducted by an independent organisation
with no relationship to the project or other
input services to the project. Specialist consultants are thus frequently utilised to give an
objective and independent analysis as well as
to lend experience to the effort. An effective
Environmental Impact Assessment can greatly
aid the BRT development process by highlighting possible areas of concern and by suggesting
design alternatives that will mitigate environmental impacts.
19.3.2 Local air emissions

19.3.2.1 Emission impacts
Vehicle emissions are the predominant source of
pollutants in many urban centres and are directly linked to severe health and environmental
problems (Figure 19.13). In city centres, motorised vehicle emissions account for 95 percent of
the ambient carbon monoxide (CO) and 70 percent of nitrogen oxides (NOX) (WHO, 2000).
The vehicle fleet is also frequently responsible
for a majority of the particulate emissions and
some of the sulphur dioxide (SO2), which has
particularly severe health impacts. The poor air
quality in most developing cities limits economic growth and dramatically curtails quality
of life.
The principal impacts from motorised vehicle
emissions are:
n Health impacts, including respiratory illness,
cardiovascular illness, and cancer;
n Economic impacts, including absenteeism
and reduced productivity;
n Impacts on the built environment (e.g., damage to buildings);
n Impacts on the natural environment (e.g.,
harm to trees and vegetation);
Emission levels are set by national and international environmental agencies such as the
US Environmental Protection Agency (US
EPA), the European Commission, and the
World Health Organisation (WHO). Emission
Fig. 19.14

Air quality in Shanghai on a normal day.
Photo courtesy of Manfred Breithaupt and the GTZ SUTP Photo CD
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standards include both ambient emission levels
and tailpipe emission levels.
19.3.2.2 Types of emissions
“Local” or “criteria” pollutants refer to the
types of air emissions that are most directly
linked to impacts on human health. These
pollutants include nitrogen oxides (NOX),
sulphur oxides (SOX), carbon monoxide (CO),
and particulate matter (PM). Additionally,
vehicles emit air toxics, including benzene,
formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, 1,3-butadiene,
and acrolein. While emitted in relatively small
concentrations, air toxics are highly dangerous carcinogens. Also, the combination of
NOX and volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
from vehicle emissions will combine in the
atmosphere to form ground-level ozone (O3).
Ground level ozone is also commonly known
as photochemical “smog” and is associated
with a host of pulmonary illnesses and the
brown haze that permeates cities with excessive
automobile emissions (Figure 19.14). Further,
many developing countries still permit leaded
fuels. Lead emissions are closely associated with
several diseases including cancer and inhibiting
the mental development of children. Although
international efforts are under way to eliminate
the use of lead, the majority African nations
still utilise leaded fuels.
While cleaner engine technologies have somewhat mitigated these emissions in developed
nations, the age and maintenance of developing-nation vehicles means that even relatively
Fig. 19.15

Air quality analysing equipment
for NOX, CO, and PM.
Photo courtesy of UNCRD

Table 19.1: Air quality changes in Bogotá
Daily average
concentration
before system,
year 2000 (ppb)

Daily average
concentration
after system,
year 2001 (ppb)

Per cent
reduction in
pollutant (%)

6.8

3.8

44%

Nitrogen dioxide
(NO2)

24.0

22.4

7%

Particulate matter
(PM10 )

50.8

38.6

24%

Pollutant

Sulphur dioxide (SO2)

Source: Hidalgo, 2003

low vehicle numbers can create health and air
quality problems.
19.3.2.3 Air quality monitoring
Ideally, an air quality monitoring system will already be in place prior to the implementation of
the new public transport system. An established
network of monitoring stations will facilitate
before and after comparisons of air quality.
Such stations in Bogotá helped to prove that the
new BRT system indeed contributed to better
air quality. Table 19.1 summarises the improvements in ambient air quality in Bogotá after the
first year of TransMilenio’s implementation.
However, in many developing-nation cities,
there may be an insufficient number of air
quality monitoring stations or such stations may
not exist at all. The cost of air quality monitoring systems can make it difficult for some local
environmental agencies to install and maintain
the devices. Further, some specialise training
is required to ensure the air monitoring data is
properly collected and analysed (Figure 19.15).
Discussions with both the national environmental agency as well as international organisations,
such as the Clean Air Initiative, the World

Fig. 19.16

Air intake opening
for monitoring of
ambient air quality.
Photo courtesy of UNCRD
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World Health Organisation (WHO). However,
there can also be reason to measure air quality
levels at a much more localised level.

Fig. 19.17

Spot monitoring of
localised contaminant
levels can be especially
important for some
key groups, such as
informal vendors
and traffic police, as
evidenced with this
image from Bangkok.
Photo by Carlos Pardo

Bank, and regional development banks, should
be undertaken to find a way of establishing an
air quality monitoring network prior to the
establishment of the new BRT system. In some
cases, it may be necessary to add stations to
strategic locations of the city in order to fully
capture the mission impacts.
Air quality monitoring actually can encompass
several different levels of measurement. Ambient
monitors will capture the general background
air quality levels of the city (Figure 19.16).
These ambient measurements provide the basis
for comparing to the established norms of the

In many cases, the person walking along the
street may experience contaminant levels well
in excess of those experienced at the ambient
level. Further, some susceptible members of
society may be more exposed to contaminants
than others. For example, the height of children
means that they are actually more in the direct
line of exhaust tailpipes. Low-income persons
often work from informal stalls quite near the
roadway, and may spend as much as 10 to 14
hours per day in an environment of intense
emissions. Likewise, traffic police may spend
long hours in direct contact with traffic and
contaminants (Figure 19.17). For these special
groups, spot monitoring of localised effects
should be undertaken on a regular basis. In
some cases, it may be possible to have individuals wear a personal monitor to record actual
daily and weekly exposure levels.
Spot monitoring should also be conducted
inside the BRT vehicles and stations as well. If
ventilation is poor or if the station design creates
a highly closed environment, air contaminants
can build up to unsafe levels. With vehicles,
there may be a difference in air quality between
front-engine vehicles and rear-engine vehicles.
For example, a front-engine vehicle may cause
a higher concentration of emissions inside the
vehicle. By monitoring the difference between
such designs, the BRT authority can decide if
they should alter their vehicle specifications.
Finally, vehicle emissions testing should be a
formal part of the regulatory code, both for the
new BRT vehicles as well as other existing public
transport vehicles. Semi-annual or annual testing
should be a base requirement to obtain an operating license for any vehicle. In addition, spot
monitoring on the roadway can be a necessary
measure. In some cases, operators may specially
fix their vehicles to pass a known, one-off annual
test. However, once the test is finished, the operators may remove filters and other emission reduction devices in order to improve fuel economy.
Fig. 19.18

Random, on-street spot monitoring of
vehicles can be an effective way of ensuring
regulatory norms are met in practice.
Photo courtesy of UNCRD
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Random street tests thus serve the purpose of
ensuring the actual vehicle performance meets
the regulatory standards (Figure 19.18).
19.3.3 Greenhouse gas emissions

“Global warming is too serious for the world
any longer to ignore its danger.”
—Tony Blair, British Prime Minister, 1953–

19.3.3.1 Global trends
Vehicle emissions are the fastest growing source
of greenhouse gas emissions worldwide. Emissions from the transport sector are growing at
an annual rate of 2.1 percent worldwide and
3.5 percent in developing nations (IEA, 2002a).
Representing 24 percent of greenhouse gas
emissions from fossil sources, vehicle emissions
have emerged as one of the most significant
challenges in mitigating the effects of global
climate change. In terms of total emissions from
fossil fuel sources, the transport sector is second
only to the generation of electricity and heat (39
percent) (IEA/OECD, 2003). Greenhouse gas
emissions from motorised vehicles are predominantly carbon dioxide (CO2) but also include
some emissions of methane (CH4) and nitrous
oxide (N2O).
Much of the growth in transport sector emissions stems from the continued growth in the
number of private motorised vehicles (i.e., cars
and motorcycles). The planet will soon reach a
milestone of being resident to over one billion
motorised vehicles. The International Energy
Agency (IEA) and the World Business Council
for Sustainable Development (WBCSD) has
compiled a comprehensive set of spreadsheet
analyses projecting transport trends between the
year 2000 and 2050 (IEA/SMP, 2004).

vehicles in the OECD by 2030. Currently, there
are approximately 982 million passenger vehicles worldwide; by 2050 this figure is projected
to be 2.6 billion.1)
The growth in motorised vehicle ownership has
largely followed trends in per capita income.
Dargay and Gately (1999) show that in the per
capita income range of US$2,000 to US$5,000
vehicle purchases jump sharply. Other factors
affecting vehicle ownership growth are population growth, urbanisation levels, importation
regulations, and the quality of alternative transport services. The relative lower cost of suburban
housing versus urban housing can also increase
the demand for private vehicles. Several major
developing nations are entering the income zone
of rapid motorisation.

Figure 19.19 shows the expected trends in vehicle ownership levels. There are two striking features of this graphic. First, despite the existing
saturation of vehicle ownership in countries like
the US, growth in ownership in these countries
is expected to continue through 2050. Second,
the rate of growth in developing countries is
significant, resulting in the number of developing-nation vehicles surpassing the number of
1) “Passenger vehicles” include cars, motorcycles,
three-wheelers, mini-buses, and buses. This value
does not include freight vehicles, train carriages,
water transport, or air transport.
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Fig. 19.19

Vehicle ownership
by region
Source: IEA/SMP, 2004

Fig. 19.20

Vehicle usage by
region (vehiclekilometres travelled)
Source: IEA/SMP, 2004
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Fig. 19.21

A generalised emissions
equation that also
notes the constituent
components of
emission sources.
Graphic courtesy of Wright
and Fulton (2005).

Figure 19.20 provides a projection of vehicle
usage levels through 2050 for both OECD and
non-OECD nations. Like vehicle ownership, vehicle usage is expected to grow for both OECD
and non-OECD countries, with the highest
growth rates in the developing world.
19.3.3.2 Emissions model
Figure 19.21 provides an overview of the
general relationship between transport activity and emissions (Wright and Fulton, 2005).
Figure 19.21 specifically provides the relationship between vehicle performance and carbon
dioxide (CO2) emissions, but the equation
given can also be extended to other pollutants
as well. Each of the three principal elements,
behaviour, design, and technology, has a basic
role to play in minimising emissions. In reality,
the emission profile of each pollutant type is

fairly complex. The ambient emission levels will
likely vary by time of day, day of the week, and
the season of the year. Climate, topography,
vehicle use patterns, maintenance practices, and
driving behaviour will all play a role. Additionally, interactions between different pollutants
will also change the composition and level of
pollutants.
The broadly-defined variables defined in Figure
19.21 each relate to constituent components
that can be influenced to reduce emissions.
For example the mode share component of the
behavioural variable is affected by all the factors
related to customer satisfaction, including affordability, comfort, convenience, safety, security, and travel time. By improving the quality
of these components, more car users are likely
to switch to public transport. Likewise, the
design of the network and the resulting land-use

Fig. 19.22

Impacts of mode
shifting to public
transport
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Table 19.2: Emission reduction costs for fuel technology scenarios
Scenario
type

Fuel/tech.
type

Pessimistic CNG
Optimistic

CNG

Pessimistic Hybrid-electric
Optimistic

Hybrid-electric

CO2
reduction

Incremental
vehicle cost
($US)

Incremental
Refuelling infraIncremental
operating costs structure investment
fuel costs
(US$/km)
(US$/vehicle)

0%

30,000

0.02

20,000

Equal

10%

20,000

0.02

10,000

Equal

5%

100,000

0.02

0

5% less

NA
442
1,912

20%

65,000

0.02

0

Pessimistic Fuel cell

30%

1,000,000

0.05

50,000

100% higher

3,570

Optimistic

75%

250,000

0.03

20,000

50% higher

463

Fuel cell

20% less

Estimated cost
(US$/tonne
of CO2 )

Source: Wright and Fulton, 2005

patterns influence the number of trips and the
average distance travelled. Transit oriented development (TOD) and good mixed-use design
will influence both how people travel as well as
their daily travel patterns. Finally, technology
plays a role in terms of fuel quality and the fuel
efficiency of the vehicle. A complete emissions
reduction effort would likely address each one of
these variables.
19.3.3.3 Emission reduction potential of
mode shifting
The International Energy Agency (IEA) has
conducted research to determine the relative
impacts of mode share in comparison to different fuel and propulsion technology options.
The IEA examined the emission impacts of
shifting mode share by the capacity equivalent
of one bus with a total capacity of 120 passengers. Even with the rather modest assumption
of only a 50 percent load factor for the bus
and only 8 percent of the passengers having
switched from private vehicles, the resulting
emission reductions were substantial. The projected reductions in hydrocarbon and carbon
monoxide emissions per kilometre were over
ten times the emissions of a single bus (IEA,
2002b). The reduction per kilometre of particulate matter, nitrogen oxides, and carbon dioxide
(fuel use) ranged from two times to four times
the emissions of a single bus (Figure 19.22).
Remarkably, the level of emissions reduced did
not change significantly with buses of strikingly
different emission standards. Buses with Euro
0, Euro II, Euro IV, and fuel-cell technology all
produced roughly the same results. This result
occurred because the relative impact of the tailpipe standard (and thus the fuel and propulsion
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choice) was overwhelmed by the impact from
mode switching. The IEA study notes that:
“Regardless of whether a bus is ‘clean’ or
‘dirty’, if it is reasonably full it can displace
anywhere from 5 to 50 other motorised vehicles...” (IEA, 2002b, p. 12)
“Certainly, a cleaner bus will yield lower emissions, but in this scenario the emission reductions from technology choice are overshadowed by reductions from mode switching (and
the resulting ‘subtraction’ of other vehicles)...
Dramatic reductions in road space, fuel use,
and most emissions can be achieved through
displacing other vehicles with any bus, even
the ‘Euro 0’ buses typically sold in the developing world.” (IEA, 2002b, p. 48)

The IEA results do not imply that fuel and propulsion technology should be ignored in achieving lower emissions. However, the results do
suggest that these technologies alone only address
a relatively small portion of the total emission reduction potential. Improving the efficiency of the
transport sector and reducing emissions revolves
around a full set of factors, including the many
factors that are most important to customers
such as cost, comfort, convenience, and security.
Further research has supported this analysis.
In a comparison of the cost per ton to achieve
carbon dioxide (CO2) reductions, fuel technology options were found to be significantly more
costly than mode shifting options (Wright and
Fulton, 2005). Table 19.2 summarises projected
emission reductions costs for different fuel technologies (CNG, diesel hybrid-electric, and fuel
cell technology). Given the uncertainty of the
future improvements in these technologies, both
an optimistic and pessimistic case is presented.
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Table 19.2: Impact of mode shifts on CO2 emission reductions
Tonnes of CO2
over 20 years
(thou.)

Tonnes of CO2
reduced from
baseline (thou.)

Automobile 19%
Motorcycle 4%
Taxi
4%
Mini-bus
48%
BRT
5%
Walking
19%
Bicycle
1%

47,409.7

1,905.5

US$125 million
(50 km of BRT at
US$2.5 million per km)

$66

BRT mode share
increases from
0% to 10%

Automobile
Motorcycle
Taxi
Mini-bus
BRT
Walking
Bicycle

18%
4%
3%
45%
10%
19%
1%

45,086.8

4,228.5

US$250 million
(100 km of BRT at
US$2.5 million per km)

$59

Walking mode
share increases
from 20% to 25%

Automobile 19%
Motorcycle 4%
Taxi
4%
Mini-bus
47%
BRT
0%
Walking
25%
Bicycle
1%

45,888.7

3,426.6

US$60 million
(400 km of pedestrian
upgrades at
US$150,000 per km)

$17

Bicycle mode
share increases
from 1% to 5%

Automobile 19%
Motorcycle 4%
Taxi
5%
Mini-bus
48%
BRT
0%
Walking
19%
Bicycle
5%

47,393.3

1,922.0

US$30 million
(300 km of cycle ways
at $100,000 per km)

$15

Bicycle mode
share increases
from 1% to 10%

Automobile
Motorcycle
Taxi
Mini-bus
BRT
Walking
Bicycle

18%
3%
5%
46%
0%
18%
10%

45,154.9

4,160.4

US$60 million
(500 km of cycle
ways at $100,000 per
km, plus $10 million
promotional campaign)

$14

Package:
BRT, Pedestrian
upgrades,
Cycleways

Automobile
Motorcycle
Taxi
Mini-bus
BRT
Walking
Bicycle

15%
3%
3%
34%
10%
25%
10%

36,917.5

12,397.8

US$370 million
(BRT $250 million;
Footpaths $60 million;
Cycleways $60 million)

$30

Scenario name

Mode shares

BRT mode share
increases from
0% to 5%

Cost of infrastructure

Cost per
tonne of CO2
(US$per ton)

Source: Wright and Fulton, 2005

The lowest cost emission reduction option under
this analysis is the optimistic case for diesel
hybrid-electric technology, which produced a
value of US$148 per metric ton of CO2 reduced.
The highest cost emission reduction option is
the pessimistic case for fuel cell technology,
which produced a value of US$3,570 per metric
ton of CO2 reduced.
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By comparison, a set of mode shifting scenarios
produced far more cost competitive emission
reductions (Wright and Fulton, 2005). Table
19.32 summarises the results of the mode
shifting scenarios, based upon the conditions
and emission factors from Bogotá. The specific
modes focussed upon in the analysis are BRT,
cycling, and walking.
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Fig. 19.23

Promoting mode
shifts to both public
transport and nonmotorised options, such
as walking and cycling,
will likely produce
the most cost-effective
emission reductions.
Photo by Karl Fjellstrom

Each of the mode shifting scenarios resulted
in relatively cost-competitive emission reductions with no costs higher than US$70 per ton
of CO2 reduced. By contrast the lowest cost
fuel-based strategy was US$148 per ton of CO2
reduced.
Ideally, an emission reduction scenario would
produce both large emission reductions as well
as low-cost reductions. Each of the non-motorised options produced results under US$20
per ton of CO2 reduced. A US$60 million
investment in bicycle infrastructure produces a
projected emission reduction of 4.1 million tons
of CO2 over 20 years at a cost of approximately
US$14 per ton.
However, the package of measures bundled
together (BRT with pedestrian upgrades and
cycleway investment) was the most effective
combination of large and relatively low-cost
reductions. The scenario with the package of
measures produced over 12 million tonnes
of CO2 reductions at a cost of approximately
US$30 per ton. As an individual measure, BRT
was more costly than the other scenarios at
US$66 per ton while the non-motorised options
alone did not produce the largest reductions.
This result is due to modal assignment between
the different options. In the case of BRT or
non-motorised options working individually,
each will tend to suppress the mode share of the
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other. For example, improved public transport
(e.g., BRT) will tend to attract previously nonmotorised users in addition to targeted trips by
private vehicles. The net emission reductions
will not be as great as compared to a scenario
in which public transport and non-motorised
transport increase together. In the bundled
scenario, trips by BRT, walking, and cycling are
all promoted and supported, and thus the loss of
market share between these modes is minimised
(Figure 19.23).
Finally, another interesting finding from this
research has been the relative sensitivity of emission reductions from small changes in motorised
mode share. A single percentage point reduction
in motorised mode share and a subsequent gain
by either non-motorised options or public transport is substantial in terms of greenhouse gas
impacts. In the context of the stated reference
case, a single percentage point reduction in mode
share of private automobiles represents over one
million tons of CO2 through the 20-year project
period. This finding implies that even shifting
relatively small percentages of mode share to
more sustainable options can be worthwhile.
It should be noted that the cost estimates generated in tables 19.3 and 19.3 are approximations
based upon generic conditions and assumptions
within project and baseline scenarios. The actual values will vary greatly depending on local
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circumstances and a range of factors, including
baseline mode shares, local infrastructure costs,
and cultural preferences for particular modes.
The scenarios presented here also did not account for any induced travel that may occur due
to the availability of road space following a shift
to lower-emitting options. Further, the final
total cost of attempting to convert such reductions into tradable “Certified Emission Reductions” will also involve additional transaction
costs as well as measurement and monitoring
costs. Nevertheless, the results of these initial
scenarios for mode shifting do appear promising
from the standpoint of cost competitiveness.
19.3.3.4 Global emission reduction efforts

“In our every deliberation, we must consider
the impact of our decisions on the next seven
generations.”
—Iroquois Nation Maxim

Fig. 19.24

Country officials and
interested groups
regularly meet through
Conference of the
Parties (COPs) to
discuss progress with
the Kyoto Protocol.
Photo by Lloyd Wright

To date, two major international agreements
have been brought forward to curb greenhouse
gas emissions. At the 1992 United Nations
Conference on Environment and Development
(UNCED), member nations developed the
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). By 1994, a sufficient
number of countries had ratified the convention
to put the document into force. Although the
convention was essentially a non-binding agreement, the UNFCCC did include a mechanism
allowing participation by developing nations

in emission-reducing projects. The mechanism,
known as “Activities Implemented Jointly” (AIJ),
encouraged investment towards developing nation
projects as a means to stimulate a future emissions
trading market. Remarkably, though, of the 186
AIJ projects put forward, none addressed emissions in the transport sector (JIQ, 2002).
Subsequently, in 1997, the Kyoto Protocol was
drafted. The protocol calls for developed nations
to reduce emissions by an average of 5.2 percent
from a 1990 baseline. Despite the absence of two
major emitting nations, the US and Australia,
the agreement came into force on 16 February
2005. Progress on the Kyoto Protocol is tracked
by the UNFCCC Secretariat as well as through
regular meetings of the members states (Figure
19.24).
The Kyoto Protocol offers a mechanism, known
at the “Clean Development Mechanism”
(CDM), that allows mitigation projects in
developing nations to earn “Certified Emission
Reductions” (CERs), which will have a monetary value. The Protocol also includes a mechanism known as “Joint Implementation” (JI) to
promote emission reducing projects in “economies-in-transition” (i.e., Eastern Europe). Thus,
although developing nations and economies-intransition do have not reduction requirements
under the Kyoto Protocol, these nations can sell
credits gained through CDM and JI to other
nations that do have Kyoto emission reduction
requirements.
However, early indications from project proposals indicate that transport will not be a major
area of investment. CDM and JI projects are
being supported by many institutions, including the governments of Finland, Japan, and
The Netherlands, as well as the World Bank
through its Prototype Carbon Fund. Through
February 2007, a total of 1,743 CDM projects
and 155 JI projects had been registered with
the UNFCCC. Only three of these projects
were related to the transport sector. Of these,
only one project, Bogotá’s TransMilenio BRT
project, was related to urban passenger transport
(Fenhann, 2007).
The most frequently cited reasons behind the
lack of greenhouse gas mitigation projects in
the transport sector are the complexity of transport baselines and the cost-effectiveness of the
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projects. Projects encouraging shifts to loweremitting modes depend upon modelling projections that are possibly not sufficiently rigorous
to meet the standards of Certified Emission
Reductions (Sandvik, 2005). Further, the duration and timing of transport emissions may also
be at odds with the CDM process. Busways and
infrastructure for bicycles and pedestrians will
have a lifetime of 25 years or longer, and thus
the initial capital costs are amortised through
the emissions reduced over this period. CDM
project periods only cover 7 or 10 years, and
thus do not permit the full emission reduction
in a single reporting period. Additionally, the
nature of the CDM implies the presence of a
motivated investor with a discrete product. Private sector opportunities largely reside in fuels
and vehicles while upgrades such as improved
customer service either do not have well-defined
commercial opportunities or such opportunities
are local in nature.
Apart from the UNFCCC mechanisms, the
Global Environment Facility (GEF) is amongst
the world’s largest grant-making facilities to
fund projects alleviating global environmental
problems. The GEF’s resources of over US$2
billion are intended to catalyse demonstration
initiatives that eventually lead to replication
globally. However, the transport sector was one
of the last sectors that the GEF climate change
programme has addressed. Further, the GEF’s
operational strategy for transport was largely
prepared by special interests from the fuel cell
industry, and thus has focused much of the
early investments towards fuel and propulsion
system solutions (GEF, 2001).
Through February 2005, of the 566 registered
GEF projects related to climate change, only 13
were in the transport sector. Six of these projects
are focused on fuel cell technology. The fuel cell
initiatives involve a US$60 million investment
by UNDP to finance 46 fuel-cell buses in developing cities such as Beijing, Cairo, Mexico City,
São Paulo, and Shanghai. The actual project
cost totals US$120 million when matching
funds from private sector fuel and vehicle firms
are included. Thus, the end result is 46 buses at
a cost of approximately US$2.6 million per bus.
However, given that in nations such as China
the hydrogen for the fuel-cell buses will likely
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be derived from largely coal-based electricity,
the overall greenhouse gas emissions will actually be higher than if a standard diesel vehicle
was utilised. If instead the US$60 million GEF
investment was applied towards BRT systems,
then anywhere from 20 to 30 cities could have
received funds to fully plan BRT systems. In response, the GEF is now moving towards a more
systems-based approach to transport initiatives.
The World Bank is currently leading GEFfinanced BRT projects in Lima, Mexico City,
Santiago, and Hanoi with additional projects
being planned for cities in China, Colombia,
Mexico, Brazil, and Argentina.
19.3.3.5 TransMilenio emission reductions
The Bogotá TransMilenio system is the first
public transport initiative to be brought forward
for consideration of international emission
credits. Under the registration of the TransMilenio project with the UNFCCC, phase II
through phase IV of TransMilenio is eligible for
the emission credits. The first crediting period
runs for seven years beginning on 1 January
2006. The TransMilenio system and its partners
are projected to reduce approximately 247,000
tons of CO2 per year under the application to
the UNFCCC for emission credits. In turn, the
revenues generated from the sale of the “Certified Emission Reductions” can then be applied
to further expand the TransMilenio system.
As a system-based approach to public transport,
the TransMilenio system is able to address
virtually all the possible components in an
emissions reduction effort, as outlined earlier
in Figure 19.21. Specifically, TransMilenio
is achieving emission reductions through the
following mechanisms:
n Increasing the share of public transport ridership by dramatically improving the quality
of service (in terms of travel time, comfort,
security, cleanliness, etc.);
n Replacing 4 to 5 smaller buses with a larger
articulated vehicle;
n Requiring the destruction of 4 to 8 older
buses for every new articulated vehicle introduced into the system;
n GPS controlled management of the fleet allowing the optimisation of demand and supply during peak and non-peak periods;
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Encouraging transit-oriented development
around stations and along corridors; and,
n Emission standards currently requiring a
minimum of Euro II emission levels with a
future schedule requiring eventual Euro III
and Euro IV compliance.
Bogotá is one of the few cities in the world
that is achieving a significant increase in public
transport ridership. Approximately 20 percent of
ridership on Bogotá’s BRT system comes from
persons who previously drove a private vehicle
to work. The quality of TransMilenio is such
that even middle- and higher-income travellers
are utilising the system. The older mini-buses
that dominated Bogotá prior to TransMilenio
were largely not an option that discretionary
public transport users would frequent (Figures
19.25 and 19.26).
n

Fig. 19.25

The transformation
of Bogotá’s public
transport system
from this…

Prior to TransMilenio, as many as 35,000
public transport vehicles of various shapes and
sizes plied the streets of Bogotá. In order to
rationalise the system, companies bidding to
participate in TransMilenio were required to
scrap older transit vehicles. During the first
phase of TransMilenio, the winning bids agreed
to scrap approximately four older vehicles for
each articulated vehicle introduced. In the
second phase, the successful bids committed to
scrapping between 7.0 and 8.9 older buses for
each new articulated vehicle. The destruction
of older vehicles prevents the “leakage” of these
vehicles to other cities.
Other cities have since been influenced by
Bogotá’s vehicle scrapping programme. For
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example, the Guayaquil Metrovía also requires
any private operator wishing to enter the system
to scrap a certain number of vehicles (Figure
19.27).
Each articulated vehicle in TransMilenio has a
capacity of 160 passengers. The vehicles are currently achieving a load factor of approximately
80 to 90 percent. The older public transport
vehicles in Bogotá come in a variety of sizes,
from micro-buses to full-sized conventional
buses. Table 19.4 summarises data collected on
characteristics of public transport vehicles in
Bogotá.
The differences in “passengers per vehicle-kilometre travelled” are quite telling. The relative
efficiency of operating a coordinated system in
larger vehicles translates into economic advantages for the operators. By closely controlling
the supply of vehicles during peak and non-peak
periods, TransMilenio avoids wasteful trips.
19.3.4 Noise

The existing older vehicles in most developing
cities not only produce high levels of contaminant emissions but also generate considerable
noise pollution. The inefficient engine technologies in conjunction with poor noise dampening
devices means that noise levels can exceed safe
levels. Further, the large number of smaller
Fig. 19.26

…to this, has resulted in significant
emission reductions.
Top photo by Lloyd Wright
Bottom photo courtesy of Fundación Ciudad
Humana (Human City Foundation)
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Fig. 19.27

Like Bogotá,
Guayaquil has also
implemented a vehicle
scrappage requirement
for private operators
wishing to participate
in the system.
Photo by Lloyd Wright

public transport vehicles means that existing
systems have high numbers of noise generating
mini-buses. BRT helps reduce vehicle noise by:
n Replacing 4 to 5 mini-buses with a larger
public transport vehicle
n Using quieter engine technologies
n Managing the system to produce “smoother”
vehicle operations
n Employing noise dampening devices
n Encouraging mode shifting from private
vehicles to public transport.

Projecting the potential reduction in noise levels
can be difficult since there may be no baseline
noise levels collected for the city. Thus, baseline
decibel measurements may be a recommended
part of a pre-project evaluation of the existing
environment. The projected external noise
levels of new vehicles are typically specified by
the vehicle manufacturers. This information in
conjunction with the average noise level of an
existing public transport vehicle can produce an
initial estimation of the projected benefits.

Table 19.4: Characteristics of public transit vehicles in Bogotá
Vehicle type
TransMilenio articulated bus,
Euro II diesel

Passenger
capacity

Fuel consumption
(km/litre)

Passengers per vehiclekilometre travelled (IPK)

160

1.56

5.20

Conventional bus, diesel

70–80

2.14

1.00–2.27

Conventional bus, Gasoline

70–80

1.53

1.00–2.27

Medium-sized bus, diesel,
models 1595-2004

27–45

5.02

0.90–2.24

Medium-sized bus, diesel,
1580 model

27–45

3.96

0.90–2.24

Medium-sized bus, gasoline,
1580 model

27–45

2.64

0.90–2.24

Micro-bus, diesel

13–15

5.54

0.60–1.44

Micro-bus, gasoline

13–15

3.43

0.60–1.44

Source: Martínez, 2004
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technology may be equally profound, and these
are things we need to think about and study.”
—Michael Quinn, historian, 1944–

As with other indicators, the social impacts of
a BRT system will depend on how the system
is designed, so project specific appraisal is
generally necessary. Some development institutions require a social impact assessment for
major projects like BRT, either as part of an
EIA or as part of an assessment of the poverty
alleviation impacts.
19.4.1 Types of social impacts

Fig. 19.28

19.3.5 Liquid and solid wastes

A waste recycling
facility at the Usme
depot of TransMilenio.

Transit operations will also generate a variety
of liquid and solid waste products. Waste oil,
other lubricants, and industrial solvents should
be recycled or disposed in an approved manner.
Liquid wastes that are not properly treated can
endanger water supplies. These wastes can be a
particular danger to residents living near transit
depots and other repair shops. Solid waste products such as worn tires and failed components
should also be disposed in a safe manner.

Photo by Lloyd Wright

A formal transit system, such as a BRT system,
can help to reduce and control these emissions
by providing standard procedures and a more
controlled environment. While informal operators may dispose of waste products in an uncontrolled fashion, concessioned BRT operators
must follow procedures stipulated in the contractual agreements. The TransMilenio depots
in Bogotá include infrastructure to facilitate the
recycling and proper disposal of wastes (Figure
19.28).
19.4 Social impacts

“Humans have always had a complex relationship with technology. Automobiles,
for instance, changed the nature of life in
America, where we live, how we work, what
we can do with our leisure time. But they have
also brought us traffic jams and contributed
to global warming. The impact of information
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19.4.1.1 Property expropriation and
resettlement
Usually, the greatest concern in social appraisal
of infrastructure projects is with property expropriation and involuntary resettlement. Normally,
BRT systems will be designed in such a way as
to minimise involuntary resettlement, and in
fact BRT systems frequently make it possible for
municipalities to put off or stop all together new
road projects which would have much higher
levels of involuntary resettlement. Nevertheless,
some BRT systems may require some involuntary resettlement, and in such circumstances the
involuntary resettlement guidelines drafted by
institutions such as the World Bank should be
followed. Chapter 11 (Infrastructure) discusses
good practice procedures for addressing property
expropriation issues.
19.4.1.2 Displacement of paratransit
workers
Of much greater concern with BRT projects
is what will happen to the former paratransit
operators and the families that rely on them
for income. In most BRT systems, negotiations
with existing bus operators have been tense. In
the best cases, like in Bogotá, Guayaquil, and
Jakarta, major social upheaval was avoided by
negotiation and compromise which ensured
that at least some existing operators enjoy the
benefits of the new system, while at the same
time not holding the public interest hostage to
the demands of these private interests (Figure
19.29). In the worst case, like in Quito, a
general strike by the former bus syndicates shut
down the transit system for five days and the
military had to be called in to avoid further
violence (Figure 19.30).
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Fig. 19.29

In Guayaquil, a negotiated concession
process meant that existing owners and
drivers embraced the new system.
Photo by Lloyd Wright

Certainly, if all the most lucrative public transport routes in a major city are taken away from
local paratransit operators who own their own
vehicles, and these routes are given to a foreign
multinational corporation who brings in replacement workers from an even poorer country,
and divests the profits, the social impact of a
BRT system could be quite negative. The former
paratransit drivers, who have put their life
savings into their minibuses, now are holding a
worthless asset. Such a decision would no doubt
lead to significant social upheaval.
For this reason, most BRT systems do not
completely turn private bus operations over to
international competitive bidding, but rather
structure the terms of the competitive bid to
ensure that a significant number of the existing
bus operators in the corridor affected are reincorporated into the new system. How this is
done specifically will vary depend on the structure of the existing paratransit industry.
In Bogotá, for example, the companies bidding
on becoming the operators of the new BRT
system got extra points for “experience operating buses in the corridor”. Also, each bidder had
to destroy several of the old paratransit buses
for each new vehicle that they procured. This
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requirement forced the
bus enterprises to buy
from the small individual
bus owners their old
buses, so that they would be able to recoup the
value of their only capital asset. Some of them
accepted cash and some of them accepted shares
in the new company.
19.4.1.3 Poverty alleviation
For certain sources of international financing,
including ostensibly all World Bank financing, the project must demonstrate some sort of
poverty alleviation impact, while others (US
AID Housing Guarantee Loans, for example)
require that the principal project beneficiaries
are below median income levels. In the past,
some members of the World Bank staff have
questioned the viability of urban mass transit
investments for lack of clear evidence that they
benefit the poor.
Certainly, this is a valid criticism of many new
metro systems in developing countries, where
the cost of the new metro service tends to be
several times higher than traditional bus services, while the wealthy tend to be disproportionately represented among the beneficiaries.
The same cannot be said of most BRT systems,
however. Most BRT systems have managed to
keep fares in line with normal bus services while
dramatically improving service quality and speed.
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Fig. 19.30

By contrast, in Quito
private operators
parked their vehicles
and blocked the new
Trolley system from
initially operating.
Photo courtesy of El Comercio.
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Fig. 19.31

In the planning of
new BRT systems in
South African cities
such as Johannesburg
and Tshwane, the
emphasis is on
bringing quality public
transport to previously
disadvantaged
communities.
Photo by Lloyd Wright

Lower operating costs allow BRT systems to be
self-financing at much lower fare levels, making it
possible to keep the system in private hands while
providing services affordable to the poor.
Further, many new systems have focussed initial
corridors on the lowest-income neighbourhoods.
This emphasis helps ensure that the new system
will play a role in improving access to jobs and
public services (Figure 19.31).

Fig. 19.32

Income levels and BRT
usage in Bogotá.

Colombia divides its population into six
income groups. Category one and two are
considered “poor” under Colombian law. Of all
TransMilenio passengers, 37 percent are from
these two lowest income categories, 47 percent
are from category three (which represents 66
percent of the total population), 13 percent are
from category four, and 3 percent are from categories five and six (Figure 19.32). On average,

TransMilenio passengers save roughly US$134
per year in travel costs and 325 hours per year in
time savings. In a separate survey, TransMilenio
found that much of the time savings meant
more time was spent with children and other
family members.
Similar data has been collected for the TransJakarta system. From a sample of 350 system
users, this study found that approximately 40
percent of passengers were defined as “low
income” based on proxy indicators. Some 87
percent of respondents said their travel time was
reduced while only 2 percent reported a longer
travel time. In terms of travel cost, 47 percent
said their travel cost was slightly lower, 29
percent said it was the same, and 21 percent said
their travel cost was higher than before.
19.4.1.4 System sociability
Public transport systems can also provide one of
the few places in a city where all social groups
are able to meet and interact. An affordable and
high-quality system can attract customers from
low-income, middle-income, and high-income
sectors (Figure 19.33). This role as a common
public good can be quite healthy in creating
understanding and easing tensions between
social groups.
The new system may also mean that persons
who previously had no travel options now can
visit the entire city. In Bogotá, approximately
9,000 trips per day are made in TransMilenio
by persons who had some form of physical
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disability preventing them from using the previous public transport service. In the new system,
the platform level boarding and ramps to the
stations means that a whole new world has
opened up to these individuals.
19.4.1.5 Crime reduction
Some evidence suggests that public transport
upgrades can also reduce crime. Improvements
in station lighting and nearby footpaths as well
as the presence of security cameras and security
personnel can do much to create a different
urban environment (Figure 19.34).
The development of the Bogotá BRT system
contributed to an environment that experienced
dramatic reductions in crime. In 1999, the
year prior to the introduction of TransMilenio,
2,058 robberies were recorded in the city. By
2002, this figure had dropped to 1,370, a reduction of 33 percent. The city also experienced a
32 percent reduction in personal assaults and
a 15 percent reduction in homicides over the
same period. These impressive reductions were
achieved through a combination of innovative
measures, of which the BRT system and accompanying improvements in public space were
just one component. Thus, the credit cannot be
directly given to the BRT system, but it is likely
that the system has contributed to creating a
safer and more pleasant environment in the city.
19.4.1.6 Safety
The separation of public transport vehicles
from mixed traffic and the improvements to
pedestrian crossings and traffic signalisation
are measures typically employed to make a new
BRT operate efficiently. These same measures
also tend to produce significant safety benefits.
Thus, reductions in vehicle accidents and pedestrian accidents often accompany the implementation of a new system.

19.4.1.7 Estimating social impacts
Predicting the likely beneficiaries of a BRT system is generally quite simple. As one can safely
assume that the majority of BRT passengers
will be drawn from existing bus and paratransit
passengers using the same corridor, surveys of
the income characteristics of existing bus and
paratransit passengers in the corridor should
provide a very close estimate to the population
of beneficiaries for the final system. If the system primarily serves upper income neighbourhoods, the chances are that the beneficiaries
will be similarly predominantly from among the
upper income groups, and if it primarily serves

Figure 19.35 summarises the safety improvements emanating from the implementation of
the Bogotá TransMilenio system.

Fig. 19.34

Lighting upgrades along the Guayaquil
Metrovía corridors helps to create a
more secure urban environment.
Photo by Lloyd Wright
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Fig. 19.33

A public transport
system’s ability to
bring together people
from all walks of life
helps increase social
understanding between
different classes.
Photo by Lloyd Wright
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with a traffic model by looking more closely at
the impact of the new system on origin-destination pairs among the lowest income zones
throughout the city.

Fig. 19.35

Changes in key safety
and security statistics
before and after the
implementation
of the Bogotá
TransMilenio system.
Graphic courtesy of TransMilenio SA

lower income neighbourhoods it will tend to
serve lower income groups.
A rough estimate of the impact of the new BRT
system on lower income groups can generally
be calculated by assuming that the poor will
have the same level of representation among
the BRT system’s ridership as they have among
the current bus and paratransit ridership in the
same corridors. This result has been borne out
by empirical research. The net benefits calculation would then be applied to this share of the
population to calculate the benefits among the
poor. A more detailed analysis can be done

The location of the poor in the urban area will
tend to make different fare structures more
or less equitable. In most developing-country mega-cities, the poor tend to live at the
periphery of the city. In such circumstances,
a flat fare structure such as that utilised in
Bogotá, Guayaquil, and Quito will tend to
cross subsidise long distance low-income trips.
On the other hand, there are some exceptions,
where the poor are more randomly distributed
throughout the greater metropolitan area, or
where the poor occupy the central city. In these
rare instances, a distance-based fare structure
may be more equitable.
With all the various social indicators, recording existing data on critical indicators prior to
implementation will help to set an appropriate
baseline by which the system can later be evaluated. Thus, ensuring that data on indicators
such as safety and security are measured along
the planned corridors will provide a point of
future comparison.

Fig. 19.36

High-rise development
in Curitiba takes
place only along the
BRT corridors.
Photo courtesy of the
Municipality of Curitiba
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19.5 Urban impacts

Fig. 19.37

“Because I believe a lot of people share my
feelings about the tragic landscape of highway
strips, parking lots, housing tracts, mega-malls,
junked cities, and ravaged countryside that
makes up the everyday environment where most
live and work. A land full of places that are not
worth caring about will soon be a nation and a
way of life that is not worth defending.”

High-quality
pedestrian and
cycleway facilities
connect low-income
communities with
the TransMilenio
system in Bogotá.
Photo by Lloyd Wright

—James Howard Kunstler, author and social critic,
1948–

19.5.1 Types of urban impacts

The relationship between BRT and land use
can have long-lasting impacts on the form of
the city. Busways can play an important role
in concentrating new development in strategic
locations which minimise the long term cost of
providing transit and other urban services to
these households and firms.
For example, the BRT stations in Curitiba are
development nodes, which act to attract mixed
commercial and residential development that
reduces necessary vehicle kilometres travelled
through co-location. Curitiba’s zoning system
was closely linked with the BRT system’s development, and much higher density development
was allowed along the BRT corridors than was
allowed along the mixed traffic arterials. This
policy ensured that as the city grew, it grew in
a reasonably compact manner along the BRT
corridors (Figure 19.36).
In Bogotá, while there was minimal link
between TransMilenio and zoning changes,
low-income housing sites were located near
TransMilenio terminals, and connected to these
terminals by pedestrian and walking-only facilities. In this way, the city is growing up around
low-cost cycling and walking facilities closely
linked to TransMilenio (Figure 19.37).
In fact, the busways and development nodes are
mutually beneficial. The strategic siting of BRT
stations improves customer access to shopping,
employment, and services while the high-density centres ensure sufficient passenger traffic
to maintain cost-effective busway operations.
Curitiba has also coordinated new residential
construction around bus arteries.
The end result is that the municipality can
deliver basic infrastructure such as water,
sewage, and electricity at a significant cost
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savings to areas with concentrated development.
While mixed use, high-density planning does
not always guarantee a sustainable urban environment, integrated planning efforts between
land use and transport can provide a win-win
situation for municipal officials, commercial
developers, and residents.
19.5.2 Predicting changes in urban form

Estimating the projected changes in urban form
induced by a new BRT system is difficult. Some
transport-land use models have been developed,
but such models are not very robust, and few
have been calibrated for use in developing countries. It is probably easier to make fairly simple
and plausible assumptions and embed these
assumptions in the 20-year traffic projection. It
is common among metro project promoters to
make fairly heroic assumptions about possible
land development in the corridor as a way of
justifying the massive investment, but it is probably wiser to make fairly modest assumptions
about future development in the corridor. After
all, if the system is poorly designed, operated, or
maintained (much of which will be difficult to
determine in the early planning stages), it may
be that there will be disinvestment rather than
investment into the corridor.
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19.6 Monitoring and evaluation plan

“Do not believe in anything simply because you
have heard it. Do not believe simply because it
has been handed down for many generations.
Do not believe in anything simply because it
is spoken and rumoured by many... Do not
believe in anything merely on the authority
of teachers, elders or wise men. Believe only
after careful observations and analysis, and
when you find that it agrees with reason and is
conductive to the good and benefit of one and
all, then accept it and live up to it.”
—Buddha, spiritual leader, 560 BC–480 BC

19.6.1 Fundamentals of monitoring and
evaluation

In many respects, the success or failure of a
system can be apparent from public reactions to
the system. The customer’s opinion is perhaps
the single most important measure. However, to
obtain an objective and quantifiable indication
of a system’s overall performance, a defined
monitoring and evaluation plan is fundamental.
The feedback from such a plan can help identify
system strengths as well as weaknesses requiring
corrective action.
Fig. 19.38

Customer satisfaction
is perhaps the most
important indication
of a system’s success
or failure.
Photo courtesy of TransMilenio SA

The identification of a full set of system targets
and indicators is a first basic step in the development of a monitoring and evaluation plan. A
baseline value should be created for the relevant
indicators. Thus, the evaluation work will begin
prior to the development of the system. By
noting such factors as average vehicle speeds,

travel times, and public transport usage prior to
the system’s development, it will be possible to
quantify the benefits gained by the new system.
Most indicators will be quantitative in nature,
but qualitative assessments can also be accommodated through survey work.
A strict monitoring and evaluation schedule
should be established. Many of the system
performance indicators, such as passenger numbers, will be collected automatically through
the management control system and the fare
collection data system. Other indicators will
require direct periodic measurement. The
initial period of system operation will likely be
a period of more frequent measurement since
there will be great interest to evaluate the original design and operational assumptions. Feedback from the initial monitoring may shape
the design and operational adjustments that
frequently occur in the first year of operation.
After the initial months of operation, though,
a regular pattern of data collection should be
established.
Baseline data may also need to be collected
across several different points of time. Some
baseline factors will likely vary by time of day,
day of the week, and months of the year. The
original modelling process is another rich source
of potential baseline data. Evaluating the projections from the demand modelling process will
also be helpful in determining the accuracy of
the model for future applications.
19.6.2 System performance indicators

The potential indicators for evaluating system
performance include:
n Mode shares (public transport, private vehicles, walking, cycling, taxis, motorcycles,
etc.);
n Average travel times;
n Average public transport vehicle speeds;
n Average private vehicle speeds;
n Passenger capacity of roadway;
n Peak capacity of public transport system;
n Actual peak ridership (passengers per hour
per direction);
n Actual non-peak ridership (passengers per
hour per direction);
n Average wait times to purchase fares and average wait times on platform;
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n

n

n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Passenger crowding levels at stations and in
vehicles during peak and non-peak periods
(passengers per square metre);
Percentage of seated passengers and percentage of standing passengers during peak and
non-peak periods;
Average number of transfers required per trip;
Frequency of vehicle and station cleaning;
Operating cost per passenger-kilometre provided;
Fare level;
Public transport subsidy levels;
Number of positive media reports on system /
number of negative media reports on system;
Customer satisfaction (Figure 19.38).

19.6.3 Economic indicators

The potential indicators for evaluating economic
impacts include:
n Employment created during the construction
phase;
n Employment created in the operational phase;
n Economic value of travel time savings;
n Economic value from the reduction of congestion;
n Property values near stations and corridor;
n Shop sales near stations and corridor;
n Vacancy rates of properties near stations and
corridor;
n Creation of private firms producing BRT
technologies (e.g., vehicles, fare collection
technology);
n Employment generated from local production
of BRT techologies.
19.6.4 Environmental indicators

“Not everything that counts can be counted,
and not everything can be counted counts.”
—Albert Einstein, physicist, 1879–1955

The potential indicators for evaluating the
environmental impact of the system include:
n Levels of local air pollutants (CO, NOX, SOX,
PM, toxics, O3);
n Emissions of greenhouse gases (CO2, CH4,
N2O);
n Noise levels;
n Hospital admissions for respiratory illnesses
(Figure 19.39);
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n
n

Indices of asthma in city;
Number of older buses retired from service.

19.6.5 Social indicators

The potential social indicators for evaluating the
system include:
n Percentage of public transport passengers
from each socio-economic grouping;
n Percentage of household incomes required for
transport;
n Crime levels along corridor;
n Crime levels within public transport vehicles;
n Vehicle accidents on corridor;
n Pedestrian accidents, injuries, and fatalities.
19.6.6 Urban indicators

The potential indicators for evaluating impacts
on urban form include:
n Number of new property developments along
corridor;
n Opinion surveys on quality of public space
along corridor.
19.6.7 Political indicators

The potential indicators for evaluating political
impacts include:
n Change in number of political officials supporting project over time;
n Re-election success rate of officials supporting
system.
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Fig. 19.39

Health indicators can
say much about the
actual effectiveness
of any new public
transport system.
Photo courtesy of Swisscontact
and the GTZ SUTP Photo CD
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20. Implementation plan
“Plans are only good intentions unless they
immediately degenerate into hard work.”
—Peter Drucker, management consultant and writer,
1909–2005

The production of a planning document is
not the end objective of this process. Without
implementation, the planning process is a rather
meaningless exercise. And yet, too often significant municipal efforts and expenditures on
plans end in idle reports lining office walls, with
little more to show for the investment.
The planning process should instead provide
a confidence boost to leaders and ensure that
sufficient considerations have been taken to
ensure a successful implementation. Thus, this
final stage of the BRT planning process is the
critical point to ensure that the spirit and form
of the plans can be brought to completion in an
efficient and economic manner.
During the planning process, the team of planners, engineers, and business professionals likely
operated within an organisational structure that
was tailored to delivering a high-quality plan.
As the project turns to implementation, the new
oversight organisation (e.g., a BRT authority)
will take on different roles and responsibilities.
Thus, an organisational framework must be

developed to maximise the efficiency of the
long-term entity. Ultimately, the organisation’s
success or failure will likely rest upon the type
of persons recruited. Therefore, the hiring process must be conducted in a manner to attract
the best professionals possible.
Once the body of the operational design, physical design, and business plan are complete, a
political commitment will be required to move
towards construction and full implementation. The designation of an agency to oversee
implementation should be made well before
the planning process ends. Also, many contractual agreements will be required in order to
legally release the implementation work. These
contracts will cover areas such as construction,
maintenance, and operations.
If the construction process itself results severe
traffic congestion and general city-wide chaos,
the new system may acquire a negative public
image even before it is opened. Thus, construction itself requires a fairly well-defined schedule
and operational plan to minimise disruptions.
Finally, the system will require some maintenance and upkeep activities right from the start.
A well-articulated preventative maintenance
plan can help ensure the new systems appears
“new” for as long as possible.
The topics discussed in this chapter include:

20.1 Implementing agency
20.2 Operating contracts
20.3 Construction
20.4 Maintenance

20.1 Implementing agency

“The implementation is what has to be done
next, and sometimes a fresh eye is what is needed
for that. I see this as a good time to retire.”
—Helen Krause, animal rights activist, 1904–1999

All the planning might be completed, and it still
may not be clear who is responsible for implementing the project. Normally, the institution
responsible for the planning of the system will
become the agency responsible for the managing
the operational contracts, though this progression
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is not always the case. The planning might be
done by private consultants under contract to a
project management office inside a municipal
government or national government agency.
20.1.1 Appointing the implementation
agency

“Men often oppose a thing merely because they
have had no agency in planning it, or because
it may have been planned by those whom they
dislike.”
—Alexander Hamilton, statesman, 1755–1804
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The critical first step in implementation is therefore for the Mayor or the Governor to decide
on which government agency or agencies are
going to implement the project, and if there are
multiple agencies, how they are going to relate
to each other. If it is decided that a new agency
is to be set up to implement the project, this
agency needs to already have been established
by the time implementation begins, because the
agency will need to have the legal power to issue
contracts. If a new agency is to be set up, work
on this must begin early, as this process can be
legally complex.
Responsibility for implementation is generally divided between the construction aspects
of the project, and the operational aspects of
the project. Responsibility for managing the
construction is generally under the department
of government normally responsible for large
urban road works. This responsibility often lies
with a municipal department of public works,
but sometimes a municipal department of
transportation, or even a provincial or national
department of urban roads. Responsibility
for the operational aspects of the BRT system
is normally under a new BRT authority, a
pre-existing public transport authority, or a
department of transportation. Responsibility for
coordination must rest with a person with direct
access to the principal decision-maker, either the
Mayor or the Governor, or the relevant national
or provincial Minister (Figures 20.1 and 20.2).

criteria. Most important is to choose the agency
which has the most competence in implementing similar projects of this size and scope, and
the regulatory power to implement the project
without complex inter-governmental approvals.
The larger contracts generally run in the tens
of millions of dollars rather than the hundreds
of millions, and the smaller contracts in the
millions of dollars, so the agency selected should
have experience managing contracts of this size.
However, sometimes the agency with the most
experience has a conflict of interest. A typical
issue, for example, is that the agency responsible
for regulating the existing public transport
service, often a department of transportation,
may raise considerable revenue (both licit and
illicit) from the existing regulatory structure,
and may be highly resistant to change. In other
cases, a poorly run public bus company may exist, and it may not be desirable to encumber the
new system with the poor management of the
old system. It may be politically more expedient
in this situation to create a new BRT authority
than to reform an entrenched agency. In other
cases, a new BRT project may be the impetus
for the creation of a public transport authority
with broader powers. The important issue is
that whichever agency is responsible focuses its
primary attention on the successful implementation of the BRT project, or else the project will
risk failure.

The decision regarding which agency should
be responsible for implementation needs to be
chosen based on both technical and political
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Fig. 20.1 and 20.2

Ultimately, the project’s
momentum will depend
upon the drive of the
top leadership, such
as Mayor MyungBak Lee of Seoul (left
photo) or Governor
Sutiyoso of Jakarta.
Left photo by Erik Möller
Right photo by Michael Replogle
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20.1.2 Case studies

“Those who cannot remember the past are
condemned to repeat it.”
—George Santayana, poet, 1863–1952

Fig. 20.3

It was felt that the
public transport
regulator in Bogotá
had too many
entrenched interests
with the existing bus
operators, so a new
agency was created for
the new BRT system.
Photo by Karl Fjellstrom, courtesy
of the GTZ SUTP Photo CD

20.1.2.1 Bogotá
In the case of Bogotá, it was decided early in the
project to create a special BRT authority called
TransMilenio to manage the bus operations.
It was decided that the project would not be
put under the administration of the Secretary
of Transport and Transit (STT), the existing
public transport regulator. This division was
made since they wanted the staff to be able to
work full time on the BRT project, and not
be encumbered with other duties. Also, it was
perceived that the existing public transport
regulator was an entrenched bureaucracy with
a vested interest in revenues earned from the
issuance of bus routing licenses (Figure 20.3).
TransMilenio started out in January of 1998 as
just a project office in the Mayor’s office, with
three young engineers. By August of 1998, a
senior businessman was hired to head the new
office, and the staff grew to five. They prepared
a law for the Mayor to submit to the City
Council which would authorise Mayor Peñalosa
to establish the BRT agency, TransMilenio
SA. This law was not actually approved by

the City Council until February of 1999, and
TransMilenio SA was not actually created until
October of 1999.
Prior to the establishment of TransMilenio
SA, the project was run out of a “virtual” BRT
agency under the senior businessman’s leadership, in an office directly under the Mayor.
Once TransMilenio SA was created as a legal
entity, a new Managing Director was hired. All
the former staff members of the “virtual” agency
became employees of TransMilenio SA. The previous director of the virtual agency became the
Mayor Peñalosa’s representative for the project.
Since TransMilenio SA had not yet been created as a legal entity at the beginning of the
planning, the contracts for the planning and
conceptual design were not done under contract
to TransMilenio SA. The system design consultants, the investment banks, and the lawyers
were hired under contracts that were legally
under the Transport and Transit Secretary
(STT), but in practice the supervision of these
contracts rested with temporary director of the
virtual agency. The contract with the management consultants was a contract directly with
the Mayor’s office, and it was also supervised by
virtual agency.
By consolidating the control of the supervision of all of the relevant contracts under his
authority, the Mayor essentially created a new
government agency composed of new direct
hires and all the relevant consultants. The
Institute for Urban Development (IDU) was
essentially the Department of Public Works for
Bogotá. Even though the IDU would eventually
take responsibility for the actual construction, it
was not directly involved at this early stage. The
consulting firms worked independently from the
public works department (IDU) and the existing public transport regulator (STT), but both
agencies were instructed that they had to cooperate with the consulting teams in full, and this
clear instruction from the Mayor, and oversight
by his direct representative, ensured full cooperation from both the public works department
and the existing public transport regulator.
By the time Bogotá was ready to implement TransMilenio, however, TransMilenio SA had been
created as an agency. TransMilenio SA became
mainly responsible for the operational side of
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TransMilenio as well as the development, completion, and tendering of the operating contracts.
The detailed conceptual design for the infrastructure was designed by the original planning
consultants (Figure 20.4). At the implementation phase, these designs became the basis of
contracts drawn up by the public works department so that a new set of firms could do the
detailed engineering and actual construction.
The public works department then handled the
actual bidding process and signed the contracts
with the winning bidders.
The structure of the various departments was
such that coordination problems were successfully avoided. First, the director of TransMilenio SA, the Mayor’s project representative,
and the Mayor himself were all members of the
Board of Directors of the public works department, which met every two weeks to discuss the
progress of the construction on the BRT project,
and on other related urban development works.
Second, there was a weekly meeting between
TransMilenio SA and the public works department, to go over the detailed physical designs
and ensure that the detailed designs stayed true
to the conceptual design. This meeting was
attended by the Mayor’s project representative
and the Deputy Director of the public works
department. Finally, there was a weekly meeting
between Mayor Peñalosa, the Mayor’s project
representative, and the director of TransMilenio
SA to review progress and discus any problems.
At this meeting, Mayor Peñalosa would bring in
the relevant persons from other agencies should
coordination problems arise.

The head of this task force later became the head
of TransJakarta, the operating authority, but this
operating authority had much weaker powers
than TransMilenio, and most key decision making authority remained with the Department of
Transportation. In this way, the project managed
to achieve a certain level of coordination within
the Department of Transportation.
20.1.2.3 Dar es Salaam
In the case of Dar es Salaam, the project is
planned by a team of international consultants
answering to a Project Management Unit under
the Dar es Salaam City Council, answering
to the Mayor. Unlike with TransMilenio, the
planning taking place in Phase I will bring the

20.1.2.2 Jakarta case study
In the case of TransJakarta, the Provincial
Governor put the responsibility for the physical
infrastructure into the hands of the Department of Transportation, (DisHub), which had
an infrastructure unit. Planning was nominally
the responsibility of an inter-agency task force
chaired by a senior advisor to the Governor.
In practice, as the budget for project implementation for both the infrastructure and the operators was passed entirely through the Department
of Transportation, the project was tightly controlled by that department, and the influence of
the inter-agency task force was nominal at best.
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Fig. 20.4

The detailed design
work performed by the
consultants became the
basis for the subsequent
efforts of the public
works department.
Image courtesy of TransMilenio SA.

Fig. 20.5

In Jakarta, the
Governor himself
chaired the interagency task force.
Photo by Michael Replogle
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20.1.2.5 Ahmedabad
In the case of Ahmedabad, the operations are
likely to be managed by the public transport
corporation that already largely contracts
out bus operations to private operators. The
construction contracts are probably going to be
issued by the Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation’s engineering department, but a separate
management contract for a private firm may
later be issued. The detailed design is being
done by the system’s planners, CEPT, with
some engineering details being done under
contract to consulting firms. The construction
contractor is responsible for the traffic rerouting during construction.
Fig. 20.6

Small-scale model
of the proposed
Delhi system.
Image courtesy of the Indian Institute
of Technology–Delhi (IIT-Delhi).

project to the point of having detailed engineering designs. Though not yet fully decided, the
implementing agency for the operational contracts is likely to be a new government agency
under the National Ministry of Local Government, probably incorporating many members
of the current project management unit.
Infrastructure will either be the responsibility of
a national roads agency called TanRoads, or an
upgraded provincial-level branch of TanRoads
to be called DarRoads. The final decision will
require a Cabinet Paper identifying the powers
of the new agency.
20.1.2.4 Delhi
In the case of Delhi, the designs were done by
a consortium under contract to the Transport
Commissioner. There are no operational
changes planned in the early stages, so operations will continue to be divided between the
existing public bus authority, the Delhi Transport Corporation, and small private operators.
Management of the construction work is likely
to be split between agencies, depending on
which agency has jurisdictional responsibility
for the particular road. In the first phase, the
Delhi Municipal Corporation will manage
the construction work since this organisation
controls the roads for that phase. However, later
corridors will likely fall under the control of
the Delhi Development Authority. Such split
responsibilities over the construction work can
lead to problems with project co-ordination and
design compatibilities, if not carefully managed.
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20.1.3 Co-ordinating operations and
physical infrastructure

Care must always be taken to ensure that there
are not coordination problems between the
operational design and the construction design.
Normally, it is best to have an overall project
manager answering directly to the Mayor or
Governor with direct responsibility to make
sure that these two activities are done in a complimentary and coordinated manner.
The implementation of the operational plan and
the implementation of the construction plan must
be done simultaneously. It is a common problem
that municipalities, more comfortable with
construction projects than with difficult management decisions, move forward on construction greatly in advance of the implementation
of the operations. This partial implementation
has resulted in more than one case of the BRT
infrastructure being completed long before there
are any buses to operate in the system or any
companies to operate them. In Cali (Colombia),
for example, the new BRT system as of this
writing continues to sit vacant of want of buses,
after almost two years (Figure 20.7 and 20.8).
Likewise, Ciudad Juarez in Mexico built a 3.5
kilometre corridor, but for various reasons it is
not actually operating after over a year of possessing the infrastructure (Figure 20.9). Without a coordinating committee chaired directly
by the Mayor or Governor to make sure that the
construction contracts and operating contracts
are carefully coordinated, projects can become
badly stalled.
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Fig. 20.7 and 20.8

The Cali (Colombia)
system is an example
of infrastructure
development being far
ahead of the business
model. Without a
business model in
place, no vehicles can
be purchased by the
operators, and thus, the
costly infrastructure
is going unused.
Photos courtesy of Metrocali

Ensuring that construction is completed and
that the vehicle operating systems and fare
systems are all ready simultaneously is no easy
task. In the case of TransMilenio, the Mayor’s
representative had detailed information on the
progress of the construction contracts. The
construction contracts had very stiff penalties
Fig. 20.9

Despite possessing vehicles and the
infrastructure, the Ciudad Juarez
system is not actually operating.
Photo by Oscar Díaz
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for late completion. The director of TransMilenio SA had very up to date information
on the progress on the vehicles operations and
fare system operations, and these contracts also
required start of operations or penalties would
be incurred. The contracted firms faced, as a
worst case, the cancellation of the contract with
the responsibility to pay more than US$1 million in fines and being barred for signing any
contract with the Colombian State for five years.
In fact, deadlines were indeed pushed back, but
not until the very last
minute and all parties were bullied and
threatened with penalties and threats. The
Mayor’s representative
tightly controlled
all this information,
telling the construction companies that
the bus operators
were ready, and telling the bus operators
that the construction
companies were nearly
finished.
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20.1.4 Agency staffing

“In the end, all business operations can be
reduced to three words: people, product and
profits. Unless you’ve got a good team, you
can’t do much with the other two.”
—Lee Iacocca, former CEO of Chrysler, 1924–

As the project moves closer to implementation,
the full establishment and staffing of the BRT
authority will be required. While a staff of three
to ten persons may be sufficient at the planning
stage, to develop the full management organisation a wider range of positions and skills will be

needed. The build-up of staff will likely occur
in a phased manner with certain key positions
being filled initially.
The formal establishment of the BRT authority
should follow from the structures detailed in
Chapter 15 (Business and Institutional Structure). This structure has the BRT authority to
the mayor’s or governor’s office either directly or
through a representative board of directors. As
noted above, the legal process to form the management entity should be completed well before
the system is launched.
The organisational structure of the management
entity should promote clear lines of responsibility
and should provide logical sub-units pertaining
to the major functions of the organisation. Such
units may include administration, financial
control, legal affairs, operations, and planning.
Figure 20.10 outlines the internal organisational
structure utilised by TransMilenio SA.

Fig. 20.10

Organisational
structure of
TransMilenio SA

The General Manager position has overall
responsibility for developing and implementing
the organisation’s strategy. The General Manager reports directly to the Board of Directors,
and is the organisation’s principal interface
with other governmental agencies and with
private entities. The Assistant General Manager
directly manages the day-to-day activities of
TransMilenio’s four divisions: Administration,
Planning, Operations, and Finance. The Internal Control Officer ensures that TransMilenio’s
internal financial operations are conducted
in a proper manner in accordance with
the regulations established by the Board of
Directors and the municipality. This position
also oversees the fulfilment of the internal
financial audit. The Legal Affairs Officer ensures that legal documents and contracts are in
compliance with all local and national laws.

Fig. 20.11

Planning Division of
TransMilenio SA

The Planning Division of TransMilenio is
focused upon the planning activities required
for the expansion of the system. The Planning
Division thus takes the lead on new corridor
projects. Figure 20.11 indicates the structure of
the Planning Division.

Fig. 20.12

Operations Division
of TransMilenio SA

The Operations Division of TransMilenio
ensures that the system functions in an efficient manner. The Operations team monitors
the performance of the private bus operators,
the functioning of the control centre, and the
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overall service quality of the system. Figure
20.12 provides an outline of the structure of the
Operations Division.
The Financial Division of TransMilenio monitors the system’s cost structure to ensure the
proper levels of technical fares and customer
fares. This division also oversees the private
operator with the fare collection concession.
Figure 20.13 gives the structure for the Financial Division.

Table 20.1: Employees by functional area during
TransMilenio’s Phase I
Functional area

Number
of employees

General Manager’s Office

5

Assistant Manager’s Office

5

Legal Affairs Office

5

Internal Control Office

3

Administrative Division

17

Planning Division

11

Operations Division

27

Financial Division
Total

7
80

Source: TransMilenio SA

Fig. 20.13

Financial Division of TransMilenio SA.
The Administrative Division provides support
services to TransMilenio SA in terms of human
resources, budgeting, and general services. The
structure of the Administrative Division is given
in Figure 20.14.

Fig. 20.14

Administrative Division of TransMilenio SA

Each position should be competitively
advertised and processed through a
formal interview process. The long-term
success of the system will very much
depend on the skills and creativity of the
management agency’s staff.
20.2 Operating contracts

“We think in generalities, but we live in detail.”
—Alfred North Whitehead, mathematician and
philosopher, 1861–1947

The contracts for the vehicle operators and
the fare operators must be completed and officially registered well before the system is to be
launched. Obviously, operators cannot purchase
equipment (e.g., vehicles) until a signed contract
is in hand. Since equipment delivery time
may require as much as 12 months of
lead time, the contracts must be finalised
at least one year prior to the launch of
the system. This timing is critical to a
successful opening.

During Phase I, TransMilenio managed to fulfil
its mandate with a staff of approximately 80
persons. The simplicity of BRT systems along
with the increasing prominence of information
technology have permitted large public transport systems to be administered by relatively
lean management agencies. Table 20.1 lists the
number of staff by functional area during the
first phase of the system’s operation.

Fig. 20.15

Without providing
effective contracts
in a timely manner,
the system’s
implementation will
be in jeopardy.
Photo courtesy of iStockphotos
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20.2.1 Bogotá operational contracting

The drafting of the bidding documents and the
negotiation of the operating contracts can require a good deal of effort and time. In the case
of TransMilenio, it took eight months of discussion and research before the first public draft of
the operating contracts for the trunk lines, the
feeder lines, and the fare system, were produced
and released for discussion. The posting of
this official draft was the first time the private
bus operators and fare system vendors had an
idea of what to expect from the TransMilenio
operational system. From that point, it took
another six full months to draft these contracts.
This drafting process was done in communication with bus operators and fare system vendors,
but the decisions were made by TransMilenio.
The city of Bogotá did not have its own legal
department, so they had to contract skilled
outside legal experts to draft the actual bidding
documents. These bidding documents required
also strong leadership from TransMilenio SA
because the lawyers needed to understand
clearly the goals of the operating agency. In
Phase II, this process took much less time, only
one month, because they already had worked
out the basic system structure, and had model
contracts that they only needed to modify. An
outline of a Phase II contract for trunk operators of TransMilenio is given in Annex 5.
Once the tender documents were released,
companies were given three months to prepare
their bids. The potentially bidding firms require
an adequate amount of time in order to prepare
themselves properly. Existing private bus corporations may not fit the bidding requirements laid
Table 20.2: Timetable for operational contracting
Amount of
time required

Activity
Hiring process for personnel to draft operating
contracts

4 months

Preparation of draft operating contracts

8 Months

Completion of formal tender documents

6 months

Preparation of bids

3 months

Awarding of bids and signing of contracts

1.5 months

Identifying financing for bus procurement

2–3 months

Bus manufacturing and shipping

8–10 months
Total
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32.5–35.5 months

out in the contracting guidelines and in all probability will have to form new legal entities. The
private bus operators may have limited experience operating a modern bus company, competing in a tendering process. These companies may
be little more than a leasing operation with no
experience in scheduling, vehicle maintenance,
labour management, or driver training. Management consultants are generally required to help
with this process. The BRT authority may wish
to provide training assistance to small firms in
order to prepare them for the tendering process.
Once the winners of the bid were announced it
took another 38 days to award the contract. The
tendering documents were almost identical to
the contract, but not completely identical. The
final contract had to be written but the contents
were already locked in by the bidding process,
and not subject to further negotiation, so it did
not take long. However, it took some 38 days
to go through the government internal procurement procedures, and to hold a formal award
ceremony.
After they had the contracts, it took two months
to put together the financing for the vehicles.
This financing becomes easier in later phases,
but in any first project phase this process can be
very difficult and time consuming. In Bogotá,
the operators could not secure financing until
they had their operating contracts from the city
in hand, as this is the basis of the revenue for the
new company (Figure 20.16). This financing did
not happen automatically, and was a matter of
constant worry for the Mayor. The Mayor did
not want to offer municipal guarantees since he
wanted to keep the risk on the operators. The
Mayor’s office spent a lot of time and energy
locating possible sources of financing for the
vehicle procurement which did not require
municipal government guarantee, and finally
they succeeded. The procurement of the vehicles
by the private operators was very important to
making sure that the company making the profits also bears some of the risk of project failure.
Once the private operators secured the financing, it took another six months to produce and
deliver the vehicles. This process could take
longer if the vehicles are not standard, are coming from a smaller-scale manufacturer, or are
being shipped to a more distant location.
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In summary, from the time that TransMilenio
began to prepare the operating contracts until
the time vehicles were rolling on the street took a
full twenty eight and a half months. In the case
of TransMilenio this process was relatively fasttracked, meaning no expenses were spared in
terms of legal fees and management consultants.

Fig. 20.16

Until the operators
actually possessed
the official contracts,
they were not able
to obtain financing
for the vehicles.
Photo by Lloyd Wright

While it can be done much faster, the shortcuts
are likely to lead to significant operational
problems or political problems. Many systems
going forward today are moving rapidly on the
physical infrastructure, while the operational
contracting is being left to the last minute.
A full 29 months should be considered the
minimum amount of time required to set up a
well managed system of private BRT operations.
It can be done in less time if the structure of
an existing system is more or less copied or if
public procurement is used for the vehicles. The
exact time will depend on the tendering rules of
the particular country or city.
20.2.2 Jakarta operational contracting

In the case of Jakarta, the operational contracts
were drawn up somewhat at the last minute.
The Governor determined that it was politically
necessary to have the system up and running by
a certain date, January 2004. Without such a
date, he feared the bureaucracy would continually delay the project. As is typically the case,
the project was initially thought of largely in
terms of the physical infrastructure, and the
politically difficult and awkward negotiation of
the operating contracts with the bus operators
was left until the last minute.
With the system opening in January of 2004,
TransJakarta had still not decided in July of
2003 whether the operators would be a single
private entity, a public operator, or multiple
entities. Around August it was finally decided
that the operator would be a single private
operator, a consortium to be formed largely of
the bus operators currently controlling the bus
routes along Corridor I. This decision, typical
of Curitiba, Quito, and Mexico City (though
a public operator shares some 20 percent of
the routes in Mexico City) is usually taken not
because it is in the interest of the system’s users
but because it is politically expedient to avoid
conflict with bus operators. The legal entity
that this consortium became was not actually
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created until January of 2004, just days prior to
the beginning of operations.
Because there was no legal entity able to procure the vehicles, there was no other option
available than having the government procure
the vehicles directly, in this case the Department of Transportation. This procurement
meant that the municipal government had to
incur the entire cost of the vehicles using public
revenues (Figure 20.17). It also meant that
the municipality remained the owner of the
vehicles, and the incentive of the operators to
maintain the vehicles was not strong. Nor did
the municipality have the technical expertise
to select the optimal vehicle, so the buses were
over-powered, overly-heavy, causing needless
fuel consumption and road damage.
There was not even enough time for the government to buy the buses using normal municipal
competitive bidding rules. As a result, the
Department of Transportation had to use a
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Fig. 20.17

In Jakarta, the
urgency of implementation forced
government procurement of the vehicles.
Photo by Karl Otta, courtesy of
the GTZ SUTP Photo CD-ROM

Fig. 20.18

Bogotá gave a lumpsum contract to the
fare system company
to both purchase the
fare equipment and to
operate the system.
Photo by Klaus Banse, courtesy of
the GTZ SUTP Photo CD-ROM

clause in the law that allows the Governor to go
around the normal competitive bidding rules in
the case of “exceptional circumstances”, a clause
normally intended to allow the city to cope with
natural disasters. This action made the procurement subject to suspicions of government impropriety and subjected the municipal administration to an invasive investigative procedure
and a near lawsuit. Though no impropriety was
found, this investigation tarnished the reputation of the project politically.
The sole-source contract that was signed with
a consortium of the existing bus operators
created a monopoly that had a very strong
bargaining position relative to the government.

TransJakarta, the operating agency, was also
created at the last minute, and its powers were
tightly restricted. It had to agree to pay the companies a very high fee per vehicle kilometre to
convince the operators to cooperate. These firms
had no experience in running a BRT system, or
even experience running a formal sector corporation. Many of the drivers were initially operating
the vehicles without any clear labour contract
and some of the drivers hired turned out not
to be competent or trustworthy. This situation
led to labour disputes in the early months, with
staff walking off the job and disrupting services.
Neither the operators nor the operating authority
had any experience with bus service scheduling,
so the vehicles left at almost random times,
leading to bunches of vehicles arriving at stations
simultaneously during some periods, and then
long periods where no vehicles would arrive.
20.2.3 Fare system contracting

Problems with the contracting of the fare system
equipment and operations can also lead to
operational difficulties. In the case of TransMilenio, there was a single lump sum contract
with a single company to provide all of the fare
system equipment and to operate the fare system equipment over a period of eight years. This
lump sum contract approach to the fare system
did ensure that there were no problems between
the fare system operator and the owner of the
fare system equipment (since they were one in
the same). However, it turned out to be a very
expensive way for TransMilenio to procure fare
system equipment, and the system implemented
was extremely simple and had operational problems at the beginning (Figure 20.18).
In Jakarta, the Department of Transportation
procured the fare system equipment directly
and then TransJakarta hired a separate operator
who was responsible for running the system. In
a rush to implement the system, Jakarta did not
take good care in negotiating this contract, and
the fare system equipment seller provided no
guarantees to turn over the secret codes needed
for programming the system to the company
overseeing fare operations. It also did not
include penalties for major system failure, and
the system had every type of failure imaginable,
from failure of the smart cards to failure of the
fare readers to failure of the equipment to send
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information to central computers. The weakness
of the contracts and the division between the
two companies made it very difficult to penalise
either company when major problems arose.
Despite all the problems that can occur, and
some negative publicity that can result, it is
easier in some political systems to just start
operating the system, and then fix the problems
as they become readily apparent and a crisis
exists. Nevertheless, proper planning can avoid
many of these problems.
20.3 Construction

“The whole difference between construction and
creation is exactly this: that a thing constructed
can only be loved after it is constructed; but a
thing created is loved before it exists.”
—Charles Dickens, novelist, 1812–1870

20.3.1 Construction contracts

“Society is indeed a contract. It is a partnership
in all science; a partnership in all art; a partnership in every virtue, and in all perfection.”
—Edmund Burke, statesman and philosopher,
1729–1797

20.3.1.1 Overview
Construction actually involves four separate
activities, and the way contracts for implementing these activities are packaged varies:
1. Detailed conceptual design;
2. Detailed engineering design;
3. Construction;
4. Maintenance.
Furthermore, BRT systems involve several
different types of construction, not just roads.
Unlike with a standard road project, a BRT
system will involve fairly distinct types of construction, including:
1. Runways;
2. Stations;
3. Intermediate transfer stations, terminals, and
depots;
4. Control centre and administrative buildings;
5. Pedestrian access infrastructure;
6. Integration infrastructure such as footpaths,
bike lanes, and parking garages.
The contracting strategy may involve bundling
different elements of the four construction
phases, and almost all combinations are possible
with different benefits and risks. Guidance on
how best to group these activities together has
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not yet been fully systematised, but some experiences to date are given in this section.
The structure of the contracting should be done
in a way that:
n Minimises the government’s cost of
engineering and construction;
n Minimises the risk of unexpected increases in
the construction cost;
n Minimises financing cost;
n Minimises construction delays and
transaction costs;
n Minimises coordination problems;
n Minimises the risk of substandard
construction;
n Achieves other social and political goals.
How these objectives can best be achieved will
depend on local circumstances.
20.3.1.2 Bundled contracts vs. separated
contracts
The implementation process can involve a single
large contract with all activities bundled together. In such cases, a large construction consortium would likely oversee the entire process.
At the other extreme, each aspect of the process
can be divided into many different contracts.
There are also many possible permutations in
between these two options. This section discusses
some of the different considerations in choosing
the structure of the contracts. Figure 20.20 summarises the different issues with each option.
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Fig. 20.19

A flawed tendering
process with the Jakarta
fare system meant
many operational
problems at the outset.
Photo by Karl Otta, courtesy of
the GTZ SUTP Photo CD-ROM
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Minimising overall engineering and
construction costs

If a government is not entirely sure it wants
to go ahead with a BRT project, one way to
minimise the cost of the project is to separate
the conceptual design from the detailed engineering. Likewise, the city can separate detailed
engineering from construction. A government
might be ready to spend the money on design
and detailed engineering but not yet on the
construction. A government may also not need
to borrow money to implement the project if
the total cost of the work package is kept under
a certain minimum cost. Separating these steps
would allow the government to pay for the
design and construction more incrementally.
In other circumstances, a government may be in
a great hurry to implement the system during a
single political term of office, and may wish to
lump together the design, engineering and construction all into a single contract to speed up
the contracting process, even if it increases costs
and risks. A single contract may also ensure
there is commitment to full implementation,
even if subsequent political administrations are
less enthused about the project.
The size of construction firms operating in any
given country will also vary, and their capacity
to handle large projects will be a factor. Any
major construction job requires certain fixed
costs, such as the hiring of project personnel,

and certain variable costs, such as the construction materials. The larger the job, the
less these fixed costs will be as a share of total
costs. If contracts are broken down into very
small project pieces, the loss of scale economies
could significantly increase project overheads.
In Delhi, the initial decision to break up the
construction of the first corridor into two
phases dramatically increased the total project
cost due to the need to retain certain fixed costs
over a longer period of time. If the contracts are
too small, the project may also not be able to
attract the interest of the largest construction
companies that may have lower total costs due
to returns to scale.
If a project is sufficiently large, it can actually
increase the cost of locally procured construction materials by bidding up the price of these
materials in the local market. BRT projects
can be large enough to have such impacts.
For this reason, for very large construction
projects, international competitive bidding for
the construction may be desirable. International
construction firms are often able to mobilise
resources from all over the world for a single
project very rapidly, without significantly
adversely impacting the local construction
industry.
On the other hand, competition is also a factor.
Governments generally like to have a reasonably
large group of contractors available that can

Fig. 20.20

The implementation
contracting can be
either bundled together
or separated into
individual pieces.
Each approach carries
specific advantages
and disadvantages.
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provide any given government service so as to
ensure solid competition during a competitive
bidding process. If the size of the BRT construction contract is too large, the number of
firms that will be able to bid will be limited.
If too many activities are bundled together,
the number of firms able to provide all these
services is likely to be limited, forcing firms to
create consortiums, and these consortiums are
sometimes unstable and unpredictable entities.
Breaking up different parts of the construction
job to different companies will also create a
sense of competition among government contractors. The municipality will be able to judge
the performance of each company, and thus
make decisions about the best performing firms
for future contracts. This comparative analysis
will likely spur a better performance from each
of the participating firms.

Fig. 20.21
Conceptual design

Engineering drawing courtesy
of the City of Barranquilla
Photos by Lloyd Wright

Detailed engineering design

Construction

Minimising the risk of unexpected construction
cost increases

Like any major infrastructure project, one of the
most difficult problems faced by governments is
how to anticipate the actual cost of construction
in the face of enormous uncertainties. Because
no firm is actually sure what will be discovered
once the ground is dug up, it is typical for all
sorts of unexpected problems to be discovered
once construction begins. Many construction
companies take advantage of this uncertainty to
systematically increase their billing on government contracts.

Operation and maintenance

Predicting actual construction costs before
the work begins is difficult even for normal
road projects. BRT projects may be more difficult since many construction elements can be
unique. Both governments and construction
companies may have limited experience with
such projects, and thus will not readily be able
to estimate the cost based on previous projects.
The station costing can vary widely depending
on what sort of station has been designed by
the architects, the sort of material used, etc.
Street furniture, bike lanes, decorative lighting,
landscaping and other amenities that usually
accompany reconstruction in a BRT corridor
Fig. 20.22

The sub-surface of any street can be
a complicated environment, creating
uncertainty in full construction costs.
Photo by Lloyd Wright
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Possible contractual
divisions within
the implementation
process. Cities can
bundle or separate
the contracts for
these stages.
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may also vary widely in cost. A standard road
construction firm may have no idea how to cost
out stations, street furniture, and the like, but
may also not want to bring in an outside firm
once they have already received the contract in
order to maximise their profits.

Fig. 20.23

The construction contract itself can be kept
as a single concession
with “wall-to-wall”
responsibilities, or it
can be divided into
many smaller,
specialised
contracts.

As a result of these problems, it is fairly typical for actual construction costs to be double
original estimates. In the case of TransMilenio
Phase I, the construction costs were on average
50 percent higher than original estimates. In
the Delhi BRT project, for instance, the firms
responsible for the detailed engineering had no
experience with BRT infrastructure components. Ultimately, the actual bids by construction companies came in some 30 percent higher
than the designers had estimated, and insufficient funds had been allocated in the budget.
In turn, more funds had to be secured from the
government, and the bidding process had to be
repeated.
In lower-income developing countries, the cities
may not have recent topographical surveys upon
which to base the detailed engineering design,
and the quality of local topographical surveying
may not be high. In the case of
the Dar es Salaam
BRT project,
the completion
of

proper topographical surveys took six months
longer than anticipated, creating great uncertainty about financing options. The detailed
conceptual design was already completed in December of 2005, but as of a year later, the detailed
engineering design was still not completed, so
detailed cost estimates for the construction were
also delayed.
Government agencies managing a public works
contract typically have to carefully monitor that
both the technical specifications are met and
also that any cost overruns are justified.
The first step in avoiding unanticipated construction cost overruns is to break out the
contracts so that firms with experience with
similar types of construction prepare the cost
estimates. Firms with experience in building
roads may have no idea how to estimate the cost
of a BRT station, a depot, or a terminal. Government agencies with experience in managing
road contracts and estimating their prices may
similarly be unable to estimate likely reasonable
costs. Thus, in some cases cities choose to split
these different infrastructure components (runways, stations, landscaping, etc.) into separate
contracts (Figure 20.23).
There are also some basic ways of using the
construction contracts to place a limit on the
total exposure of the government to unanticipated cost increases. One way to do this is to
separate the detailed engineering contract from
the construction contract. The firm that does the
detailed engineering design has to produce a cost
estimate, and is then not allowed to bid on the
actual construction. This firm would be expected
to establish a reasonable upper limit for the total
cost of construction, or a “global price”.
Once this global price is established, the actual
construction contracts would be bounded
within this upper price limit. If there are any allowances made for cost increases, they would be
highly restricted to very specific circumstances.
The construction contractor would then be paid
a lump-sum contract. The monitoring role of
the government on such a contract then becomes a matter of watching very carefully that
the technical specifications are met, but there
is far less concern about cost overruns. In this
case, if the company’s own risk assessment for
cost overruns turn out to be too low, they bear
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the financial risk. If the company over-estimates
the risk, they benefit.
If the detailed engineering design is separated
from the construction, then if a problem arises,
it is not clear whether the engineering or the
construction firm is responsible. Separating
the contracts in this way therefore requires a
four-month pre-construction phase. In this
process, the bidding construction firms know
what the top limit on the price of the contract
will be, and they also know the minimum
technical specification. Once a firm wins the
bid, however, they cannot start work immediately. The firm is allowed to further explore the
costing and make some modifications in the
engineering specifications to meet the minimum
technical standard, but these changes must be
approved by the authorities. Once these final
changes are made, the construction company
assumes full legal responsibility for the designs,
and there can be no question about their full
responsibility for the final engineering designs.
Minimising financing costs

The structure of contracts may also be influenced by financial considerations. Many development banks and bi-lateral lending agencies
are willing to offer low-interest financing for
BRT projects, but under the condition that the
implementing government is willing to follow
the contracting rules required by the financial
institution. Bi-lateral donor agencies may offer
very low-interest loans, but may restrict bidding
to firms with partners from the donor country,
and may require that the tender documents are
structured in a way that favours firms from that
nationality (Figure 20.24).
Multi-lateral development banks generally have
very detailed bidding requirements, with most
of them requiring international competitive
bidding. The contracting rules of the multi-lateral development banks are carefully negotiated
by governments on behalf of the interests of
large contractors from the donor countries,
so sometimes the bidding rules tend to favour
large international companies over multiple
smaller contracts. This tendency has frequently
led in the past to lumping many of the various
elements of BRT construction into a smaller
number of larger contracts. On some World
Bank financed BRT projects, for instance, major
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construction works have been linked with BRT
design and construction contracts into a single
large competitive bid.
Minimising construction delays and transaction
costs

Given the opportunity, contractors may under
certain circumstances delay the implementation
of contracts. A huge contract might require a
firm to add a lot of additional staff that it does
not believe it can retain over the medium term,
for instance. For all kinds of reasons, firms may
be late in finishing construction. Given the
enormous political importance of having the
infrastructure completed in a timely manner,
both for political reasons and to minimise traffic
disruption, BRT construction contracts generally
should include very stiff penalties for implementing the project late. In the case of late completion
of a TransMilenio contract, the construction
firm faced a US$1 million fine, the suspension of
the contract, and being barred from bidding on
government contracts for five years.
Accurate cost assessments are also as important
to avoiding delays as they are to minimising
government exposure to cost overruns. In Delhi,
under-estimation of the construction costs
required a new request for government funds,
which delayed the implementation of the project
by six months.
In some countries, the procedural rules for
contracting out work packages are cumbersome
and time consuming. Breaking out detailed
conceptual planning, detailed engineering,
construction, and maintenance to separate
firms, and contracting out different elements
of the construction to separate firms, can cause
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Fig. 20.24

Bi-lateral donors,
such as the Japanese
International Cooperation Agency
(JICA), will sometimes
wish to favour
construction firms
and consultants from
their own country.
Photo by Lloyd Wright
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Fig. 20.25

The construction
contracts may be
organised in a way
so that firms with
specialist skills, such as
station construction,
are able to focus solely
on one infrastructure
component.
Photo by Lloyd Wright

considerable delays, especially if each stage must
go through its own competitive bidding. Each
new firm taken on for the next phase needs to
re-learn the project from the beginning. Each
separate tendering process also incurs transaction costs for lawyers and staff to prepare and
manage the tender. If time is of the essence, and
transaction costs are an issue, it may be easier
to lump more of the contracts together into a
smaller number of lump sum contracts.
Minimising coordination problems

construction. The quality of construction and
long-term maintenance of a BRT system is more
important than for normal roadways because
fixing the road frequently requires shutting
down the entire system, or diverting buses out of
the exclusive busways temporarily. Such closures
and diversions can result in significant revenue
losses. If the busway uses electric trolleybuses
with overhead electric conduits, the maintenance
issues become even more important, as a single
vehicle failure can obstruct the entire system.

The importance of coordination is also a factor.
Breaking up the construction contracts into
numerous small contracts may be desirable for
spreading the benefits of the contracts among a
wide range of constituents, but it may introduce
problems of coordination between firms. If the
government administration is weak, it may be
that giving a single firm many of the project’s
construction projects to coordinate will yield a
better result than if this is done by an agency
of the government with no core competency in
some areas of the project.

Governments can do a lot to ensure good-quality construction. The first step in ensuring
good-quality construction is to structure the
contracts in such a way that the best firms can
bid for the most appropriate elements of the
BRT system. Lumping all the BRT design and
construction contracts together may result in
having firms with backgrounds primarily in
road works managing construction projects
for public space, terminals, stations, and other
project elements about which they lack experience and expertise.

Minimising the risk of sub-standard
construction

Governments may structure the contracts so
that those elements of the contracts for which
they need international help and are therefore
willing to subject to international competitive

The quality of construction and long-term
maintenance is as important as the cost of
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bidding will be lumped together, whereas contracts where local competence is sufficient may
be kept separate.
Using construction contracting to achieve social
objectives

Finally, political considerations will always play
a role. Often these political considerations are
largely about awarding patronage to political
supporters, but sometimes these considerations
attempt to address legitimate social concerns. In
Cartagena, for example, current plans are to give
the construction of the TransCaribe BRT system
out to a separate construction company for each
kilometre, in order to ensure that smaller scale
local firms are able to bid, and to spread political
patronage among a wider diversity of different
groups. More numerous, smaller contracts may
increase the chances that women-owned or
minority owned firms have the chance to win
the contract, or that the benefits of the project
are more broadly spread among different interest
groups. Given the enormous social ramifications
of having a poorly designed and/or constructed
BRT system, however, it is generally not a good
idea to try to embed too many conflicting social
objectives into a BRT construction contract.
Rather, contracts should be given to firms offering
the best quality construction at the lowest price.
20.3.2 Bogotá case study

20.3.2.1 TransMilenio Phase I
In the case of TransMilenio, the BRT Plan
prepared by the principal consulting firm (Steer
Davies Gleave) and its subcontractors was a
detailed conceptual design. This plan provided
overall technical specifications for the system.
However, the detailed engineering design plan
was left to be done as part of the construction
contract. The public works department drew
up the bidding documents for the detailed
engineering and actual construction. Separate
contracts were also drawn up for:
1. Stations;
2. Roads (by section);
3. Footpaths and pedestrian infrastructure;
4. Urban design and construction for the transit
mall in the city centre;
5. Maintenance.
Many of these contracts were broken up into
sections of the corridor. The entire roadway was
rebuilt with concrete to handle the heavier axle
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loads of the TransMilenio articulated vehicles.
The use of concrete was also done in hopes to
reduce long-term maintenance costs.
In Phase I, TransMilenio road construction
contracts were packaged as follows. Phase I
consisted of four sections: 1.) Calle 80 section
(12 km); 2.) Autopista Norte section (10 km);
3.) Avenida Caracas section (23 km); and, 4.)
Eje Ambiental section (2 km).
On the “Calle 80” section, there were two contracts for the trunk lines and improvements on
the mixed traffic lanes adjacent to the busway.
The contracts were for roughly two years, 1998
to 2000. There was a separate contract for the
detailed design and construction of the Calle 80
depot, a separate one for the Calle 80 terminal,
and four separate contracts for the footpaths
and pedestrian overpasses.
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Fig. 20.26

The Calle 80 corridor
in Bogotá.
Photo courtesy of TransMilenio SA

Fig. 20.27

The Avenida Caracas/
Autopista Norte
corridor in Bogotá.
Photo by Lloyd Wright
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On the “Autopista Norte” section, there was
only one contract for repaving the trunk roads
and the adjacent mixed traffic lanes. There was
one contract for the depot, and one contract
for the terminal and for 1 kilometre of roadway
leading to the terminal.
On the “Avenue Caracas”, there were four
contracts for trunk lanes and the adjacent mixed
traffic lanes, there were two contracts for two
depots, two contracts for two terminals, and 12
contracts for footpaths and pedestrian facilities.
The “Eje Ambiental” section represented a short
2-kilometre segment that passed through the
city centre. For this section, there was one special contract for a detailed urban design given to
an architectural firm and a separate contract for
construction. The urban design element on this
particular stretch of road was critical, and thus
was deemed worthwhile to bring in a separate
architectural firm for a more detailed urban
design.
The detailed design and construction of the
stations was done by five separate firms. There
were also three separate maintenance contracts
for the roads for a period of five years after the
completion of the system.

Fig. 20.28

The Eje Ambiental
corridor in Bogotá.
Photo by Lloyd Wright

Separating the detailed conceptual design
contract from the detailed engineering design
and construction contracts, avoids any conflict
between the design and the detailed engineering. However, separating these contracts did
lead to confusion about who was responsible

when problems emerged. Separating responsibility for maintenance from responsibility
for construction also created he risk that the
construction company could cut corners on the
construction, hoping that problems will not
emerge until later, with earlier than anticipated
“maintenance” needs.
In fact, when only three months after TransMilenio opened, there were already problems of
cracking pavement, the construction company
blamed the conceptual designers and the
conceptual designers blamed the construction
companies. The construction company also
claimed that it did not have any responsibility
for maintenance under the contract.
20.3.2.2 TransMilenio Phase II
The problems experienced in Phase I of TransMilenio convinced the city to alter the contracting structure. In Phase II in TM they changed
the contracting structure to a type of “concession” agreement. This change was done to make
sure that the same firm responsible for construction was also responsible for five years of
maintenance. This structure also had the added
benefit of using the construction companies to
finance the infrastructure, rather than paying
the companies in a single lump-sum payment.
In Phase II responsibility for the detailed
design was separated from the responsibility
for construction. As noted, responsibility for
construction was given to the same firm as the
responsibility for long-term maintenance (five
years). Furthermore, the design of the footpaths
and street amenities were no longer separated
from the rest of the roadway design. The firm
doing the detailed design of the corridor did the
designs from wall to wall, not just either the road
or the footpaths. Similarly, the firm doing the
construction did the whole section of the road
wall to wall, rather than having one firm for the
roadways and another firm for the footpaths.
The packaging of the construction contracts and
the maintenance contracts was linked in Phase
II to a change in the financing. The government
had less money to finance the public works.
If the normal pay-as-you-go financing used
in Phase I had been implemented in Phase II,
the construction would have been spread out
over five years instead of over two. Phase II
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construction contracts were therefore written
as concession contracts. The companies did not
collect toll revenue. However, the construction
company had to pay the construction costs upfront, and the roads had to be completed within
18 months. The construction companies secured
loans from banks, and the government reimbursed the company over a period of five years as
part of the maintenance contract. This contracting structure increased financing costs somewhat
but it also ensured that capital would be available
to build the entirety of Phase II in just two years,
when using the budget alone would have taken
five years due to restrictions on total borrowing.
This contract structure also had the advantage
that if maintenance problems arise, the government has the power to withhold payment.
Specifically, Phase II of TransMilenio had
four different sections: 1.) Calle 13 (4 km); 2.)
Americas and Avenida Cali (7km); 3.) NorteQuito-Sur (21 kms); and 4.) Suba (12 km).
On the “Calle 13” section, there was one
contract for detailed design and one contract
to build from wall to wall and maintain the
section for five years. On the “Americas and
Avenida Cali” section, there was one contract
for detailed design, and three contracts to build
everything wall to wall and provide five years of
maintenance, one contract to design the depot
and the terminal, and one contract to build the
depot and the terminal. On the “Norte-QuitoSur” section, there was one contract to do the
detailed design, and three contracts to build
everything wall to wall and provide five years
of maintenance, and one contract to build both
the depot and the terminal. On the “Suba”
section, there was one contract for detailed
design, two contracts to build everything wall
to wall and provide five years of maintenance,
and one contract to build both the depot and
the terminal.
20.3.3 Timeframe for construction

The timeframe for detailed engineering design
and construction can vary widely depending
on the size and complexity of the construction
works that need to be undertaken, the size of
the firms involved, and the governmental procedures required for any public works project. The
only particular difficulty with a BRT project is
that the relative complexity of the works being
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undertaken may make it difficult to estimate in
advance the time it will take.
Table 20.3 gives the timetable for constructing
the first phase of TransMilenio. This time line
indicates that 28.5 months is the minimum
realistic time frame for going from no background with BRT to the completion of the
construction.

Fig. 20.29

Construction on the
Americas corridor
in Bogotá.
Photo by Lloyd Wright

In the case of TransMilenio, construction in
Phase I was actually broken into two separate
components. Phase I was defined based on the
minimum system size required to make the system financially viable. However, the first part of
Table 20.3: Timetable for construction of TransMilenio Phase I
Minimum amount
of time required

Activity
Preparation of Conceptual Design–SDG

8 months

Completion of Formal Tender Documents–IDU

4 months

Preparation of Bids

3 months

Awarding of Bids and Signing of Contracts

1.5 months

Detailed Engineering and Construction

12–28 months

Total

28.5–44.5 months
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Table 20.4: Timetable for constructing Phase II of TransMilenio
Activity

Amount of time

Preparation of Conceptual
Design–TMSA

3 months

Detailed Engineering Designs6 months
Consultants hired by IDU
Completion of Formal Tender
Documents–IDU

4 months after the design had been finished
(However, 6 months were spent preparing
the legal and financial concept at the same
time that the engineers performed design
work)

Preparation of Bids

3 months

Awarding of Bids and Signing
of Contracts

1 months

Pre-construction

4 months

Construction

12-18 months

Maintenance

5 years

Total

33–39 months (without maintenance)

Phase I was defined based on what could realistically be constructed during the Mayor’s term in
office. The total Phase I was to be a 44 kilometre
system. However, the first part of Phase I totalled just 18 kilometres. In the timetable above,
28.5 months was for the completion of the
smaller first part of Phase I. The full completion
of Phase I took an additional 16 months.
Fig. 20.30

Road-widening work
taking place on the
Santa Rosa corridor
in Santiago.
Photo by Lloyd Wright

The timetable for Phase II of TransMilenio is
given in Table 20.4. In Phase II, the conceptual
design took less time, because Phase II did not
significantly modify the conceptual design
established in Phase I. Separating the detailed

engineering design from the construction took
a bit more time, and required a four month
“pre-construction” phase. Nevertheless, once
construction began it went faster, and the
problems with sub-standard construction were
significantly reduced.
Normally, construction delays are related rather
to contracting and budgeting issues. Most
countries and most financial institutions require
the works to be competitively tendered following specific tendering procedures. The time this
process takes varies from country to country.
Normally, the tender is published and bidders
are allowed a fixed amount of time to give an
expression of interest. Then a short list is drawn
up, and detailed bids are solicited. This process
can take anywhere from three to six months
even if there are no problems.
20.3.4 Communications plan for
construction

The construction process represents a great
risk to the image and future of the new public
transport system. The closing of roadways, the
construction noise, and the blowing dust can all
give the new system a negative first impression
to the population (Figure 20.30).
A communications public education plan can
also help to keep affected parties well informed
in a timely manner. Before construction begins,
a communications plan must be designed and
it should feature meetings with local business
associations and residential communities. The
purpose of these meetings is to assess the potential negative impacts and their duration, so that
affected stakeholders can work out the measures
necessary to cope with the process.
Providing proper instructions during the system’s implementation stage facilitates the decision-making process for the parties involved.
Instructions also help to minimise risks associated with construction, changes in operation
schemes, and cultural acceptance of the new
system. A detailed program containing alternate
routes and traffic re-direction schemes must
be released during the system’s construction
phases. The program must include applicable
date ranges, specific routes, signage formats, and
a plan for its wide release to the general public.
It is vital to define changes in public service
routes, bus stops, and schedules.
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Businesses and communities in close proximity to construction sites are usually affected by
noise pollution, construction equipment, interruptions in the provision of utilities, and scarce
road availability. In the narrow streets of the
city centre, businesses may lose both customer
access by cars are well as limited means to bring
in deliveries (Figure 20.31).
A good communications plan must incorporate
feedback mechanisms so that complaints,
claims, and other comments can be acknowledged and addressed. Feedback mechanisms
act as a complement to instructions by helping
people evaluate and deal with the negative
impacts related with the construction process.
Nevertheless, continuously restating the future
benefits the project will bring to the city and
to the temporarily affected communities is
essential. Also, feedback from users can be used
to appropriately address their concerns and
integrate them into the planning process.
20.3.5 Construction plan and mitigating
impacts

“Vision without action is merely a dream. Action without vision just passes the time. Vision
with action can change the world!”
—Joel Arthur Barker, author and management
consultant

Organising the construction work in a cityfriendly manner should be a top consideration.
While planning the construction of the BRT
infrastructure is not fundamentally different
than planning any other public works project,
there are a few differences:
n BRT construction involves many more different types of construction than simple road
projects;
n The speed and quality of the construction
are more important than for standard road
projects;
n Long-term maintenance of the BRT infrastructure is also more important than for a
standard road project.
Normally, responsibility for a good construction
implementation plan rests with the construction
companies, though some traffic impact mitigation measures may have been prepared by the
firm doing the conceptual design. Proven experience with developing a successful construction
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implementation plan should be a factor in
selecting the construction firms.

Fig. 20.31

A construction plan should be developed in
conjunction with the contracted firms. Each
step of the process should be mapped out to
minimise the negative impacts. The manner of
the construction process should also be noted in
the construction contract. Structuring the road
construction through a concession structure
may give greater leverage to limit adverse social
impacts. It is also possible to include financial
incentives to construction firms that successfully minimise negative impacts of road closings
and construction dust and noise.
In some cases, construction at nights, weekends,
and holidays may be the best options for avoiding the prolonged closure of key connecting
roads. It may also be best to work on a segment
by segment basis rather than closing the entire
length of a particular corridor. However, the
particular strategy will depend much upon local
circumstances.
The management of traffic re-routing and traffic control during the construction should be
coordinated between the construction firm, the
police, and the public transport agency. Particular care should be taken in handling intersection
and underpass construction since significant
congestion and inconvenience can occur when
closing off entire intersections (Figure 20.32).
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Construction can be
a major disruption to
city centre businesses,
as shown here during
the construction
of the Pereira
Megabus system.
Photo by Edgar Enrique Sandoval
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20.4 Maintenance

“A beautiful woman and a wooden boat are
very expensive in maintenance.”
—Dutch proverb

Start-up problems aside, most systems operate
well and project a highly-positive image through
its initial years. As systems age, though, the
question arises as to whether it will maintain
its initial quality and performance. Bus systems
are notoriously left with little investment and
civic care over the long term. Thus, developing
a maintenance plan and dedicated funding
stream to upkeep the system is fundamental to
its long-term performance.
20.4.1 Maintenance of vehicles

Fig. 20.32

Re-routing traffic
around intersections
that are under
heavy construction
can be particularly
challenging.
Photo by Lloyd Wright

Phase I of TransMilenio was very popular, but
received some criticism for adverse impacts
resulting from chopping down trees, and
disrupting businesses and residential life along
the corridor during the construction (Figure
20.33). For that reason, Phase II had much
more detailed programs to reduce adverse social
impacts, and minimising these impacts were
the responsibility of the construction company.
There was a special set-aside for social impact
mitigation within the lump sum contract,
around 10 percent of the total contract value.

The maintenance of system equipment, such
as vehicles, fare systems, and ITS equipment,
will depend on the ownership structure. Since
vehicles are almost always owned and managed
by the private operators, responsibility for the
maintenance of the vehicles will rest with these
private operators (Figure 20.34).
However, there will still be a role for the BRT
authority to ensure that the quality of the
vehicles is maintained. Maintenance and quality standards should be explicitly stated in the
original contractual agreements with the operators. Certain aspects of the vehicle are likely to
require regular maintenance and upkeep. The

Fig. 20.33

The disruption to traffic
and businesses during
Phase I construction
of TransMilenio
did receive some
criticism. More
mitigation measures
were subsequently
applied in Phase II.
Photo courtesy of TransMilenio SA
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pneumatic doorways are particularly prone to
occasional failure. Likewise, the quality of the
seating may deteriorate with use and any vandalism. Windows that are scratched or discoloured will appear functional but nevertheless
will affect the image of the system.
Fare system and ITS equipment may be privately
or publicly owned, depending on the nature
of the system’s business structure. If privately
owned, then the operating contracts should
clearly delineate responsibility and timeliness
over any maintenance issues. If publicly owned,
then the city may elect to establish a private
sector maintenance contract for these items.
Since BRT stations are relatively narrow due to
median width restrictions, there is typically only
space for a few fare readers and turnstiles. Thus,
if one reader/turnstile should fail, the functionality of the entire station is greatly diminished.
For this reason, there should always be stipulation that a certain number of units and/or
spare parts are held in reserve. There should be
contractual language requiring the maintenance
firm to react within a certain time period to any
breakdowns.

In some cases, the failure to act upon maintenance issues can result in significant legal and
financial liability. If roadways are improperly
maintained and thus damage the vehicles, the
private operators may file a legal suit over the
cost of vehicle repair. Likewise, if emergency
equipment is not functioning properly, there
could be serious ramifications (Figure 20.36).

Fig. 20.34

The maintenance
of the vehicles is
almost always the
responsibility of
the private sector
operating companies,
with some provisions
for inspection and
oversight from the
BRT authority.
Photo by Lloyd Wright

20.4.2 Maintenance of infrastructure

The maintenance of system infrastructure components (busways, stations, terminals, depots,
and control centre) will depend on the nature of
the original construction contracts. As noted in
the previous section, maintenance may or may
not be linked to the original construction contracts. There are trade-offs between separating
and linking the contracts. Thus, responsibility
for maintenance may be held by either the
private construction firms or the municipality.
20.4.2.1 Basic principles of maintenance
Maintenance practices should ensure that any
problems are addressed as they occur. A damaged roadbed will not only create discomfort
for passengers but also increase maintenance
costs for public transport vehicles. Maintenance
teams should be constantly on the watch for
graffiti and other types of system vandalism. If
vandalism is not repaired immediately, it can
create an impression that such actions are tolerated and will thus encourage even more acts of
vandalism (Figures 20.35).
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Graffiti, as shown in
this example from
Quito, can do much
to tarnish the image
of the system.
Photos by Lloyd Wright
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Likewise, the original infrastructure design
should accommodate easy cleaning and upkeep
(Figure 20.39). Vaulted ceilings and artistic
curves can be pleasing to the eye but challenging from a maintenance standpoint. The
original infrastructure design plans should be
evaluated for maintenance viability prior to the
approval of the architectural plans.

Fig. 20.36

These emergency
telephones in a
Johannesburg terminal
are ripped out,
potentially leaving
system users in peril.
The system operators
may have a substantial
legal liability for
failure to maintain
the equipment.

If certain infrastructure components are
requiring frequent maintenance actions, then
this information should be incorporated into
decisions on future extensions of the system. A
maintenance logbook should thus be kept by all
maintenance contractors with copies submitted
to the public transport agency or the public
works department. Analysing maintenance
actions and the nature of the problems can possibly help in devising future solutions.

Photo by Lloyd Wright

The external surfaces of station and terminal
facilities are subjected to both environmental
pollution as well as the variances of the climate.
Rain, wind, heat, and contaminants can all
lead to premature weathering of the station
appearance. Often a treated coating is applied
to the surfaces to slow the effects of corrosion
and discolouration. The maintenance contracts
should foresee the necessary reapplication of
coating materials prior to any major deterioration in appearance (Figures 20.37 and 20.38).

At a certain point, each infrastructure component will likely require a major overhaul. The
expected lifetimes of roadways, stations and
other infrastructure will depend upon such
factors as use patterns, topography, and climate.
Roadways may require reconstruction every five
to ten years, depending on the materials utilised
in the original construction. Stations, terminals,
and depots should last for several decades before
major reconstruction is required. Estimating the
lifespan of the infrastructure components will
also allow financial planners to determine later
re-capitalisation needs of the system.
20.4.3 Maintenance contracts

The way the contracts are structured, and the
type of incentives they include will strongly
affect the effectiveness of the system’s maintenance and upkeep. If construction firms have
no responsibility for maintenance, then their

Fig. 20.37 and 20.38

Untreated surfaces or
neglected surfaces can
rapidly decay due to the
influences of corrosion,
as these images from
Quito indicate. Such
problems should be
prevented before
the appearance and
image of the system
is compromised.
Photos by Lloyd Wright
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incentive may be to ignore future maintenance
problems. Instead, the contractors will have an
incentive to only worry about a rapid and lowcost delivery and not whether the product is still
functional in a few years.
The best mechanism to ensure a higher-quality and more durable product is to make the
same firm responsible for construction also
responsible for maintenance over the first several
years. The firm that builds the busway or station
can be contractually required to maintain it to
specific standards. If the firm has a five to ten
year maintenance contract, then automatically
the company will want to build the infrastructure to endure. If the construction is delivered
in poor quality, then the firm will have higher
costs maintaining the infrastructure over the
entire period of the contract.
Giving a construction firm responsibility for
maintenance, however, must be accompanied by
a shift in the contract structure to a lump-sum
contract. Otherwise, if the firm has the ability to
continually return to the government and ask for
additional funds for unanticipated maintenance
costs, the purpose of linking the construction
contract to the maintenance contract is effectively undermined. Linking construction and
maintenance contracts, therefore, tends to be
done as part of an overall concession–oriented
approach to road construction contracting.
In Phase I of TransMilenio, the construction
firms were not responsible for long-term maintenance. Thus, when severe road construction
faults occurred after only three months of operation, the city had limited legal recourse to hold
the private companies as the responsible party
(Figure 20.40). The firms did have to carry insurance in case of a major construction problem,
but this insurance partially insulated the company from the full risk of a construction problem. With this lesson in mind, TransMilenio
restructured the Phase II contracts in order to
link construction and maintenance together.

vehicular damage, but they had limited recourse.
Eventually, most buses stopped using the electrical conduits due to frequent maintenance issues.
The problem was resolved in this case by shifting
responsibility for the maintenance of the conduit
and also the road bed to the bus operator. The
bus operators do not have a core competency
in road maintenance, but they had a powerful
vested interest in avoiding damage to their
vehicles, so they ensured that the contracting out
to construction firms was done well. This approach was also reasonably successful. The costs
of maintenance were still covered by the government, but in the form of a higher payment to the
bus operators per bus kilometre.

“When you want something, all the universe
conspires in helping you to achieve it.”
—Paulo Coelho, novelist, 1947–

The EMTU busway in the State of Sao Paulo
also faced maintenance issues. This busway had
overhead conduit wires maintained by the electrical company, and the roads were maintained
by the State roads agency. When maintenance
was done poorly, the private bus operators faced
significant losses in terms of lost passengers and
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Fig. 20.39

The original station
design should include
an appropriate plan for
dealing with routine
upkeep requirements.
Photo by Lloyd Wright

Fig. 20.40

Severe cracking
and subsiding of
the TransMilenio
busways in Phase I
led to legal battles
over responsibility.
Photo courtesy of Diego Velazquez
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Resources
“You see things as they are and you ask why.
But I dream of things that never were and I
ask why not.”
—George Bernard Shaw, 1856–1950

Cities embarking upon improvements to their
public transport system are not alone in this

endeavour. Many organisations and resources
are available to cities seeking to upgrade the
quality of public transport. This section notes
some of the key organisations that provide
either technical assistance or distribute technical
information. Also, this section presents some of
the key resource materials and websites on BRT.
The full content of this section is:

1.

Support organisations

2.

Technical resources

3.

BRT city websites

Support organisations

5. Bus Rapid Transit Central

1. Access Exchange International

This site holds articles on BRT and links to
technical information on various BRT systems.

Access Exchange International (AEI) is a nongovernmental organisation promoting accessible
public transport for persons with disabilities
and seniors in Latin America, Africa, Asia, and
eastern Europe. The organisation’s web site
provides resources on good design practices that
improve quality access for those with physical
disabilities.
http://globalride-sf.org

2. American Public Transportation
Association (APTA)

APTA is a national trade association representing
public transport agencies and operators in the
United States. The APTA website includes useful
background documentation on BRT concepts.
http://www.apta.com

3. Associação Nacional de Transportes
Públicos (ANTP)

The Brazilian National Association for Public
Transport provides information on a range of
sustainable transport topics, including BRT. The
Portuguese web site includes access to a range of
publications.
http://portal.antp.org.br/default.aspx

4. Bus Rapid Transit China

BRT China is a Mandarin language web site
devoted to providing BRT information and
updates on projects in China.
http://www.brtchina.org
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http://www.busrapidtransit.net

6. Bus Rapid Transit Policy Center

The Bus Rapid Transit Policy Center has been
developed by the Breakthrough Technologies
Institute is a US-based organisation that seeks
to provide key background information on the
BRT option. The web site provides news on
BRT developments, links to key BRT reports,
and information on different vehicle technologies. Also, the Breakthrough Technologies
Institute publishes a journal called Transport
Innovator that provides analysis of BRT issues as
well as updates on projects around the world.
http://www.gobrt.org

7. Bus Rapid Transit UK (BRT-UK)

BRT-UK is an association dedicated to the
sharing of information about evolving bus
based rubber tyred rapid transit technology.
BRT-UK is a particuliarly key resource for news
and publications related to BRT in the United
Kingdom.
http://www.brtuk.org

8. Clean Air Initiative

The Clean Air Initiative (CAI) advances innovative ways to improve air quality in cities
by sharing knowledge and experiences through
partnerships in selected regions of the world.
The CAI website as well as its training initiatives provides knowledge and information on
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mechanisms to improve public transport.
http://www.cleanairnet.org

9. The Commons

The Commons is an “Open Society Sustainability
Initiative” developed by Eric Britton and EcoPlan
International. The site provides information and
offers the opportunity for cities and individuals to
exchange experiences. The site also hosts a wide
selection of BRT related videos (see the “World
Outreach” and “Video Libraries” headings).
http://www.ecoplan.org

10. Energy Foundation

The China Sustainable Energy Program of the
Energy Foundation has done much to spread
awareness of BRT in the context of Chinese cities. Of particular note is the development of the
China Sustainable Transportation Centre which
provides training and resources on BRT.
http://www.efchina.org/FProgram.do?act=list&t
ype=Programs&subType=2

11. GTZ Sustainable Urban Transport
Programme (SUTP)

The German Overseas Technical Assistance
Agency (GTZ) has developed an information
source on a wide range of sustainable transport
topics. The SUTP web site hosts this BRT module and other documents on sustainable transport. GTZ also supports sustainable transport
projects in a variety of developing-nation cities.

for sharing information across the public transport sector. UITP publications and conferences
provide a key international perspective on best
practice in the field.
http://www.uitp.com

14. International Energy Agency (IEA)

The IEA has compared the environmental
performance of different fuel and propulsion
options for buses in its publication entitled Bus
Systems for the Future: Achieving Sustainable
Transport Worldwide. This research has also
compared the emission impacts of tailpipe
technologies to the benefits of mode-shifting
strategies.
http://www.iea.org

15. Metro Magazine

Metro Magazine’s website hosts a BRT home
page that provides a range of information including updates on recent BRT news stories.
http://www.metro-magazine.com/t_brt_home.
cfm

16. National Bus Rapid Transit Institute

Based at the University of South Florida (US),
the National BRT Institute is an information
clearinghouse on BRT. The site includes BRT
publications, presentations, video, and images
from both US and international projects.
http://www.nbrti.org

http://www.sutp.org, http://www.sutp.cn

17. Transit Cooperative Research Program
(TCRP)

12. Institute for Transportation &
Development Policy (ITDP)

TCRP is a component of the US Transportation
Research Board (TRB). TCRP has produced
several key studies on topics related to BRT,
including a compendium of BRT case studies
and planning guidances.

ITDP is an international non-governmental
organisation that provides supports to BRT initiatives and other sustainable transport projects
in Africa, Asia, and Latin America. ITDP has
assisted BRT projects in such countries as Brazil, China, Colombia, Ghana, Senegal, South
Africa, Tanzania, Bangladesh, India, and Indonesia. ITDP also publishes a regular newsletter,
e-Sustainable Transport, which features frequent
articles on BRT projects worldwide.
http://www.itdp.org

13. International Association of Public
Transport (UITP)

http://www4.trb.org/trb/crp.nsf

18. Transportation Research Board (TRB)

TRB is a division of the US National Research
Council which acts as an independent advisor
to the US government. TRB seeks to promote
innovation and progress in transport through
research. Each year in January, TRB hosts its
annual review conference which includes many
useful sessions on BRT related themes.
http://gulliver.trb.org

UITP is a worldwide network of public transport professionals that acts as a point of reference
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19. Transport Roundtable Australia

24. World Bank

This site provides useful information and
articles both on general BRT issues as well as
specific links to Australian systems in cities such
as Brisbane and Adelaide. The site also provides
information on the “Smart Urban Transport”
conferences which cover a range of sustainable
transport topics, including BRT.

The World Bank, along with the Global Environment Facility (GEF), has supported many
BRT initiatives world wide. The World Bank
also publishes a range of useful background
topics, including reference guides on access for
the physically disabled and data sets on existing
systems.

http://www.transportroundtable.com.au

http://www.worldbank.com/transport

20. US Federal Transit Administration
(USFTA)

25. World Resources Institute - Embarq

This site provides an overview of the USFTA’s
national BRT programme as well as information
on the activities underway in each of the participating cities. The site also provides a number of
useful links to technical documents.
http://www.fta.dot.gov/assistance/technology/
research_4234.html

21. Victoria Transport Policy Institute
(VTPI)

The Victoria Transport Policy Institute (VTPI)
has produced the on-line TDM Encyclopaedia,
which is one of the most complete and expansive works to date on sustainable transport topics. Amongst the topics covered by the On-line
TDM Encyclopaedia are: BRT, Non-Motorised
Planning, Park & Ride, Transit Improvements,
Transit Examples, Transit-Oriented Development (TOD), and Evaluation.
http://www.vtpi.org

22. Weststart-CALSTART

WestStart-CALSTART is an advanced transportation technologies consortium, dedicated to
creating and expanding a global advanced transportation technologies industry and its markets
through technology development, analysis, and
implementation. Weststart-CALSTART particularly provides much information on different
BRT vehicle types. Weststart-CALSTART also
regularly publishes the BRT Newslane which
provides project updates and information on
BRT vehicle options.
http://www.calstart.org/programs/brt/new/newbrtinfo.php

23. Wikipedia

Wikipedia, the free on-line encyclopedia, provides an overview article on the BRT concept.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bus_rapid_transit
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Established in 2002, EMBARQ - The World
Resources Institute Center for Sustainable
Transport - acts as a catalyst for socially, financially, and environmentally sound solutions to
the problems of urban mobility. The Embarq
website includes information on specific projects
as well as information resources.
http://embarq.wri.org

Technical resources
This document has sought to provide an overview of the BRT concept as well as provide insights into the BRT planning process. However,
there are several other publications that also
provide additional perspectives and information
on the topic of BRT. This section lists some of
these documents.
Public transport technology options
Allsop, R. (2000), Mass rapid transit in developing countries. London: Halcrow Fox.
Flyvbjerg, B., Bruzelius, N., and Rothengatter,
W. (2003), Megaprojects and risk: An anatomy
of ambition. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press.
Fouracre, P., Dunkerley, C., and Gardner, G.
(2003), Mass rapid transit systems for cities in
the developing world. Transport Reviews, 23(3):
299-310.
Hass-Klau, C., Crampton, G., Weidauer, M.,
and Deutsch, V. (2003), Bus or light rail: Making the right choice. Brighton: Environmental &
Transportation Planning.
Hidalgo, D. (2006), Comparing transit alternatives after recent developments in BRT in Latin
America. Paper presented at the 85th Annual
Meeting of the Transportation Research Board,
Washington, US, January 2006.
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US GAO (United States General Accounting
Office) (2001), Bus rapid transit shows promise.
Washington: US GAO.
Vuchic, V. (2007), Urban transit systems and
technology. Hoboken: John Wiley & Sons.
Vuchic, V. (2005), Urban transit operations,
planning, and economics. Hoboken: John Wiley
& Sons.
Wright, L. and Fjellstrom, K. (2003), Mass
transit options. Germany: GTZ.
General BRT guidance
CALTRANS (2007), Bus rapid transit: A
handbook for partners. Sacramento: California
Department of Transport (CALTRANS).

Specific bus system issues
Gwilliam, K., Meakin, R. and Kumar, A.
(2000), Designing competition in urban bus passenger transport: Lessons from Uzbekistan, World
Bank Discussion Paper TWU-41. Washington:
World Bank.
Hidalgo, D. and Yepes, T. (2005), Are bus rapid
transit systems effective in poverty reduction?
Experience of Bogotá’s TransMilenio and lessons for other cities. Paper presented at the 2005
Annual Meeting of the Transportation Research
Board (TRB), Washington, DC, US, January
2005.

Diaz, R. (ed.) (2004), Characteristics of bus rapid
transit for decision-making, Project number FTAVA-26-7222. Washington: US FTA.

Kittelson & Associates, Inc. assisted by KFH
Group, Inc., Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade &
Douglas, Inc., and Hunter-Zaworski, K (2003),
Transit capacity and quality of service manual,
TCRP report number 100. Washington: Transportation Research Board.

Diaz, R. and Schnek, D. (2000), Innovative
service design among bus rapid transit systems
in the America. Paper presented at the APTA
2000 Bus and Paratransit Conference, (http://

Lusk, A. (2001), Bus and bus stop designs
related to perceptions of crime. Report number
FTA MI-26-7004-2001.8, Washington: US
FTA.

www.apta.com/research/info/briefings/briefing_2.cfm).

Menckhoff, G. and Zegras, C. (1999), Experiences and issues in urban transport infrastructure.
Presented at the International Road Federation
Symposium, Hanoi, Vietnam, (http://www.

Kang, A. and Diaz, R. (2000), Bus rapid
transit: An integrated and flexible package of
service. Paper presented at the APTA 2000 Rail
Transit Conference, (http://www.apta.com/research/info/briefings/briefing_2.cfm).
Levinson, H., Zimmerman, S., Clinger, J.,
Rutherford, S., Smith, R., Cracknell, J., and
Soberman, R. (2003a), Bus rapid transit, Volume
1: Case studies in bus rapid transit, TCRP Report 90. Washington: US TCRP.

worldbank.org/transport/publicat/twu-38/twu38.pdf)

Pardo, C. (2006), Raising public awareness about
sustainable urban transport. Eschborn: GTZ,
(http://www.sutp.org).
TAS Partnership Ltd. (2000), Quality bus infrastructure: A manual and guide. London: Landor
Publishing.

Levinson, H., Zimmerman, S., Clinger, J., Gast,
J., Rutherford, S., and Bruhn, E. (2003b), Bus
rapid transit, Volume 1: Implementation guidelines, TCRP Report 90. Washington: US TCRP.

Transportation Research Laboratory (TRL)
(2004), The demand for public transit: A practical
guide, Report TRL 593. Wokingham (UK):
TRL.

Shen, L. Elbadrawi, H., Zhao, F., and Ospina,
D. (1998), At-grade busway planning guide.
Florida: National Urban Transit Institute.

US TCRP (1999), The role of transit amenities
and vehicle characteristics in building transit ridership, TCRP Report 46. Washington: National
Academy Press.

Transportation Research Laboratory (TRL)
(1993), Design guidelines for busway transit, Overseas Road note 12. Workingham (UK): TRL.
US FTA (2004), Bus rapid transit characteristics
for decision-making. Washington: USFTA.
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Modelling
Abdelghany, K., Abdelghany, A., Mahmassani,
H., and Abdelfatah, A. (2006), Modeling bus
priority using intermodal dynamic network
assignment-simulation metholdogy. Journal of
Public Transportation, vol. 9, no. 5.

Currie, G. (2006), Bus rapid transit in Australasia: Performance, lessons learned and futures.
Journal of Public Transportation, vol. 9, no. 3.

Ortúzar, J. and Willumsen, L. (2002), Modelling transport. Chichester (UK): John Wiley &
Sons Ltd.

Friberg, L. (2000), Innovative solutions for
public transport: Curitiba. Sustainable Development International, 3: 153-157.

BRT vehicles
Arrillaga, B., Wnuk, L. and Silver, F. (2004),
Bus rapid transit vehicle demand analysis update,
Report number FTA-CA-26-7044-2003.2.
Washington: US FTA.

Gardner, G., Cornwell, P., and Cracknell, J.
(1991), The performance of busway transit in
developing cities, research report no. RR329.
Crowthorne: TRL.

Hardy, M., Stevens, W., and Roberts, D.
(2001), Bus rapid transit vehicle characteristics,
USFTA report number FTA-DC-26-70752001.1. Washington: US FTA.
King, R. (1998), New designs and operating
experiences with low-floor Buses. TCRP Report
41, Columbus.
US FTA (2006), Vehicle catalog: A compendium
of vehicles and powertrain systems for bus rapid
transit service, 2006 update. Washington: US
FTA.
US FTA (2001), Proceedings of the bus rapid
transit vehicle design meeting. Washington:
Federal Transit Administration.
Zimmerman, S. and Levinson, H. (2004),
Vehicle selection for BRT: Issues and options.
Journal of Public Transportation, vol. 7, no. 1.
BRT – Regional
Baltes, M. and Hinbaugh, D. (2003), Lynx
LYMMO bus rapid transit evaluation, Report
number NCTR-392-15, RPWO-BC 137-17.
Washington: US FTA.
Baltes, M., Perk, V., Perone, J., and Thole,
C. (2003), South Miami Dade busway system
summary. Tampa: National Bus Rapid Transit
Institute, (http://www.nbrti.org).
Cain, A., Darido, G., Baltes, M., Rodriguez, P.,
and Barrios, J. (2006), Applicability of Bogotá’s
TransMilenio BRT system to the United States.
Tampa: National Bus Rapid Transit Institute
(NBRTI), (http://www.nbrti.org).
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Darido, G. (2006), Bus rapid transit developments in China, Report number FTA-FL-267104.02, Washington: US FTA.

Golub, A. (2003), Brazil’s buses: Simply successful. Access, Spring 2004, no. 24, pp. 2-9.
Hidalgo, D., Custodio, P., and Graftieaux, P.
(2007), Planning, implementation and operation or BRT systems: The cases of Quito, Bogotá, León, México City, Jakarta, and Beijing.
Paper presented at the 2007 Annual Meeting of
the Transportation Research Board (TRB), Washington, US, January 2007.
Hidalgo, D. and Hermann, G. (2004), The
Bogotá model for sustainable transportation:
Inspiring developing cities throughout the world.
Trialog, Germany, August 2004.
Hidalgo, D. (2003), TransMilenio: A high
capacity - low cost bus rapid transit system
developed for Bogotá, Colombia. Presented at
55th UITP World Congress, Madrid, 4-9 May
2003.
Hidalgo, D. (2002), Bogotá and Its transportation characteristics. Paper presented at
the Second International Conference on Urban
Transportation Systems: Ensuring Sustainability
through Mass Transit, 14-18 April, 2002, Alexandria, VA, US.
Hidalgo, D. (2002), A high capacity – low cost
bus rapid transit system developed for Bogotá,
Colombia. Paper presented at the CODATU X
Conference, 12-15 November, 2002, Rotterdam,
The Netherlands.
ITDP (Institute for Transportation and Development Policy) (2005), Making Transjakarta a
world class BRT system: Final recommendations.
New York: ITDP.
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Kenworthy, J. and Laube, F. (2000), Millennium cities database for sustainable transport.
Brussels: UITP.
Kim, E., Darido, G., and Schneck, D. (2005),
Las Vegas Metropolitan Area Express (MAX)
BRT demonstration project evaluation, Report
number FTA VA-26-7222-2005.1.
Lobo, A. (2006), BRT options and results after
six months: Applicability anywhere else in Mexico.
Mexico City: Centro de Transporte Sustentable.
Major, M. (1997), Brazil’s busways. Journal of
Mass Transit, Vol. 23, no. 3, pp. 26-34.
Meirelles, A. (2000), A review of bus priority
systems in Brazil: From bus lanes to busway
transit. Presented at the Smart Urban Transport
Conference, 17-20 October, 2000, Brisbane,
Australia.
Menckhoff, G. (2005), Latin American experience with bus rapid transit. Paper presented at
the 2005 Annual Meeting of the Institute of Traffic Engineers, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia,
7-10 August, 2005.
Robelo, J. (2003), Basic busway data in Latin
America, Washington: World Bank. (http://
www.worldbank.org/transport/urbtrans/pubtrans.htm).

Schimek, P., Darido, G., and Schneck, D.
(2005), Boston silver line Washington Street BRT
demonstration project evaluation, project number
FTA-VA-26-7222-2005.2. Washington: US
FTA, (http://www.nbrti.org).
Seoul Development Institute (SDI) (2005),
Toward better public transport: Experiences and
achievements of Seoul. Seoul: SDI.
Smith, N. and Hensher, D. (1998), The future
of exclusive busways: The Brazilian experience.
Transport Reviews, 18: 131-152.
Steer Davies Gleave (SDG) (2000), Diseño
operacional del sistema TransMilenio: Proyecto de
transporte urbano para Santa Fe de Bogotá, BIRF
4021-FONDATT-10. SDG: Bogotá.
TransMilenio (2003), TransMilenio: La joya de
Bogotá. Bogotá: Alcaldía Mayor de Bogotá.
TransMilenio (2003), Plan marco sistema: TransMilenio. Bogotá: TransMilenio SA.

Resources

Wright, L. (2001), Latin American busways:
Moving people rather than cars. Natural Resources Forum, May 2001.
BRT – Business and institutional model
Ardila-Gomez, A. (2004), Transit planning in
Bogota and Curitiba: Roles in interaction, risk,
and change. PhD thesis in Urban and Transportation Planning at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT). Boston: MIT.
Meakin, R. (2002a), Bus regulation and planning. Eschborn: GTZ.
Meakin, R. (2002b), Urban transport institutions. Eschborn: GTZ.
Meakin, R. (2001), Technical guidelines on bus
route tendering. Eschborn: GTZ.
Fare systems and ITS
Lobron, R. (2003), Developing a recommended
standard for automated fare collection for transit,
TCRP Research Results Digest 57. Washington:
US TCRP.
Multisystems, Inc. in association with Mundle
& Associates, Inc. and Simon & Simon Research and Associates, Inc. (2003), Fare policies,
structures, and technologies update, TCRP Report
94. Washingto: Transportation Research Board.
Smith, H., Hemily, B., and Ivanovic, M. (2005),
Transit signal priority: A planning and implementation handbook. Washington: ITS America.
Stern, R. (1997), Bus transit fare collection practices, TCRP Synthesis of Transit Practice 26.
Washington: Transportation Research Board.
Robelo, J. (1999), Automated ticketing systems:
The state of the art and case studies. Washington:
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BRT city websites
Adelaide, Australia
http://www.adelaidemetro.com.au/guides/obahn.
htm

Alameda and Contra Counties (AC Transit), US
http://www.actransit.org/planning_focus/planning_focus.wu?category_id=1
http://www.actransit.org/planning_focus/details.
wu?item_id=30

Amsterdam, Netherlands
http://www.roa.nl/live/index.
jsp?nav=423&loc=7502&det=4055

Auckland, New Zealand
http://www.busway.co.nz

Bogotá, Colombia
http://www.transmilenio.gov.co

Boston, US
http://www.mbta.com/about_the_mbta/t_
projects/?id=1072

Bradford, UK
http://www.firstgroup.com/ukbus/yorkhumber/
bradford/guidedbusway/index.php

Brisbane, Australia
http://www.translink.com.au/qt/translin.nsf/index/
busway_main

Caen, France
http://www.twisto.fr

Calgary, Canada
http://www.calgarytransit.com/BRT/brt.html

Cali, Colombia
http://www.metrocali.gov.co/mio_index.htm

Cartagena, Colombia
http://www.transcaribe.gov.co/transcaribe_interfaz/menu.asp

Charlotte, US
http://www.charmeck.org/Departments/CATS/
Rapid+Transit+Planning/Home.htm

Cleveland, US
http://euclidtransit.org/home.asp

Crawley, UK
http://www.westsussex.gov.uk/ccm/navigation/
roads-and-transport/public-transport/fastway/

Curitiba, Brazil
http://www.curitiba.pr.gov.br

Douai, France
http://www.transportsdudouaisis.fr

Eugene, US
http://www.ltd.org
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Evry, France

Paris, France

http://www.bus-tice.com

http://www.v2asp.paris.fr/v2/Deplacements/mobilien/default.asp

Guangzhou, China
http://www.gzbrt.org

Guatemala City, Guatemala
http://transmetro.muniguate.com

Guayaquil, Ecuador
http://www.metrovia-gye.com/start.htm

Hartford, US

Pereira
http://www.megabus.gov.co/megabus.html

Phoenix, US
http://www.ci.phoenix.az.us/PUBLICTRANSIT/
rapid.html

Pittsburgh, US

http://www.ctbusway.com

http://www.portauthority.org/PAAC/CustomerInfo/
BuswaysandT/tabid/111/Default.aspx

Honolulu, US

Quito, Ecuador

http://www.oahutrans2k.com/corridor/corridor.
htm#

http://www.quito.gov.ec/DMT/dmt_inicio.htm

Jakarta, Indonesia

http://www.tcar.fr/presentation/index.asp?rub_
code=52

http://www.jakarta.go.id/transjakarta/home/index.
php

Rouen, France

San Francisco, US

http://www.go-fastrack.co.uk

http://www.sfcta.org/geary.htm
http://www.sfcta.org/vanness

Leeds, UK

Santa Clara, US

Kent, UK

http://www.leeds.gov.uk/Transport_and_streets/
Public_transport/page.aspx?pageID=B87A58A52
B06F5EE80256E1400521B09

León, Mexico
http://correo.leon.gob.mx/admon03_06/transporte/sitioweb/

Long Island, US (New York)
http://www.litp2000.com

Los Angeles, US

http://www.vta.org/projects/line22brt.html

Santiago, Chile
http://www.transantiagoinforma.cl

São Paulo, Brazil
http://www.prefeitura.sp.gov.br/servicos/cidadaos/transito_e_transporte/onibus/index.php

Sydney, Australia
http://www.t-way.nsw.gov.au

http://www.metro.net/projects_programs/orangeline/images/ol_interactive.htm

Vancouver, Canada

Mexico City, Mexico

West Sussex, UK

http://www.metrobus.df.gob.mx/

Miami, US
http://www.co.miami-dade.fl.us/transit/metrobus.
asp

http://www.translink.bc.ca
http://www.fastway.info/home.htm

York, Canada
http://www.vivayork.com

Nancy, France
http://www.reseau-stan.com

Nantes, France
http://www.tan.fr

New York City, US
http://www.mta.info/mta/planning/brt

Nice, France
http://www.lignedazur.com

Orlando, US
http://www.golynx.com

Ottawa, Canada
http://www.octranspo.com/Main_MenuE.asp
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Glossary
bunching: unintended arrival of two or more
public transport vehicles in close succession,
often occurring when vehicles operate at
high frequencies and/or in mixed-traffic
bus rapid transit (BRT): a high-quality
bus-based transit system that delivers fast,
comfortable, and cost-effective urban mobility through the provision of segregated rightof-way infrastructure, rapid and frequent
operations, and excellence in marketing and
customer service

flat fare: a single fare charged to all customers, regardless of distance travelled. see also
distance-based fare
frequency: number of vehicles per hour that
stop at a station
generalised travel cost: the weighted sum
of the fare and the time spent walking, waiting, transfer, and in-vehicle time for a particular journey, expressed in monetary units
headway: length of time that elapses between vehicle arrivals at a stop or station

centroid: in transport modelling, a type of
node representing a location where trips
begin or end

hybrid service: a system utilising both direct
services (operations on and off busway) and
trunk-feeder services (smaller vehicles feeding trunk operations at terminals).

Certified Emission Reductions: credits
awarded by the Executive Board of the Clean
Development Mechanism to projects that
reduce greenhouse gas emissions

level of service (LOS): measure of the degree of traffic congestion or of the time that
station bays are occupied by vehicles

closed busway: exclusive public transport
lanes that are open to designated operators
only
convoy: group of two or more vehicles travelling in a pack
customer fare: actual fare charged to customers. see also technical fare
detour factor: distance that a pedestrian or
cyclist must travel out of his or her way to
reach his or her destination
direct service: service that directly links
origins and destinations without the need
for feeder transfers; often involves operating
both on and off an exclusive busway. see also
trunk-feeder service
distance-based fare: a fare that increases in
proportion to the distance travelled. see also
flat fare
dwell time: time that a vehicle spends
stopped at a station or bus stop
elevated rail transit: electric rail-based technology on grade-separated tracks, located
principally on an aerial structure
farebox recovery rate: percentage of operational costs covered by farebox revenue
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light rail transit (LRT): electric rail-based
technology operated at surface level and typically in exclusive lanes, typically composed
of a single rail car or as a short train of cars
link: in transport modelling, a connection
between two nodes. Usually a road, but also
used to represent busways, rail lines, or nonmotorised transport infrastructure
load factor: the ratio of the number of passengers on a vehicle to the vehicle’s capacity
location benefit levy: a tax, determined by
the optimum permitted use of a land parcel,
charged to the land owner
node: in transport modelling, a point in Cartesian space representing an intersection. see
also centroid
open busway: exclusive public transport
lanes that are open to any operator
passenger car unit (PCU): a number representing a vehicle’s contribution to congestion, relative to a typical passenger car. also
known as passenger car equivalent
personal rapid transit (PRT): small Automatic Guided Vehicles with rail- or wheelbased technology, operating on exclusive
lanes and often grade-separated
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queue jumping: a signalling system that
gives an early green phase to public transport vehicles so that they can pass through
an intersection before other vehicles are
permitted to proceed
renovation factor: the average number of
passengers on a vehicle divided by the total
number of boardings along the route
saturation level: percentage of time that a
station bay is occupied
technical fare: total operational costs divided by the number of passenger trips. see
also public fare
trams: electric rail-based technology operated at surface level and often in mixed traffic, usually arranged as a single rail car or as a
short train of cars
trunk-feeder service: service by buses that
operate only in exclusive busways, complemented by feeder service to trunk stations or
terminals. see also direct service
underground metro: electric rail-based
technology on grade-separated tracks, located principally underground
value of time: a person’s wage rate, used
to estimate the individual’s willingness to
choose a particular mode of transport

Glossary
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Annex 1
BRT system comparisons
The information provided in this
comparison matrix of different BRT
systems has been collected from a variety
of sources, including the transport
authorities of the particular cities.
The authors of this Planning Guide
thus cannot ascertain the veracity
of the information provided. System
characteristics also change with time
as cities extend and improve services.
The data presented here is based on
information received in early 2007.
A copy of the most recently updated
comparison matrix can be found at:
http://itdp.org/brt_guide.html.
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Qualitative comparisons
Colombia
4 – Yes

x – No

P – Partial

I – Insufficient network to make a conclusion

Annex 1: BRT system comparisons

Bogotá
(TransMilenio)

Pereira
(Megabus)
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4

4

P

x

4

x

Segregated busways or bus-only roadways
Existence of an integrated “network” of routes and corridors
Enhanced station environment (i.e., not just a bus shelter)
Special stations and terminals to facilitate transfers
Overtaking lanes at stations / Provision of express services
Improvements to nearby public space
High average commercial speeds (> 20 km/h)
Actual peak ridership over 8,000 passengers per hour per direction
Pre-board fare collection and fare verification
At-level boarding and alighting
Fare- and physical-integration between routes and feeder services
Entry to system restricted to prescribed operators under a reformed
business and administrative structure (closed system)
Competitively-bid and transparent contracts and concessions
No need for operational subsidies
Independently operated and managed fare collection system
Quality control oversight from an independent entity / agency
Low-emission vehicle technology (Euro III or higher)
Automated fare collection and fare verification system
System management through centralised control centre, utilising
automatic vehicle location system
Signal priority or grade separation at intersections
Distinctive marketing identity for system
High-quality customer information (e.g., clear maps, signage, real-time
information displays)
Modal integration at stations (e.g., bicycle parking, taxi stations, easy
transfers between public transport systems)
Supporting car-restriction measures (e.g., road pricing)
1. Bogotá data courtesy of TransMilenio SA
2. Pereira data from Monica Venegas, Megabus System Manger, 2nd TransMilenio International Conference, 8 Nov 2006
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BRT Feature

NA – Not applicable

Annex 1: BRT system comparisons

Qualitative comparisons
Brazil
4 – Yes

x – No

P – Partial

I – Insufficient network to make a conclusion

BRT Feature

1. Brazil data courtesy of Eric Ferreira (ITDP) and Wagner Colombini (Logit)
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Segregated busways or bus-only roadways
Existence of an integrated “network” of routes and corridors
Enhanced station environment (i.e., not just a bus shelter)
Special stations and terminals to facilitate transfers
Overtaking lanes at stations / Provision of express services
Improvements to nearby public space
High average commercial speeds (> 20 km/h)
Actual peak ridership over 8,000 passengers per hour per direction
Pre-board fare collection and fare verification
At-level boarding and alighting
Fare- and physical-integration between routes and feeder services
Entry to system restricted to prescribed operators under a reformed
business and administrative structure (closed system)
Competitively-bid and transparent contracts and concessions
No need for operational subsidies
Independently operated and managed fare collection system
Quality control oversight from an independent entity / agency
Low-emission vehicle technology (Euro III or higher)
Automated fare collection and fare verification system
System management through centralised control centre, utilising
automatic vehicle location system
Signal priority or grade separation at intersections
Distinctive marketing identity for system
High-quality customer information (e.g., clear maps, signage, real-time
information displays)
Modal integration at stations (e.g., bicycle parking, taxi stations, easy
transfers between public transport systems)
Supporting car-restriction measures (e.g., road pricing)

NA – Not applicable

Qualitative comparisons
Ecuador
4 – Yes

x – No

P – Partial

I – Insufficient network to make a conclusion

Annex 1: BRT system comparisons

Segregated busways or bus-only roadways
Existence of an integrated “network” of routes and corridors
Enhanced station environment (i.e., not just a bus shelter)
Special stations and terminals to facilitate transfers
Overtaking lanes at stations / Provision of express services
Improvements to nearby public space
High average commercial speeds (> 20 km/h)
Actual peak ridership over 8,000 passengers per hour per direction
Pre-board fare collection and fare verification
At-level boarding and alighting
Fare- and physical-integration between routes and feeder services
Entry to system restricted to prescribed operators under a reformed
business and administrative structure (closed system)
Competitively-bid and transparent contracts and concessions
No need for operational subsidies
Independently operated and managed fare collection system
Quality control oversight from an independent entity / agency
Low-emission vehicle technology (Euro III or higher)
Automated fare collection and fare verification system
System management through centralised control centre, utilising
automatic vehicle location system
Signal priority or grade separation at intersections
Distinctive marketing identity for system
High-quality customer information (e.g., clear maps, signage, real-time
information displays)
Modal integration at stations (e.g., bicycle parking, taxi stations, easy
transfers between public transport systems)
Supporting car-restriction measures (e.g., road pricing)
1. Guayaquil data courtesy of César Arias.
2. Quito data courtesy of the Metropolitan Municipality of Quito and Hidalgo et al., 2007
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BRT Feature

NA – Not applicable

Annex 1: BRT system comparisons

Qualitative comparisons
Chile and Mexico
4 – Yes

x – No

P – Partial

I – Insufficient network to make a conclusion

BRT Feature

1. Santiago data courtesy of Eduardo Giesen.
2. León and Mexico City data courtesy of Bernardo Baranda (ITDP)
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Segregated busways or bus-only roadways
Existence of an integrated “network” of routes and corridors
Enhanced station environment (i.e., not just a bus shelter)
Special stations and terminals to facilitate transfers
Overtaking lanes at stations / Provision of express services
Improvements to nearby public space
High average commercial speeds (> 20 km/h)
Actual peak ridership over 8,000 passengers per hour per direction
Pre-board fare collection and fare verification
At-level boarding and alighting
Fare- and physical-integration between routes and feeder services
Entry to system restricted to prescribed operators under a reformed
business and administrative structure (closed system)
Competitively-bid and transparent contracts and concessions
No need for operational subsidies
Independently operated and managed fare collection system
Quality control oversight from an independent entity / agency
Low-emission vehicle technology (Euro III or higher)
Automated fare collection and fare verification system
System management through centralised control centre, utilising
automatic vehicle location system
Signal priority or grade separation at intersections
Distinctive marketing identity for system
High-quality customer information (e.g., clear maps, signage, real-time
information displays)
Modal integration at stations (e.g., bicycle parking, taxi stations, easy
transfers between public transport systems)
Supporting car-restriction measures (e.g., road pricing)

NA – Not applicable

Qualitative comparisons
China
4 – Yes

x – No

P – Partial

I – Insufficient network to make a conclusion

Annex 1: BRT system comparisons

Segregated busways or bus-only roadways
Existence of an integrated “network” of routes and corridors
Enhanced station environment (i.e., not just a bus shelter)
Special stations and terminals to facilitate transfers
Overtaking lanes at stations / Provision of express services
Improvements to nearby public space
High average commercial speeds (> 20 km/h)
Actual peak ridership over 8,000 passengers per hour per direction
Pre-board fare collection and fare verification
At-level boarding and alighting
Fare- and physical-integration between routes and feeder services
Entry to system restricted to prescribed operators under a reformed
business and administrative structure (closed system)
Competitively-bid and transparent contracts and concessions
No need for operational subsidies
Independently operated and managed fare collection system
Quality control oversight from an independent entity / agency
Low-emission vehicle technology (Euro III or higher)
Automated fare collection and fare verification system
System management through centralised control centre, utilising
automatic vehicle location system
Signal priority or grade separation at intersections
Distinctive marketing identity for system
High-quality customer information (e.g., clear maps, signage, real-time
information displays)
Modal integration at stations (e.g., bicycle parking, taxi stations, easy
transfers between public transport systems)
Supporting car-restriction measures (e.g., road pricing)
1. Beijing data courtesy of Kangming Xu
2. Kunming data courtesy of Lin Wei (Municipality of Kunming)
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BRT Feature

NA – Not applicable

Annex 1: BRT system comparisons

Qualitative comparisons
Indonesia, Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan
4 – Yes

x – No

P – Partial

I – Insufficient network to make a conclusion

BRT Feature

1.
2.
3.
4.

Jakarta data courtesy of ITDP
Nagoya data courtesy of Hiroyuki Takeshita (Nagoya University)
Seoul data courtesy of the Municipality of Seoul
Taipei data courtesy of Dr. Jason Chang (Taiwan National University)
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Segregated busways or bus-only roadways
Existence of an integrated “network” of routes and corridors
Enhanced station environment (i.e., not just a bus shelter)
Special stations and terminals to facilitate transfers
Overtaking lanes at stations / Provision of express services
Improvements to nearby public space
High average commercial speeds (> 20 km/h)
Actual peak ridership over 8,000 passengers per hour per direction
Pre-board fare collection and fare verification
At-level boarding and alighting
Fare- and physical-integration between routes and feeder services
Entry to system restricted to prescribed operators under a reformed
business and administrative structure (closed system)
Competitively-bid and transparent contracts and concessions
No need for operational subsidies
Independently operated and managed fare collection system
Quality control oversight from an independent entity / agency
Low-emission vehicle technology (Euro III or higher)
Automated fare collection and fare verification system
System management through centralised control centre, utilising
automatic vehicle location system
Signal priority or grade separation at intersections
Distinctive marketing identity for system
High-quality customer information (e.g., clear maps, signage, real-time
information displays)
Modal integration at stations (e.g., bicycle parking, taxi stations, easy
transfers between public transport systems)
Supporting car-restriction measures (e.g., road pricing)

NA – Not applicable

Qualitative comparisons
Australia
4 – Yes

x – No

P – Partial

I – Insufficient network to make a conclusion

Annex 1: BRT system comparisons

Segregated busways or bus-only roadways
Existence of an integrated “network” of routes and corridors
Enhanced station environment (i.e., not just a bus shelter)
Special stations and terminals to facilitate transfers
Overtaking lanes at stations / Provision of express services
Improvements to nearby public space
High average commercial speeds (> 20 km/h)
Actual peak ridership over 8,000 passengers per hour per direction
Pre-board fare collection and fare verification
At-level boarding and alighting
Fare- and physical-integration between routes and feeder services
Entry to system restricted to prescribed operators under a reformed
business and administrative structure (closed system)
Competitively-bid and transparent contracts and concessions
No need for operational subsidies
Independently operated and managed fare collection system
Quality control oversight from an independent entity / agency
Low-emission vehicle technology (Euro III or higher)
Automated fare collection and fare verification system
System management through centralised control centre, utilising
automatic vehicle location system
Signal priority or grade separation at intersections
Distinctive marketing identity for system
High-quality customer information (e.g., clear maps, signage, real-time
information displays)
Modal integration at stations (e.g., bicycle parking, taxi stations, easy
transfers between public transport systems)
Supporting car-restriction measures (e.g., road pricing)
1. Australia data courtesy of Richard Filewood (McCormick Rankin Cagney)

Adelaide
(O-Bahn)

Brisbane
(SE Busway)

Sydney
(Liverpool - Parmatta)
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P
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P
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BRT Feature

NA – Not applicable

Annex 1: BRT system comparisons

Qualitative comparisons
France
4 – Yes

x – No

P – Partial

I – Insufficient network to make a conclusion

BRT Feature

1. Caen, Lyon, and Nantes data courtesy of François Rambaud (CERTU)

Caen
(Twisto TVR)

Lyon
(C-lines)

Nantes
(Busway -Line 4)
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Segregated busways or bus-only roadways
Existence of an integrated “network” of routes and corridors
Enhanced station environment (i.e., not just a bus shelter)
Special stations and terminals to facilitate transfers
Overtaking lanes at stations / Provision of express services
Improvements to nearby public space
High average commercial speeds (> 20 km/h)
Actual peak ridership over 8,000 passengers per hour per direction
Pre-board fare collection and fare verification
At-level boarding and alighting
Fare- and physical-integration between routes and feeder services
Entry to system restricted to prescribed operators under a reformed
business and administrative structure (closed system)
Competitively-bid and transparent contracts and concessions
No need for operational subsidies
Independently operated and managed fare collection system
Quality control oversight from an independent entity / agency
Low-emission vehicle technology (Euro III or higher)
Automated fare collection and fare verification system
System management through centralised control centre, utilising
automatic vehicle location system
Signal priority or grade separation at intersections
Distinctive marketing identity for system
High-quality customer information (e.g., clear maps, signage, real-time
information displays)
Modal integration at stations (e.g., bicycle parking, taxi stations, easy
transfers between public transport systems)
Supporting car-restriction measures (e.g., road pricing)

NA – Not applicable

Qualitative comparisons
France continued
4 – Yes

x – No

P – Partial

I – Insufficient network to make a conclusion

Annex 1: BRT system comparisons

Segregated busways or bus-only roadways
Existence of an integrated “network” of routes and corridors
Enhanced station environment (i.e., not just a bus shelter)
Special stations and terminals to facilitate transfers
Overtaking lanes at stations / Provision of express services
Improvements to nearby public space
High average commercial speeds (> 20 km/h)
Actual peak ridership over 8,000 passengers per hour per direction
Pre-board fare collection and fare verification
At-level boarding and alighting
Fare- and physical-integration between routes and feeder services
Entry to system restricted to prescribed operators under a reformed
business and administrative structure (closed system)
Competitively-bid and transparent contracts and concessions
No need for operational subsidies
Independently operated and managed fare collection system
Quality control oversight from an independent entity / agency
Low-emission vehicle technology (Euro III or higher)
Automated fare collection and fare verification system
System management through centralised control centre, utilising
automatic vehicle location system
Signal priority or grade separation at intersections
Distinctive marketing identity for system
High-quality customer information (e.g., clear maps, signage, real-time
information displays)
Modal integration at stations (e.g., bicycle parking, taxi stations, easy
transfers between public transport systems)
Supporting car-restriction measures (e.g., road pricing)
1. Rouen data courtesy of Werner Kutil (Veolia Transport)
2, Paris and Toulouse data courtesy of François Rambaud (CERTU)

Paris
(RN305, Mobilien,
Val de Marne)
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(TEOR)
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P
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x
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x
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P
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BRT Feature

NA – Not applicable

Qualitative comparisons
Annex 1: BRT system comparisons

Netherlands
4 – Yes

x – No

P – Partial

I – Insufficient network to make a conclusion

BRT Feature

767

System management through centralised control centre, utilising
automatic vehicle location system
Signal priority or grade separation at intersections
Distinctive marketing identity for system
High-quality customer information (e.g., clear maps, signage, real-time
information displays)
Modal integration at stations (e.g., bicycle parking, taxi stations, easy
transfers between public transport systems)
Supporting car-restriction measures (e.g., road pricing)
1. Amsterdam data courtesy of Ruud van der Ploeg (Stadsregio Amsterdam)
2. Eindhoven data courtesy of Jacques Splint (Municipality of Eindhoven)

Amsterdam
(Zuidtangent)

Eindhoven
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x
x
x
4
x
x
4
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x
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4
x
x
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4
4
(from 1-1-2008)
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x
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Segregated busways or bus-only roadways
Existence of an integrated “network” of routes and corridors
Enhanced station environment (i.e., not just a bus shelter)
Special stations and terminals to facilitate transfers
Overtaking lanes at stations / Provision of express services
Improvements to nearby public space
High average commercial speeds (> 20 km/h)
Actual peak ridership over 8,000 passengers per hour per direction
Pre-board fare collection and fare verification
At-level boarding and alighting
Fare- and physical-integration between routes and feeder services
Entry to system restricted to prescribed operators under a reformed
business and administrative structure (closed system)
Competitively-bid and transparent contracts and concessions
No need for operational subsidies
Independently operated and managed fare collection system
Quality control oversight from an independent entity / agency
Low-emission vehicle technology (Euro III or higher)
Automated fare collection and fare verification system

NA – Not applicable

Qualitative comparisons
United Kingdom
4 – Yes

x – No

P – Partial

I – Insufficient network to make a conclusion

Annex 1: BRT system comparisons

Segregated busways or bus-only roadways
Existence of an integrated “network” of routes and corridors
Enhanced station environment (i.e., not just a bus shelter)
Special stations and terminals to facilitate transfers
Overtaking lanes at stations / Provision of express services
Improvements to nearby public space
High average commercial speeds (> 20 km/h)
Actual peak ridership over 8,000 passengers per hour per direction
Pre-board fare collection and fare verification
At-level boarding and alighting
Fare- and physical-integration between routes and feeder services
Entry to system restricted to prescribed operators under a reformed
business and administrative structure (closed system)
Competitively-bid and transparent contracts and concessions
No need for operational subsidies
Independently operated and managed fare collection system
Quality control oversight from an independent entity / agency
Low-emission vehicle technology (Euro III or higher)
Automated fare collection and fare verification system
System management through centralised control centre, utilising
automatic vehicle location system
Signal priority or grade separation at intersections
Distinctive marketing identity for system
High-quality customer information (e.g., clear maps, signage, real-time
information displays)
Modal integration at stations (e.g., bicycle parking, taxi stations, easy
transfers between public transport systems)
Supporting car-restriction measures (e.g., road pricing)
1. UK data courtesy of Dr. Alan Brett (BRT-UK)
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BRT Feature

NA – Not applicable

Annex 1: BRT system comparisons

Qualitative comparisons
Canada and United States
4 – Yes

x – No

P – Partial

I – Insufficient network to make a conclusion

BRT Feature

1.
2.
3.
4.

Ottawa data based on Metro Magazine (2006) and OCTransit website
Eugene data courtesy of Graham Carey, Lane Transit District
Boston data based on Schimek et al. (2005) and MBTA website
Los Angeles data courtesy of Gary Spivack, Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority
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Segregated busways or bus-only roadways
Existence of an integrated “network” of routes and corridors
Enhanced station environment (i.e., not just a bus shelter)
Special stations and terminals to facilitate transfers
Overtaking lanes at stations / Provision of express services
Improvements to nearby public space
High average commercial speeds (> 20 km/h)
Actual peak ridership over 8,000 passengers per hour per direction
Pre-board fare collection and fare verification
At-level boarding and alighting
Fare- and physical-integration between routes and feeder services
Entry to system restricted to prescribed operators under a reformed
business and administrative structure (closed system)
Competitively-bid and transparent contracts and concessions
No need for operational subsidies
Independently operated and managed fare collection system
Quality control oversight from an independent entity / agency
Low-emission vehicle technology (Euro III or higher)
Automated fare collection and fare verification system
System management through centralised control centre, utilising
automatic vehicle location system
Signal priority or grade separation at intersections
Distinctive marketing identity for system
High-quality customer information (e.g., clear maps, signage, real-time
information displays)
Modal integration at stations (e.g., bicycle parking, taxi stations, easy
transfers between public transport systems)
Supporting car-restriction measures (e.g., road pricing)

NA – Not applicable

Qualitative comparisons
Canada and United States
4 – Yes

x – No

P – Partial

I – Insufficient network to make a conclusion

Annex 1: BRT system comparisons

Segregated busways or bus-only roadways
Existence of an integrated “network” of routes and corridors
Enhanced station environment (i.e., not just a bus shelter)
Special stations and terminals to facilitate transfers
Overtaking lanes at stations / Provision of express services
Improvements to nearby public space
High average commercial speeds (> 20 km/h)
Actual peak ridership over 8,000 passengers per hour per direction
Pre-board fare collection and fare verification
At-level boarding and alighting
Fare- and physical-integration between routes and feeder services
Entry to system restricted to prescribed operators under a reformed
business and administrative structure (closed system)
Competitively-bid and transparent contracts and concessions
No need for operational subsidies
Independently operated and managed fare collection system
Quality control oversight from an independent entity / agency
Low-emission vehicle technology (Euro III or higher)
Automated fare collection and fare verification system
System management through centralised control centre, utilising
automatic vehicle location system
Signal priority or grade separation at intersections
Distinctive marketing identity for system
High-quality customer information (e.g., clear maps, signage, real-time
information displays)
Modal integration at stations (e.g., bicycle parking, taxi stations, easy
transfers between public transport systems)
Supporting car-restriction measures (e.g., road pricing)
1. Miami data courtesy of the Miami Dade Bus Transit Services
2. Orlando data courtesy of Doug Jamison (Lynx Lymmo)
3. Pittsburgh data courtesy of David Wohlwill (Port Authority of Pittsburgh)
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BRT Feature

NA – Not applicable

Quantitative comparisons
Annex 1: BRT system comparisons

Colombia
BRT Feature

771

Average dwell time at stations (seconds)
Number of trunk vehicles
Trunk vehicle type
Fuel type used in trunk vehicles
Trunk vehicle capacity
Trunk vehicle length (m)
Number of feeder vehicles
Type of guidance system, if applicable
Type of fare collection / verification technology
Number of intersections with priority signal control
Number of grade-separated intersections
Fare (US$)
Total planning costs (US$)
Average trunk vehicle costs (US$)
Total infrastructure costs (US$per km)

Pereira (Megabus)

2000
6
84 km
84
Centre lanes
Median side (left)
Concrete
Concrete
212 km
388 km
107
500 m
Not available
7
7
1,450,000
45,000
28,000
27 km/h
3 min

2006
2
15 km
3
Centre lanes
Median side (left)
Concrete
Concrete
Not available
16.7 km
38
395 m
0
2
1
100,000
6,900
Not available
20 km/h
3-5 min

5 min

5 min

25 seconds
1,013
Articulated
Diesel Euro II/III
160
18.5 m
407
None
Smart card
0
3
US$0.58
US$5.3 million
US$200,000
$5.3 mill/km (ph. I)
$13.3 mill/km (ph. II)

20 seconds
51
Articulated
Diesel Euro II
160
18.5 m
85
None
Smart card
0
0
US$0.48
Not available
US$200,000

1. Bogotá data courtesy of TransMilenio SA
2. Pereira data from Monica Venegas, Megabus System Manger, 2nd TransMilenio International Conference, 8 Nov 2006

US$1.7 million/km
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Year system commenced
Number of existing trunk corridors
Total length of existing trunk corridors (km)
Number of trunk routes
Location of busway lanes
Location of doorways
Type of surface material on runways
Type of surface material on runways at stations
Total length of existing feeder routes (km)
Projected length of total future trunk corridors (km)
Number of stations
Average distance between stations (m)
Number of stations with passing lanes
Number of terminals
Number of depots
Number of total system passenger-trips per day
Actual peak ridership (passengers per hour per direction)
Actual non-peak ridership (passengers per hour per direction)
Average commercial speed (km/h)
Average peak headway (seconds or minutes)
Average non-peak headway (seconds or minutes)

Bogotá
(TransMilenio)

Quantitative comparisons
Brazil
BRT Feature

Annex 1: BRT system comparisons

1. Curitiba data courtesy of URBS
2. São Paulo data courtesy of SPTrans

Goiânia

São Paulo
(Interligado)

Porto Alegre

1972
6
64.6 km
12
Curbside & centre
Curbside (right)
Asphalt
Concrete
Not available
Not available
123
540 m
0
16
12
562,000
20,000
Not available
19 km/h
2 minutes
6 minutes
22 seconds
232
Bi-articulated
Euro III Diesel
270
24 m
Not available
None
Smart card
0
0
US$0.74
US$380,000
US$395,000
US$1.1 – US$6 mill/km

1976
2
35 km
1
Centre lanes
Median side (left)
Asphalt
Concrete
Not available
Not available
23
560 m
0
5
Not available
140,000
11,500
Not available
18 km/h
40 seconds
2 minutes
20 seconds
87 articul./5 bi-artiuculat.
Articul./Bi-articulated
Euro II/III Diesel
160 & 270
18.5 m & 25 m
Not available
None
Smart C. & Magnetic Strip
0
0
US$0.59
Not available
US$220,000
US$1.3 mill/km

2003
9
129.5 km
> 40
Centre lanes
Median & curbside
Asphalt
Concrete
Not applicable
Not available
235
500 m
43
27
Not available
2,780,000
34,900
Not available
22 km/h
30 seconds
45 seconds
30 seconds
Not available
Articulated / Standard
Diesel
100
18.5 m
Not applicable
None
Smart card
0
0
US$1.00
Not available
Not available
US$2 – US$22 mill/km

1977
8
45.6 km
> 40
Centre lanes
Curbside (right)
Asphalt
Asphalt
Note applicable
Not available
128
550 m
0
1
Not available
900,750
28,000
Not available
15 km/h
30 seconds
2 minutes
30 seconds
Not available
Standard
Diesel
100
12 m
Note applicable
None
Smart card
0
1
US$0.68
Not available
Not available
US$1.2 mill/km
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Year system commenced
Number of existing trunk corridors
Total length of existing trunk corridors (km)
Number of trunk routes
Location of busway lanes
Location of doorways
Type of surface material on runways
Type of surface material on runways at stations
Total length of existing feeder routes (km)
Projected length of total future trunk corridors (km)
Number of stations
Average distance between stations (m)
Number of stations with passing lanes
Number of terminals
Number of depots
Number of total system passenger-trips per day
Actual peak ridership (passengers per hour per direction)
Actual non-peak ridership (passengers per hour per direction)
Average commercial speed (km/h)
Average peak headway (seconds or minutes)
Average non-peak headway (seconds or minutes)
Average dwell time at stations (seconds)
Number of trunk vehicles
Trunk vehicle type
Fuel type used in trunk vehicles
Trunk vehicle capacity
Trunk vehicle length (m)
Number of feeder vehicles
Type of guidance system, if applicable
Type of fare collection / verification technology
Number of intersections with priority signal control
Number of grade-separated intersections
Fare (US$)
Total planning costs (US$)
Average trunk vehicle costs (US$)
Total infrastructure costs (US$per km)

Curitiba

Annex 1: BRT system comparisons

Quantitative comparisons
Ecuador
BRT Feature

1. Guayaquil data courtesy of César Arias.
2. Quito data courtesy of the Metropolitan Municipality of Quito and Hidalgo et al., 2007

Quito
(Trolé)

Quito
(Ecovía)

Quito
(Central Norte)

2006
1
15.5 km
1
Centre lanes
Median side (left)
Concrete
Concrete
24 km
44.1 km
34
62 m
0
2
2
100,000
5,400
3,700
22 km/h
2.5 minutes
5 minutes
20 seconds
40 artic./10 stand.
Articulated/stand.
Diesel Euro III
160
18.5 m
30
None
Smart cards
0
0
US$0.25
US$1,300,000
US$240,000
US$1.4 million

1995
2
16.2 km
5
Centre lanes
Curbside (right)
Asphalt
Concrete
Not available
Not available
34
476 m
0
2
1
246,000
9,600
2,900
15 km/h
1 minute
3 minutes
20 seconds
113
Electric trolley
Electricity
160
18.5 m
90
None
Coins / mag. Strip
0
1
US$0.25
US$400,000
US$650,000
US$5.1 million

2001
1
9.4 km
1
Centre lanes
Median side (left)
Asphalt
Concrete
Not available
Not available
19
494 m
0
2
1
81,000
6,400
1,680
18 km/h
2 min
5 min – 10 min
20 seconds
42
Articulated
Diesel Euro II
160
18.5 m
36
None
Coins / mag. strip
0
0
US$0.25
US$500,000
US$167,000
US$585,000

2004
1
12.8 km
2
Centre lanes
Curbside (right)
Concrete
Concrete
Not available
Not available
16
800 m
0
1
1
120,000
6,400
1,680
23 km/h
2 min
5 min
30 seconds
74
Articulated
Diesel Euro II / III
160
18.5 m
135
None
Paper
0
4
US$0.25
Not available
US$180,000
US$1.4 million
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Year system commenced
Number of existing trunk corridors
Total length of existing trunk corridors (km)
Number of trunk routes
Location of busway lanes
Location of doorways
Type of surface material on runways
Type of surface material on runways at stations
Total length of existing feeder routes (km)
Projected length of total future trunk corridors (km)
Number of stations
Average distance between stations (m)
Number of stations with passing lanes
Number of terminals
Number of depots
Number of total system passenger-trips per day
Actual peak ridership (passengers per hour per direction)
Actual non-peak ridership (passengers per hour per direction)
Average commercial speed (km/h)
Average peak headway (seconds or minutes)
Average non-peak headway (seconds or minutes)
Average dwell time at stations (seconds)
Number of trunk vehicles
Trunk vehicle type
Fuel type used in trunk vehicles
Trunk vehicle capacity
Trunk vehicle length (m)
Number of feeder vehicles
Type of guidance system, if applicable
Type of fare collection / verification technology
Number of intersections with priority signal control
Number of grade-separated intersections
Fare (US$)
Total planning costs (US$)
Average trunk vehicle costs (US$)
Total infrastructure costs (US$per km)

Guayaquil
(Metrovía)

Quantitative comparisons
Chile and Mexico
Santiago (Transantiago)
2005-2007
2
Not available
Various
Centre lanes and curbside
Curbside (right)

Type of surface material on runways

Asphalt

Type of surface material on runways at stations

Asphalt

Annex 1: BRT system comparisons

Total length of existing feeder routes (km)
Projected length of total future trunk corridors (km)
Number of stations
Average distance between stations (m)
Number of stations with passing lanes
Number of terminals
Number of depots
Number of total system passenger-trips per day
Actual peak ridership (passengers per hour per direction)
Actual non-peak ridership (passengers per hour per direction)
Average commercial speed (km/h)
Average peak headway (seconds or minutes)
Average non-peak headway (seconds or minutes)
Average dwell time at stations (seconds)
Number of trunk vehicles
Trunk vehicle type
Fuel type used in trunk vehicles
Trunk vehicle capacity (passengers)
Trunk vehicle length (m)
Number of feeder vehicles
Type of guidance system, if applicable
Type of fare collection / verification technology
Number of intersections with priority signal control
Number of grade-separated intersections
Fare (US$)
Total planning costs (US$)
Average trunk vehicle costs (US$)
Total infrastructure costs (US$million per km)

Not applicable
Not available
Not available
Not available
Not available
0
Not available
Not available
Not available
Not available
20 km/h
3 minutes
7 minutes
1 – 3 minutes
Not available
Articulated & standard
Diesel Euro II/III
160
18 m & 12 m
Not applicable
None
Smart card
0
0
US$0.70
Not available
US$240,000
Not available

León (Optibus)
2003
3
26 (15 km exclusive)
3
Centre lanes
Median side (left)
Concrete: 99%
Asphalt: 1%
Concrete: 92%
Asphalt: 8%
140 km
34 km
51
400 m
0
3
2
220,000
2,900
900
18 km/h
T1: 2.5 min, T2/T3: 7 min
T1: 7 min, T2/T3: 12 min
7 seconds
55
Articulated
Diesel
160
18.5 m
Feeder serv: 350
Auxiliar serv: 150
None
Smart card
0
0
US$0.50
US$1.5 million
US$260,000
US$1.0 mill. / km

Mexico City (Metrobús)
2005
1
20 km
3
Centre lanes
Median side (left)
Asphalt
Concrete
0
Not available
34
450 m
0
2
Not available
260,000
8,500
Not available
19 km/h
63 seconds
Not available
Not available
97
Articulated
Diesel Euro III
160
18.5 m
0
None
Smart card
0
0
US$0.35
Not available
US$243,000
US$1.5 mill. / km

1. Santiago data courtesy of Eduardo Giesen, 2. León data courtesy of Dr. Dario Hidalgo, Booz Allen Hamilton, 3. Mexico City data courtesy of Bernardo Baranda (ITDP) and Gerhard Menckhoff (World Bank consultant)
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BRT Feature
Year system commenced
Number of existing trunk corridors
Total length of existing trunk corridors (km)
Number of trunk routes
Location of busway lanes
Location of doorways

Annex 1: BRT system comparisons

Quantitative comparisons
China
BRT Feature

1. Beijing data courtesy of Kangming Xu
2. Kunming data courtesy of Lin Wei (Municipality of Kunming)

Hangzhou

Kunming

2004
1
16 km (14 exclusive)
1
Centre lanes
Median side (left)
Asphalt
Asphalt
0
100 km
18
940 m
7
1
1
120,000
8,000
1,500
22 km/h
1 minute
4 - 8 minutes
20 seconds
87
Articulated
Diesel Euro III, CNG
160
18 m
0
None
Smart card
3
3
US$0.26
US$765,000
US$250,000
US$4.68 million/km

2006
1
27.2 km
2
Curb lanes
Curbside (right)
Asphalt
Asphalt
0
180 km
16
1,800 m
0
3
1
40,000
1,500
500
24 km/h
2 minutes
5 minutes
18 seconds
48
Articulated
Diesel Euro III
160
18 m
0
None
Smart card
3
0
US$0.40
US$255,000
US$250,000
US$450,000 / km

1999
4
32.2 km
Not available
Centre lanes
Curbside (right)
Asphalt
Asphalt
Not applicable
179 km
53
500 m
4
8
5
156,000
6,300
1,000
18 km/h
40 seconds
3 minutes
34 seconds
Not available
Standard
Diesel Euro II
80
12 m
Not applicable
None
Smart card & coin
0
5
US$0.12 – US$0.26
US$60,000
US$250,000
US$750,000 / km
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Year system commenced
Number of existing trunk corridors
Total length of existing trunk corridors (km)
Number of trunk routes
Location of busway lanes
Location of doorways
Type of surface material on runways
Type of surface material on runways at stations
Total length of existing feeder routes (km)
Projected length of total future trunk corridors (km)
Number of stations
Average distance between stations (m)
Number of stations with passing lanes
Number of terminals
Number of depots
Number of total system passenger-trips per day
Actual peak ridership (passengers per hour per direction)
Actual non-peak ridership (passengers per hour per direction)
Average commercial speed (km/h)
Average peak headway (seconds or minutes)
Average non-peak headway (seconds or minutes)
Average dwell time at stations (seconds)
Number of trunk vehicles
Trunk vehicle type
Fuel type used in trunk vehicles
Trunk vehicle capacity
Trunk vehicle length (m)
Number of feeder vehicles
Type of guidance system, if utilised
Type of fare collection / verification technology
Number of intersections with priority signal control
Number of grade-separated intersections
Fare (US$)
Total planning costs (US$)
Average trunk vehicle costs (US$)
Total infrastructure costs (US$per km)

Beijing

Quantitative comparisons
Indonesia, Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan
BRT Feature

Average commercial speed (km/h)
Average peak headway (seconds or minutes)
Average non-peak headway (seconds or minutes)
Average dwell time at stations (seconds)
Number of trunk vehicles
Trunk vehicle type
Fuel type used in trunk vehicles
Annex 1: BRT system comparisons

Trunk vehicle capacity
Trunk vehicle length (m)
Number of feeder vehicles
Type of guidance system, if applicable
Type of fare collection / verification technology
Number of intersections with priority signal control
Number of grade-separated intersections
Fare (US$)
Total planning costs (US$)
Average trunk vehicle costs (US$)
Total infrastructure costs (US$per km))

Nagoya

Seoul

Taipei

2004
3
46.9 km
3
Centre lanes
Median side (right)
Asphalt
Concrete
0
97 km (2008)
54
860 m
1
4
3
140,000
3,600
1,000

2001
1
6.8 km
1
Separated ROW
Curbside (left)
Concrete
Concrete
None
11.9 km
9
720 m
0
5
3
9,000
Not available
Not available

2002
6
86 km
Various
Centre & curbside
Curbside (right)
Asphalt
Asphalt
9,000
192 km
73
750 m
0
Not available
40

17 km/h

30 km/h

17 km/h

1.5 minutes
Not Available
Not Available
Not Available
Standard
I: Euro I diesel
II&III: Euro III CNG
75
12 m
0
None
Smart Card
None
None
US$0.30
US$2 million
Not Available
US$1 million/km

3-4 minutes
10 minutes
Not available
25
Standard

4-5 buses / minute
3-4 buses / minute
10 sec – 20 sec
Not available
Standard

1998
11
60 km
Not available
Centre lanes
Curside (right)
Asphalt
Concrete
0
90 km
150
380 m
4
Not available
10
1,200,000
9,500
3,500
17 km/h (peak hour),
22 km/h (non-peak)
15–30 seconds
1-2 minutes
7-25 seconds
Not available
Standard

Diesel

CNG

Diesel

75
12 m
0
Mechanical
Coins/magnetic card
Not applicable
All (elevated)
US$2.00
Not available
Not available
US$46.5 mill./km

75
10 m & 12 m
Not applicable
None
Smart cards
0
0
US$1.00
US$1 million
US$150,000
US$1.2 million/km

69
10 m & 12 m
Not applicable
None
Smart cards & coins
0
0
US$0.45
Not available
US$125,000
US$350,000 / km

12,000
5,000

1. Jakarta data courtesy of ITDP, 2. Nagoya data courtesy of Hiroyuki Takeshita (Nagoya University), 3. Seoul data courtesy of the Seoul Development Institute, 4. Taipei data courtesy of Dr. Jason Chang (Taiwan National University)
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Year system commenced
Number of existing trunk corridors
Total length of existing trunk corridors (km)
Number of trunk routes
Location of busway lanes
Location of doorways
Type of surface material on runways
Type of surface material on runways at stations
Total length of existing feeder routes (km)
Projected length of total future trunk corridors (km)
Number of stations
Average distance between stations (m)
Number of stations with passing lanes
Number of terminals
Number of depots
Number of total system passenger-trips per day
Actual peak ridership (passengers per hour per direction)
Actual non-peak ridership (passengers per hour per direction)

Jakarta
(TransJakarta)

Annex 1: BRT system comparisons

Quantitative comparisons
Australia
BRT Feature

Total infrastructure costs (US$per km)
1. Source: Currie (2006)

Brisbane
(SE Busway)

Sydney
(Liverpool-Par.)

1986
2
12 km
18
Centre lanes
Curbside (left)
Concrete
Concrete
Not applicable
0
3 stations
5,000 m
0
Not available
Not available
25,000
4,500
Not available
80 km/h
50 seconds
5 min – 15 min
Not available
118
Articulated / Standard
Diesel
Not available
18.5 m / 12 m
Not applicable
Mechanical
Magnetic strip
None
25
US$1.92 – US$3.17
Not available
Not available

2001
1
16.5 km
117
Separated ROW
Curbside (left)
Concrete
Concrete
Not applicable
Not available
10 stations
1,650 m
Not available
0
Not available
93,000
10,000
Not available
55 – 58 km/h
23 seconds
27 seconds
Not available
475
Standard
Diesel & CNG
Not available
12 m
Not applicable
None
Smart card and paper
Not available
8
US$1.83 – US$14.50
Not available
Not available
US$20.2/km –
US$33.3/km

2003
1
10 exclusive + 20
1
Curbside lanes
Curbside (left)
Asphalt
Asphalt
None
Not available
36 stations
861 m
0
Not available
Not available
6,800
Not available
Not available
29 – 34 km/h
10 minutes
20 minutes
Not available
15
Standard
Diesel
Not available
12 m
0
None
Not available
None
None
US$1.42 – US$4.67
Not available
Not available

US$7.2 / km

US$23.9 / km
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Year system commenced
Number of existing trunk corridors
Total length of existing trunk corridors (km)
Number of trunk routes
Location of busway lanes
Location of doorways
Type of surface material on runways
Type of surface material on runways at stations
Total length of existing feeder routes (km)
Projected length of total future trunk corridors (km)
Number of stations
Average distance between stations (m)
Number of stations with passing lanes
Number of terminals
Number of depots
Number of total system passenger-trips per day
Actual peak ridership (passengers per hour per direction)
Actual non-peak ridership (passengers per hour per direction)
Average commercial speed (km/h)
Average peak headway (seconds or minutes)
Average non-peak headway (seconds or minutes)
Average dwell time at stations (seconds)
Number of trunk vehicles
Trunk vehicle type
Fuel type used in trunk vehicles
Trunk vehicle capacity
Trunk vehicle length (m)
Number of feeder vehicles
Type of guidance system, if applicable
Type of fare collection / verification technology
Number of intersections with priority signal control
Number of grade-separated intersections
Fare (US$)
Total planning costs (US$)
Average trunk vehicle costs (US$)

Adelaide
(O-bahn)

Quantitative comparisons
France
BRT Feature

Annex 1: BRT system comparisons

1. Caen, Lyon, and Nantes data courtesy of François Rambaud (CERTU)

Lyon

Nantes

2002
2
15.7 km
2
Centre lanes
Curbside (right)
Asphalt
Asphalt / concrete
Not applicable
Not available
34
500 m
0
4
1
45,000
Not available
Not available
20
6min
10 to 15min
Not available
24
Bi-articulated
trolley
150
24.5
Not applicable
Central rail
Not available
49
0
US$1.5
US$190 million
US$2 million
Not available

2006
1
4 km
1
Curbside lanes
Curside (right)
Asphalt
Asphalt
Not applicable
26
10
430 m
0
2
1
Not available
Not available
Not available
17
10 min
10 min
Not available
Not available
Articulated
trolleybus
110
18
Not applicable
None
Not available
All
0
US$1.5
US$29 million
US$800,000
Not available

2006
1
7 km
1
Centre lanes
Curbside (right)
Asphalt
Asphalt “percolés”
Not applicable
Not available
15
500 m
0
2
1
25,000
Not available
Not available
20
4 to 5 min
6 to 7 min
Not available
20
Articulated
CNG
110
18
Not applicable
None
Not available
All
0
US$1.5
US$75 million
US$600,000
Not available
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Year system commenced
Number of existing trunk corridors
Total length of existing trunk corridors (km)
Number of trunk routes
Location of busway lanes
Location of doorways
Type of surface material on runways
Type of surface material on runways at stations
Total length of existing feeder routes (km)
Projected length of total future trunk corridors (km)
Number of stations
Average distance between stations (m)
Number of stations with passing lanes
Number of terminals
Number of depots
Number of total system passenger-trips per day
Actual peak ridership (passengers per hour per direction)
Actual non-peak ridership (passengers per hour per direction)
Average commercial speed (km/h)
Average peak headway (seconds or minutes)
Average non-peak headway (seconds or minutes)
Average dwell time at stations (seconds)
Number of trunk vehicles
Trunk vehicle type
Fuel type used in trunk vehicles
Trunk vehicle capacity
Trunk vehicle length (m)
Number of feeder vehicles
Type of guidance system, if applicable
Type of fare collection / verification technology
Number of intersections with priority signal control
Number of grade-separated intersections
Fare (US$)
Total planning costs (US$)
Average trunk vehicle costs (US$)
Total infrastructure costs (US$per km)

Caen

Annex 1: BRT system comparisons

Quantitative comparisons
France (continued)
Paris
(Val de Marne)

Rouen

Year system commenced
Number of existing trunk corridors
Total length of existing trunk corridors (km)
Number of trunk routes
Location of busway lanes
Location of doorways
Type of surface material on runways
Type of surface material on runways at stations
Total length of existing feeder routes (km)
Projected length of total future trunk corridors (km)
Number of stations
Average distance between stations (m)
Number of stations with passing lanes
Number of terminals
Number of depots
Number of total system passenger-trips per day
Actual peak ridership (passengers per hour per direction)
Actual non-peak ridership (passengers per hour per direction)
Average commercial speed (km/h)
Average peak headway (seconds or minutes)
Average non-peak headway (seconds or minutes)
Average dwell time at stations (seconds)
Number of trunk vehicles
Trunk vehicle type
Fuel type used in trunk vehicles
Trunk vehicle capacity (passengers)
Trunk vehicle length (m)
Number of feeder vehicles
Type of guidance system, if applicable
Type of fare collection / verification technology
Number of intersections with priority signal control
Number of grade-separated intersections
Fare (US$)
Total planning costs (US$)
Average trunk vehicle costs (US$)
Total infrastructure costs (US$per km)

1993
1
12.5 km
1
Centre lanes
Curbside (right)
Asphalt
Asphalt
Not available
20.2 km
22
600 m
0
2
1
45 000
Not available
Not available
23 km/h
4 minutes
8 minutes
Not available
19
Articulated
Diesel
110
18 m
Not available
None
Not available
All
2
US$1.5
US$9 million
Not available
Not available

2001
3
26 km (12 exclusive)
3
Centre & curbside
Curbside (right)
Asphalt
Asphalt
Not available
38 km
41
535 m
0
1
1
32,000
1,770
640
16.6 km/h
3 minutes
4 minutes
6.3
38
Articulated
Diesel Euro II & III
110
17.9 m
Not available
Optical
Magnetic strip
15 (out of 25)
1
US$0.90
Not available
US$390,000
US$8.3 million/km

1. Rouen data courtesy of Werner Kutil (Veolia Transport)
2. Paris data courtesy of François Rambaud (CERTU)
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BRT Feature

Quantitative comparisons
Netherlands and United Kingdom
BRT Feature
Year system commenced
Number of existing trunk corridors
Total length of existing trunk corridors (km)
Number of trunk routes

Annex 1: BRT system comparisons

Location of doorways
Type of surface material on runways
Type of surface material on runways at stations
Total length of existing feeder routes (km)
Projected length of total future trunk corridors (km)
Number of stations
Average distance between stations (m)
Number of stations with passing lanes
Number of terminals
Number of depots
Number of total system passenger-trips per day
Actual peak ridership (passengers per hour per direction)
Actual non-peak ridership (passengers per hour per direction)
Average commercial speed (km/h)
Average peak headway (seconds or minutes)
Average non-peak headway (seconds or minutes)
Average dwell time at stations (seconds)
Number of trunk vehicles
Trunk vehicle type
Fuel type used in trunk vehicles
Trunk vehicle capacity
Trunk vehicle length (m)
Number of feeder vehicles
Type of guidance system, if applicable
Type of fare collection / verification technology
Number of intersections with priority signal control
Number of grade-separated intersections
Fare (US$)
Total planning costs (US$)
Average trunk vehicle costs (US$)
Total infrastructure costs (US$per km)
1. Amsterdam data courtesy of Ruud van der Ploeg (Stadsregio Amsterdam)
2. Eindhoven data courtesy of Jacques Splint (Municipality of Eindhoven)

2002
1 (2nd opens , 1-1-2008)
30 km (2nd: 8 km)
1
Separated ROW and
curbside
Curbside (right)
Concrete
Concrete
1 km
50 km
22
1500 m
0
5
2
28,500
Not available
Not available
38 km/h
7.5 minutes
10 minutes
10-15 seconds
33
Articulated
Diesel Euro III
130
18 m
0
None
Paper (strippenkaart)
45 (all)
11
US$1.00- $4.00
US$350 million
Not available
US$11 million / km

Eindhoven

Crawley (Fastway)

2003
2
12 km exclusive
2

2003
2
24 km
2

Centre lanes

Curbside lanes

Curbside (right)
Concrete
Concrete
0
50 km
32
550 m
0
3
1
12,000
Not available
Not available
21 km/h
7.5 minutes
10 minutes
10 seconds
11
Articulated
LPG
120
18 m
0
Magnetic
Paper (strippenkaart)
20 (all)
0
US$2.27
US$143 million
Not available
US$10 million / km

Curbside (left)
Concrete/asphalt
Concrete/asphalt
None
Not available
62
400 m
0
3
1
6,000
Not available
Not available
20 km/h
10 minutes
10 minutes
Not available
Not available
Single deck rigid
Diesel Euro IV
60
11 m
0
Mechanical
Cash, smart card
None
None
Not available
Not available
US$250,000
US$2 million
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Location of busway lanes

Amsterdam
(Zuidtangent)

Quantitative comparisons
Annex 1: BRT system comparisons

Canada and United States
BRT Feature
Year system commenced
Number of existing trunk corridors
Total length of existing trunk corridors (km)
Number of trunk routes
Location of busway lanes

Boston (Silver Line
Waterfront)

Eugene
(ExM)

Los Angeles
(Orange Line)

1983
3
30 km
Various
Curbside and
separated ROW
Curbside (right)
Asphalt
Asphalt
Not applicable
Not available
37
810 m
Not available
4
Not available
200,000
10,000
Not available
Not available
2 minutes
15 minutes
10-20 seconds
Not available
Standard
Diesel
50
12 m
Not applicable
None
Cash, paper, pass
0
0
US$0.85
Not available
Not available
US$8.3 mill/km

2004
1
11.3 km
4
Curbside and
separated ROW
Curbside (right)
Asphalt
Asphalt
Not available
Not available
11
1,130 m
0
1
Not available
9,300
Not available
Not available
Not available
3 minutes
12 minutes
24 seconds
Not available
Articulated & standard
Dual mode (electric-diesel)
104
18 m & 12 m
Not available
None
Cash, paper, magnetic strip
None
Bay tunnel
US$1.70 – US$2.00
Not available
US$640,000
US$53.2 mill/km

2007
1
6.44 km
1
Centre lanes and
curbside
Double-sided (3 right / 2 left)
Concrete
Concrete
Various
145 km
8
530 m
None
2
1
3,500
500
Not available
24 km/h
10 minutes
10 - 20 minutes
10 seconds
4
Articulated
Hybrid-electric
120
18 m
Various
None
Free (no fare)
24
0
Free
US$1.5 million
US$966,000
US$2.8 mill/km

2005
1
22.7 km
1
Centre, curbside,
separated ROW
Curbside (right)
Asphalt
Concrete
Various
14.2 km
14
1,610 m
14
2
1
22,000
Not available
Not available
34 km/h
5 minutes
20 minutes
10-20 seconds
30
Standard
CNG
120
18 m
Not available
None
Cash, paper
35
0
US$1.25
US$1.8 million
US$663,000
US$14.9 mill/km

1. Ottawa data based on Metro Magazine (2006) and OCTransit website, 2. Eugene data courtesy of Graham Carey, Lane Transit District, 3.Boston data based on Schimek et al. (2005) and MBTA website
4. Los Angeles data courtesy of Gary Spivack, Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority
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Location of doorways
Type of surface material on runways
Type of surface material on runways at stations
Total length of existing feeder routes (km)
Projected length of total future trunk corridors (km)
Number of current stations
Average distance between stations (m)
Number of stations with passing lanes
Number of terminals
Number of depots
Number of total system passenger-trips per day
Actual peak ridership (passengers per hour per direction)
Actual non-peak ridership (passengers per hour per direction)
Average commercial speed (km/h)
Average peak headway (seconds or minutes)
Average non-peak headway (seconds or minutes)
Average dwell time at stations (seconds)
Number of trunk vehicles
Trunk vehicle type
Fuel type used in trunk vehicles
Trunk vehicle capacity (passengers)
Trunk vehicle length (m)
Number of feeder vehicles
Type of guidance system, if applicable
Type of fare collection / verification technology
Number of intersections with priority signal control
Number of grade-separated intersections
Fare (US$)
Total planning costs (US$)
Average trunk vehicle costs (US$)
Total infrastructure costs (US$per km)

Ottawa (Transitway)

Quantitative comparisons
Canada and United States
BRT Feature

Annex 1: BRT system comparisons

Average trunk vehicle costs (US$)
Total infrastructure costs (US$per km)
1. Miami data courtesy of Miami Dade Transit Bus Services
2. Orlando data courtesy of Doug Jamison (Lynx Lymmo)
3. Pittsburgh data courtesy of David Wohlwill (Port Authority of Pittsburgh)

Orlando
(Lynx LYMMO)

1997
1997
1
1
21.9
4.8 km
6
1
Separated ROW
Curbside, septd. ROW
Curbside (right)
Right Side
Asphalt
Concrete
Asphalt
Concrete
Not applicable
0
Not available
30.42 km
21
13 (plus 7 stops)
920 m
300 m
0
10
3
2
1
1
22,500
3,000
Not available
Not available
Not available
Not available
45 km/h
Not available
10 minutes
4 minutes
20 minutes
10 minutes
Not available
Not available
62
9 (plus 1 spare)
Low Floor
Low Floor
Diesel
CNG
52
30
12 m
10.7 m
Not applicable
None
None
None
Free Fare
Cash, paper, mag. strip
All
10
0
None
US$1.50
Not available
Not available

Pittsburgh
(South Busway)
1977
1
6.9 km
15
Separated ROW
Curbside (right)
Concrete
Concrete
Not applicable
6.9 km
2 (plus 8 stops)
627 m
2
2
5
11,000
1,650
Not available
34.5 km/h
2 minutes
8.6 minutes
Not available
68
Standard
Diesel
50
12.2 m
Not applicable
None
Cash, paper
None
None
US$1.75
Not available

Not available

Not available

US$357,000

US$21 mill/km

US$4.3 mill/km

US$3.9 mill/km

Pittsburgh
(MLK East
Busway)

Pittsburgh
(West Busway)

1983 & 2003
2000
1
1
14.7 km
8.1 km
38
10
Separated ROW
Separated ROW
Curbside (right)
Curbside (right)
Concrete
Concrete
Concrete
Concrete
Not applicable
Not applicable
25.7 km
9.3 km
9
6
1,633 m
1,350 m
9
6
3
1
5
5
26,000
9,100
5,000
1,365
Not available
Not available
40.1 km/h
40.5 km/h
4 minutes
5 minutes
8.6 minutes
20 minutes
Not available
Not available
162
50
Articulated
Standard
Diesel
Diesel + Hybrid-Electric
80
50 & 57
18.3 m
12.2 m & 13.7 m
Not applicable
Not applicable
None
None
Cash, paper
Cash, Paper
1
1
None
None
US$1.75
US$1.75
Not available
Not available
US$357,000 &
US$477,000
US$395,000
US$12.5 mill/km
US$31.9 mill/km
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Year system commenced
Number of existing trunk corridors
Total length of existing trunk corridors (km)
Number of trunk routes
Location of busway lanes
Location of doorways
Type of surface material on runways
Type of surface material on runways at stations
Total length of existing feeder routes (km)
Projected length of total future trunk corridors (km)
Number of stations
Average distance between stations (m)
Number of stations with passing lanes
Number of terminals
Number of depots
Number of total system passenger-trips per day
Actual peak ridership (passengers per hour per direction)
Actual non-peak ridership (passengers per hour per direction)
Average commercial speed (km/h)
Average peak headway (seconds or minutes)
Average non-peak headway (seconds or minutes)
Average dwell time at stations (seconds)
Number of trunk vehicles
Trunk vehicle type
Fuel type used in trunk vehicles
Trunk vehicle capacity (passengers)
Trunk vehicle length (m)
Number of feeder vehicles
Type of guidance system, if applicable
Type of fare collection / verification technology
Number of intersections with priority signal control
Number of grade-separated intersections
Fare (US$)
Total planning costs (US$)

Miami
(Busway)
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Annex 2
BRT consultant directory
The information provided in this BRT
Consultant Directory has been provided
by the consultants themselves. The
authors of this Planning Guide thus
cannot ascertain the veracity of the
information provided in this directory.
The appearance of a particular
consultant in this directory is not
indicative of any sort of endorsement
by the authors of this Planning Guide.
Likewise, if a particular consultant does
not appear in this directory, it is not
indicative of any sort of disapproval.
A copy of the most recently updated
BRT Consultant Directory can be found
at: http://itdp.org/brt_guide.html.
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Andrade, Luis McKinsey &
Fernando
Company

Bogotá, Medellín,
Bucaramanga,
Barranquilla,
Panama,
Guatemala,
Managua,
Tegucigalpa, San
Salvador, San
José

Calle El Comercio 402 y Shyris
Quito Ecuador
Tel. +593 2 2251 906
Fax +593 2 2251 907
Cel. +593 9 9781 494
fraarias@uio.satnet.net
cesarh_arias@yahoo.com

Gold Coast,
Guayaquil, Hanoi,
Ho Chi Minh City,
Quito, Cuenca
Lima,
Arequipa
Querétaro,
Tecamac

X

MVA Asia
Limited

Bangkok
Thailand
chrisa@mva.co.th

Hanoi, Ho Chi
Minh City,
Bangkok

X

Steer Davies
Gleave

28-32 Upper Ground, London,
SE1 9PD, UK
Tel: +44 20 7919 8500
David.Bosers@sdgworld.net

Bogotá, Santiago,
Concepción

Bowers,
David

Steer Davies
Gleave

28-32 Upper Ground, London,
SE1 9PD, UK
Tel: +44 20 7919 8500
David.Bosers@sdgworld.net

Lagos

Burley, Chris

MVA Asia
Limited

Hong Kong
Tel. +852 2864 6417
cjb@mva.com.hk

Hanoi, Ho Chi
Minh City

Arias, César

Ayles, Chris

Berczuk, Phil

Universidad
de los Andes

A&Y
Consultores
Cia. Ltda.

Evaluation

Marketing,
communications

Strategic, legal,
business plan
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Carrera 7 No. 71-21, Torre B, Of. Bogotá
802
Bogota
Colombia
Tel. +57 1 313 7000
Fax +57 1 313 7079
luis_andrade@mckinsey.com
Calle 78 No. 12 – 29 Int. 4, Apt.
901
Bogotá
Colombia
Tel. + 57 311 230 4553
aardila@alum.mit.edu

Ardila, Arturo

Technology
(fare systems,
vehicles, ITS)

BRT project
experience
(list cities)

Infrastructure
planning

Contact details

Operational
planning

Firm name or
independent

Demand
modelling

Consultant

BRT Project
management

Specialities (indicated by an “X”)

785
Ceneviva,
Carlos

Curitiba,
Fortaleza,
Hanoi,
Shenzhen

Independent
3500 East 17th Avenue
and Lane
Eugene, OR 97403
Transit District USA
Tel. +1 541 682 6100
Fax +1 541 682 6111
graham.carey@ltd.org

Eugene,
Houston,
Monterey,
Honolulu,
Johannesburg

TransMilenio
SA

Bogotá

Avenida Eldorado #66 – 63
Bogota, Colombia
Tel. +57 1 275 7000
angelica.castro@transmilenio.
gov.co
mariav.miranda@transmilenio.
gov.co

Instituto Jaime Rua Bom Jesus , 76
Lerner
Curitiba - Paraná - Brasil
CEP 80.035-010
Tel. +55 41 2141 0700
Fax +55 41 2141 0718
ceneviva@jaimelerner.com

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Evaluation

X

Marketing,
communications

Strategic, legal,
business plan

Castro,
Angélica

X

X

Curitiba, State of
Mexico, Mexico,
Rio de Janeiro,
State of Oaxaca

X

X

X
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Carey,
Graham

Curitiba
Brazil
Tel/Fax +55 41 3274 9524
transcraft@chacarashangai.
com.br

X

X

Brisbane,
Auckland

Lima, Mexico
Cal y Mayor & Dr. Pallares y Portillo 174, 1er
Associates
piso
México DF 04040
México
Tel. +52 55 44 37 18
Fax +52 55 44 64 63
pcalymayor@calymayor.com.mx
Transcraft

Technology
(fare systems,
vehicles, ITS)

Cannell, Alan

50 Park Road
Milton QLD 4064
Australia
Tel. +61 7 3320 3600
Fax +61 7 3320 3636
ncagney@mrcagney.com

BRT project
experience
(list cities)

Infrastructure
planning

Cal y Mayor,
Patricio

McCormick
Rankin
Cagney

Contact details

Operational
planning

Cagney, Neil

Firm name or
independent

Demand
modelling

Consultant

BRT Project
management

Annex 2: BRT consultant directory

Specialities (indicated by an “X”)

X

X

X

X

Logit
Consultoria

Correa,
Germán

Independent

Custodio,
Paulo

Independent

Annex 2: BRT consultant directory

de Bruyn,
Johan

Arcus Gibb

Taipei, Beijing

Hong Kong
mkc@mva.com.hk

Hanoi, Beijing

Avenida Eng.Luis Carlos
Bogotá, Dar es
Berrini,1700
Salaam
São Paulo, SP CEP 04571-000
Brazil
Tel. +55 11 5505 8800
wagner@logitconsultoria.com.br
Santiago
Chile
Tel. +56 2 285 2985
vgermancorrea@hotmail.com

Santiago

São Paulo
Brazil
Tel. +55 11 8245 1478
custodiops@uol.com.br
custodio.ps@gmail.com

Bogotá,
Cartagena, Cali,
Pereira, La Paz,
Mexico City, State
of Mexico, Dar Es
Salaam, Jakarta,
Jinan, Xian,
Chengdu

Block A, 1st Floor, East Wing
Lynwood Corporate Park
36 Alkantrant Road
Lynwood Manor, Pretoria 0081
South Africa
Tel. +27 12 348 5880
Fax +27 12 348 5878
jdebruyn@gibb.co.za

Johannesburg

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Evaluation

X

Marketing,
communications

X

Infrastructure
planning

X

Strategic, legal,
business plan

Colombini
Martins,
Wagner

National Taiwan University
Department of Civil Engineering
Taipei 10617, Taiwan
Tel. +886 935178543
Fax +886 223639990
skchang@ntu.edu.tw

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Chiu, Michael MVA Asia
Limited

BRT project
experience
(list cities)

Technology
(fare systems,
vehicles, ITS)

Chang, Jason Independent

Contact details

Operational
planning

Firm name or
independent

Demand
modelling

Consultant

BRT Project
management

Specialities (indicated by an “X”)

de Guzman,
Ignacio

de la Barra,
Tomas

Akiris

Modelistica

de Pommerol, SYSTRA
Alexis

Ernst, John

Akiris

ITDP

Calle 86
Bogotá, Colombia
Tel. +57 310 327 8343
Fax +57 1 317 3161
ignaciodeguzman@akiris.net

Bogotá, Mexico
City

Qta. Morichalito
Calle San Antonio
Bello Monte
Caracas, Venezuela
tomas@modelistica.com

Bogotá, Mexico
City, Sao
Paulo, Panamá,
Maracaibo, Mérida
(Ven), Barcelona
(Ven)

5, avenue du Coq
Paris 9
Tel. +33 1 40166100
Fax +33 1 40166104 systra@
systra.com

La Paz, Pereira

Carrera 7 No. 71-21
Torre A, Oficina 601
Bogotá, Colombia
Tel. +57 1 317 3337
Fax +57 1 317 3161
juancdiaz@akiris.net

Bogotá, Lima

127 W. 26th St., suite 1002
New York, NY 10001
johnernst@itdp.org

Jakarta,
Hyderabad

X

787

Escallon
Morales,
Fernando

Escallon
Morales &
Asociados

Carrera 4A, No. 73-71
Bogotá
Colombia
escallonmorales@yahoo.com

Bogota, Dar es
Salaam

Ferreira, Eric
Amaral

IMAE

Rua Harmonia 755 / 142
São Paulo
Brazil
Tel. +55 83814933
abcderic@gmail.com

Leon, México,
Curitiba

Evaluation

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Marketing,
communications

Strategic, legal,
business plan

Technology
(fare systems,
vehicles, ITS)

Infrastructure
planning

BRT project
experience
(list cities)

X

X
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Diaz, Juan
Carlos

Contact details

Operational
planning

Firm name or
independent

Demand
modelling

Consultant

BRT Project
management

Annex 2: BRT consultant directory

Specialities (indicated by an “X”)

Fialho, Andre

Curitiba, Arequipa,
Posadas, Quito,
Guayaquil

McCormick
Rankin
Cagney

50 Park Road
Milton QLD 4064
Australia
Tel. +61 7 3320 3600
Fax +61 7 3320 3636
rfilewood@mrcagney.com

Brisbane,
Auckland

Fjellstrom,
Karl

ITDP

127 W. 26th St., Suite 1002
New York, NY 10001
kfjellstrom@itdp.org

Guangzhou,
Ahmedabad, Dar
es Salaam

Forshaw,
Pauline

Namela
Projects

PO Box 73267
Lynnwood Ridge
South Africa, 0040
Tel: +27 12 349 1887
Fax: +27 12 349 1515
Mobile: +27 83 274 7886
pauline@namela.co.za

Johannesburg,
Pretoria

Comte d’Urgell, 240 3 C
08036 Barcelona
Spain
Tel. +34 93 430 40 16
Fax +34 93 419 5524
cfrazier@alg-global.com

Guatemala City,
Lima

Cape Town
South Africa
Tel. +27 21 425 2870
Fax +27 21 419 4689
Email andre@hho.co.za

Cape Town

Filewood,
Richard

Frazier,
Charles

Annex 2: BRT consultant directory

Frieslaar,
André

ALG

HHO Africa

X

Evaluation

Marketing,
communications

Strategic, legal,
business plan

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Rua Nilo Peçanha 3.555
Curitiba/ Paraná / Brasil
codigo postal CEP 82.120.440
telefonos; 00.55.41. 3252.9823
celular; 00.55.41. 9977.8704
agkf@uol.com.br

788

AGKF
Servicios de
Ingeniería SS

Technology
(fare systems,
vehicles, ITS)

BRT project
experience
(list cities)

Infrastructure
planning

Contact details

Operational
planning

Firm name or
independent

Demand
modelling

Consultant

BRT Project
management

Specialities (indicated by an “X”)

Fuller, Charles Axios
Consulting

PO Box 7121
Roggebaai 8012
South Africa
Tel. +27 21 419 2115
Fax +27 21 425 2544
crfuller@mweb.co.za

Cape Town

Calle Raimundo Fernandez
Villaverde, 59
Madrid
Spain
Tel. +34 91 533 3551
pdgomez@getinsa.es

Lima

Calle 80 N 7 49 Ap. 202
Bogota, Colombia
Tel. +57 1 321 0416
fgr@alum.mit.edu

Bogotá, Jakarta,
Dar es Salaam,
Mexico City,
London

Gosselin, Ken McCormick
Rankin
International

2655 North Sheridan Way
Mississauga, Ontario
Canada L5K 2P8
Tel. +1 905 823 8500
Fax +1 905 823 8503
kgosselin@mrc.ca

Brisbane, Ottawa,
Pittsburgh

Hidalgo,
Dario

Booz Allen
Hamilton and
independent

Carrera 12 79-43 P4
Bogotá, Colombia
Tel. +57 1 628 5050
Fax +57 1 313 0093
hidalgo_dario@ne.bah.com

Bogotá, Lagos,
São Paulo

The Mission
Group

World Trade Center Building
1250 Sixth Avenue, Suite 214
San Diego, CA 92101
USA
Tel. +1 619 232 1776
Fax +1 619 374 2785
alan@missiongrouponline.com

Brisbane, Las
Vegas, Sarasota,
San Diego, Atlanta

Rio de Janeiro
Brazil
Tel. +55 21 3970 3188
remijeanneret@uol.com.br

Ahmedabad,
Bogotá, Cali,
Dar es Salaam,
Jakarta, Jinan

Gómez,
Pedro

Gordillo,
Fabio

Jeanneret,
Remi

Independent

Independent

Evaluation

Marketing,
communications

Strategic, legal,
business plan

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Hoffman,
Alan

Getinsa

X

Technology
(fare systems,
vehicles, ITS)

BRT project
experience
(list cities)

Infrastructure
planning

Contact details

Operational
planning

Firm name or
independent

Demand
modelling

Consultant

BRT Project
management

Annex 2: BRT consultant directory

Specialities (indicated by an “X”)

Johnstone,
Len

Kijmanawat,
Kerati

Kuranami,
Chiaki

Pacific
Consultants
International
(PCI)

Independent

Pacific
Consultants
International
(PCI)

PADECO Co.
Ltd.

Annex 2: BRT consultant directory

518/3 Maneeya Centre North
4th Floor,
Ploenchit Road, Lumpini,
Pathumwan
Bangkok 10330
Thailand
Tel. +66 2 2556813
Fax +66 2 2537369
lenj@loxinfo.co.th

Bangkok

Lahnstrasse 81
8200 Schaffhausen
Switzerland
Tel. +41 52 624 8870
ernst.joos@spectraweb.ch

Kunming

518/3 Maneeya Centre North
4th Floor,
Ploenchit Road, Lumpini,
Pathumwan
Bangkok 10330
Thailand
Tel. +66 2 2556813
Fax +66 2 2537369
kijmanawatk@pcitokyo.co.jp

Bangkok,
Chiang Mai

Tsunashima Dai-ni Bldg.
3-20-12 Yushima, Bunkyo-ku
Tokyo 113-0034 Japan
Tel. +81 5812 1091
Fax +81 3 5812 1092
kuranami@padeco.co.jp

Cuenca, Hanoi

Lerner, Jaime Instituto Jaime Rua Bom Jesus , 76
Lerner
Curitiba - Paraná - Brasil
CEP 80.035-010
Tel. +55 41 2141 0700
Fax +55 41 2141 0718
contato@jaimelerner.com

Evaluation

Marketing,
communications

X

X

X

X

X

Strategic, legal,
business plan

X

Technology
(fare systems,
vehicles, ITS)

X

Infrastructure
planning

BRT project
experience
(list cities)

Operational
planning

Contact details

X

X

X

X

X

Curitiba, State of
Mexico
X

X

X
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Joos, Ernst

Firm name or
independent

Demand
modelling

Consultant

BRT Project
management

Specialities (indicated by an “X”)

diaDro
Consulting
España

Goya, 51-5º3,
28001 Madrid
Spain
Tel. +34 91 576 26 37
enrique.lillo@diadro.com
www.diadro.com

Bogotá, Cape
Town

Steer Davies
Gleave

Carrera 7, No 21-71, Torre A
Oficina 604
Edificio Avenida Chile, Bogotá,
Colombia
g.lleras@sdgworld.net

Bogotá, Pereira,
Medellín

Lobo, Adriana Centro de
Transporte
Sustentable
(CTS)

Colonia Villa Coyacán
C.P. 04000
Mexico City
Mexico
Tel. +52 55 3096 5742
director@cts-ceiba.org

Mexico City

Marchezetti,
Antonio

Rua México, 320
Bacacheri
CEP 82510-060 Curitiba PR
Brazil
Tel/Fax +55 41 3357 2142
marchezetti@logitran.com.br

Curitiba, Bogotá

40 Avalanche Street
Westdene
Johannesburg 2092
South Africa
Tel. +27 11 482 6038
Fax +27 11 482 7680
mccaul@pixie.co.za

Johannesburg

Lleras,
Germán

791

McCaul,
Colleen

Logitrans

Colleen
McCaul
Associates

X

X

X

X

Evaluation
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Marketing,
communications

Strategic, legal,
business plan

X

Technology
(fare systems,
vehicles, ITS)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Albany, New York

Infrastructure
planning

BRT project
experience
(list cities)

40 Hemlock Road
New Haven, Ct 06515
USA
Tel. +1 203 389 2092
hslevinson @aol.com

Lillo, Enrique

Independent

Contact details

Operational
planning

Levinson,
Herbert S.

Firm name or
independent

Demand
modelling

Consultant

BRT Project
management

Annex 2: BRT consultant directory

Specialities (indicated by an “X”)

Menckhoff,
Gerhard

Independent

Bogotá, Lima,
Hanoi

Porto Alegre
Brazil
Tel. +55 51 3332 8598
motta.paulo@gmail.com

Lima, Monterrey,
León,
Barquisimeto,
Porto Alegre

Qta. Morichalito
Calle San Antonio
Bello Monte
Caracas, Venezuela
ulises@modelistica.com

Mexico City
Dar es Salaam,
Jakarta

Olyslagers,
Frits

TransTech
Engineering
Pty Ltd

PO Box 795
Bulimba 4171, Queensland
Australia
Tel. +61 (0)418 875 740
olyslagers@optusnet.com.au

Adelaide,
Bangkok,
Chiang Mai,
Johannesburg,
Karachi

Orn, Hans

CONTRANS

Tallboangen 65
SE-436 44 Askim
Sweden
Tel. +46 31 283835
hans.orn@contrans.com

Bangalore,
St. Petersburg,
Ho Chi Minh City,
Hanoi,
Kingston
Mexico City

Perera,
Fernando

Grupo BMCP
Consultores
C.A /
Independent

Av. Terepaima. Multicentro
Empresarial Cristal Plaza. Of
3-E. Urb el Piñal. Barquisimeto.
Venezuela
perera_fernando@yahoo.com

Barquisimeto,
Lima, Santo
Domingo

Annex 2: BRT consultant directory

Pérez, José
Enrique

ALG

Comte d’Urgell, 240 3 C
08036 Barcelona
Spain
Tel. +34 93 430 40 16
Fax +34 93 419 5524
jeperez@alg-global.com

Guatemala City,
Lima, Caracas,
Santiago,
Arequipa,
Montevideo,
Panamá City,
Toluca

Independent

Modelistica

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Evaluation

Marketing,
communications

Strategic, legal,
business plan

Technology
(fare systems,
vehicles, ITS)

Infrastructure
planning

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Navarro,
Ulises

BRT project
experience
(list cities)

3110 Cathedral Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20008
USA
Tel. +1 202 473 1868
gmenckhoff@worldbank.org

792
Motta, Paulo

Contact details

Operational
planning

Firm name or
independent

Demand
modelling

Consultant

BRT Project
management

Specialities (indicated by an “X”)

Sandoval,
Independent
Edgar Enrique

Transversal 18 No. 127-43
Torre 5, Apt. 702
Bogotá, Colombia
eesandoval@cable.net.co

Bogotá, Dar es
Salaam

Sayeg, Philip

Policy Appraisal Services Pty
Ltd
PO Box 139,
Paddington, Brisbane
Australia 4064
Tel. +61 7 3102 3007
Fax +61 7 3369 7185
p.sayeg@uq.net.au

Brisbane, Bangkok

Rua Dr. Paulo Vieira, 258
São Paulo – SP
Cep: 01257-000
Tel. +5511 3872 4118
Fax +5511 9656-2152
jcscatena@gmail.com
jcscatena@terra.com.br

Jakarta, Jinan,
São Paulo, Ciudad
Guayana, Xi’an
Porto Alegre,
Goiania

Shibata, Junji Pacific
Consultants
International
(PCI)

1-7-5, Sekido, Tamashi
Tokyo 206-8550
Japan
Tel. +81 42 372 6201
Fax +81 42 372 6353
shibataj@pcitokyo.co.jp

Bangkok, Chiang
Mai, Doha

Silva, Germán Silva Carreño
y Asociados
SA

Carrera 7 No. 74-21, Of. 301
Bogotá
Colombia
Tel. +57 210 5510664
gsilva42@etb.net.co

Bogotá, Pereira,
Lima

Independent

Independent

X

Evaluation

X

Marketing,
communications

X

Strategic, legal,
business plan

X

Technology
(fare systems,
vehicles, ITS)

X

X

X

X

X

793

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Bogotá, Curitiba,
Pereira

Infrastructure
planning

BRT project
experience
(list cities)

Rua México, 320
Bacacheri
CEP 82510-060 Curitiba PR
Brazil
Tel/Fax +55 41 3357 2142
garrone@logitran.com.br

Scatena, J.
Carlos

Logitrans

Contact details

Operational
planning

Reck,
Garrone

Firm name or
independent

Demand
modelling

Consultant

BRT Project
management

Annex 2: BRT consultant directory

Specialities (indicated by an “X”)

THI Shanghai
Consultants
Inc.

R 706, No. 65, Chifeng Road,
Shanghai 200092, China
Tel. +86-21-65975023
Fax +86-21-65975023
thi_shanghai@163.com
www.thiconsultants.com

Shenzhen, Jinan,
Shanghai, Huaian

Sun, John

THI
Consultants
Inc.

THI Consultants Inc.
5F, No. 130, Sungshan Road
Taipei, Taiwan 110
Tel. +886 2 2748 8822
Fax +886 2 2748 6600
jsun@ms1.thi.com.tw
www.thi.com.tw

Taipei,
Shenzhen,
Jinan, Shanghai,
Huaian, Taichung,
Kaohsiung, Chiayi

Szasz, Pedro

São Paulo
Brazil
szasz@terra.com.br

Bogotá,
Guangzhou, São
Paulo, Jakarta,
Ahmedabad

Annex 2: BRT consultant directory

Tapia, Juan

Av. Javier Prado Este 1104 –
Oficina 402 San Isidro
Lima Peru
Telefono +51 1 2249800
Fax +51 1 2251677
jtapia@cidatt.com.pe

Lima, Monterrey,
Chihuahua

Independent

CIDATT

Marketing,
communications

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Evaluation

Technology
(fare systems,
vehicles, ITS)

Cape Town

Infrastructure
planning

Cape Town
South Africa
jstanbury@gibb.co.za

X
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Bangkok

794

335 Moo 3 Bangkruay-Sanoi
Rd
Bangrakpattana,
Bangbuathong,
Nonthaburi 11110
Thailand
Tel. +66 2571 2741
somchai@planpro.co.th

Stanbury, Jim Arcus Gibb

Su, Allen
Chih-Che

BRT project
experience
(list cities)

Operational
planning

Siriwarapitak, PlanPro
Somchai
Corp., Ltd.

Contact details

Demand
modelling

Firm name or
independent

BRT Project
management

Consultant

Strategic, legal,
business plan

Specialities (indicated by an “X”)

Tewari,
Geetam

Thompson,
John

Tofie, Zaida

IIT-Delhi

Delhi, Pune

Pacific
Consultants
International
(PCI)

1-7-5, Sekido, Tamashi
Tokyo 206-8550
Japan
Tel. +81 42 372 6201
Fax +81 42 372 6353
johnjanete@aol.com

Bangkok, Chiang
Mai, Doha

Pendulum
Consulting

Cape Town
South Africa
Tel. +27 21 447 8904
Fax +27 21 448 6499
ztofie@pendulumsa.co.za

Cape Town

2-18-12 Nischiochiai
Shinjuku-ku
Tokyo 161-8575
Japan
Tel. +81 3 5906 0363
tsuzuki@yachiyo-eng.co.jp

Lima

Yachiyo
Engineering
Co., Ltd.

795

Independent

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Bogota
Colombia
Tel. +57 1 218 2600
autria@etb.net.co
Bogota
Colombia
Mf_jarko@hotmail.com

X

Evaluation

X

X

X

X
Bogotá, Lima,
Cape Town

Marketing,
communications

Strategic, legal,
business plan

Technology
(fare systems,
vehicles, ITS)

Infrastructure
planning

Operational
planning

BRT project
experience
(list cities)

Indian Institute of Tech. – Delhi
TRIPP
Room MS 808 (Main Building
Hauz Khas
New Delhi - 110 016
India
Tel. 91-11-26596361
Fax 91-11-26858703
geetamt@gmail.com

Utria, Antonio Independent

Vlasak, Jarko

Contact details

X
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Tsuzuki,
Koichi

Firm name or
independent

Demand
modelling

Consultant

BRT Project
management

Annex 2: BRT consultant directory

Specialities (indicated by an “X”)

28-32 Upper Ground
London SE1 9PD
UK
Tel. +44 71 919 8500
Fax +44 71 827 9850
l.willumsen@sdgworld.net

Bogotá, Cape
Town

Steer Davies
Gleave

Xu, Kangming 3E
1564 NW 183rd Avenue
Transportation Pembroke Pines, Florida
System
USA
Tel: +1 954 663 1683
Tel. +86 139 1092 3155
Fax. +1 954 538 1492
kangmingxu@gmail.com

Beijing
Kunming
Hangzhou
Shenzhen
Changzhou
Xian
Shanghai
Miami

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Evaluation

Willumsen,
Luis

X

Marketing,
communications

Hanoi, Ho Chi
Minh City,
Bangkok

X

Strategic, legal,
business plan

Bangkok
Thailand
paulw@mva.co.th

X

Technology
(fare systems,
vehicles, ITS)

Williams, Paul MVA Asia
Limited

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Bogotá, Las
Vegas, Rouen,
York

Infrastructure
planning

BRT project
experience
(list cities)

15, rue de la Petite Chartreuse
B.P. 99
76002 Rouen Cedex 1
France
Tel. +33 (0)2 35 52 52 12
Fax +33 (0)2 35 52 52 38
alain.wartel@veolia-transport.fr
werner.kutil@veolia-transport.fr
www.veolia-transport.com

796

Veolia
Transport
(Connex)

Contact details

Operational
planning

Wartel, Alain

Firm name or
independent

Demand
modelling

Consultant

BRT Project
management

Specialities (indicated by an “X”)

Annex 2: BRT consultant directory
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A3.1 Template: “Expression of Interest” (EOI) document for planning consultant
Request for Expression of Interest
Project title:
Project number: (if applicable)
Date of EOI announcement:
Contracting agency:
Brief project description:
n Project goals and objectives
n History of project to date
n Type of system envisioned for city (size, level of quality, etc.)
n Estimated project timeline (estimated date of project commencement, estimated date
of project completion)
Expected consultant outputs for project:
n Type of plan to be developed (pre-feasibility, feasibility, demand analysis, conceptual
plan, detailed engineering design, communcations and marketing, business and
regulatory, financing, or impact evaluation)
n Output types (report, models, video, drawings, etc.)
Requested inputs in reply to Expression of Interest:
n Name of lead firm/individual
n Name of any associate firms/individuals
n Experience to date with similar types of projects (name of client, dates of execution,
name of lead and associate firms, project results, financing sources)
n Available project staff (name, title, specialties, and years of experience)
Submission deadline:
Date and time (specify time zone)
Decision date:
Date and method of contact for decision on short-listed firms
Submission details:
n Formatting standards
n Maximum word length
n Submission delivery options (post, email, etc.)
n Signature of firm representative
Submission contact details:
n Contact details for any questions (telephone, email, etc.)
n Postal address for submission
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A3.2 Template: “Terms of Reference” (TOR) document for planning consultant
Terms of Reference
Project title:
Project number: (if applicable)
Date of TOR announcement:
Contracting agency:
Project background:
n Summary of economic, environmental, and social conditions of city
n Transport sector background (mode shares, travel patterns, congestion levels, road
network, etc.)
n Summary of existing plans (e.g., Master Transport Plan)
Project description:
n Project goals and objectives
n History of project to date
n Type of system envisioned for city (size, level of quality, etc.)
n Expected contents of plan
n Methodology for execution of plan
n Expected project outcomes
Expected consultant outputs for project:
n Intermediate plans and final plan
n Additional materials (models, videos, drawings, etc.)
n Estimated project timeline (estimated date of project commencement, estimated date
of delivery of intermediate outputs, estimated date of project completion)
Requested inputs in reply to TOR:
n Name of lead firm/individual
n Name of any associate firms/individuals
n Bid price
n Proposed delivery dates of project outputs
n Experience to date with similar types of projects (name of client, dates of execution,
name of lead and associate firms, project results, financing sources)
n Available project staff (curriculum vitaes with name, title, specialties, and years of
experience)
Legal requirements: (if applicable)
n Anticorruption agreement
n Equal opportunity employment agreement
n Local and national tax provisions

Annex 3: Templates for consultant solicitation
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Decision process:
n Expected date of decision
n Evaluation committee
n Proposal evaluation criteria and weightings (e.g., bid price, experience, staff
qualifications, proposed delivery date, etc.)
n Method of contact for decision on short-listed firms
n Declaration of no chosen winner (if applicable)
Submission deadline:
Date and time (specify time zone)
Submission details:
n Formatting standards
n Maximum word length
n Submission delivery options (post, email, etc.)
n Signature of firm representative
Submission contact details:
n Contact details for any questions (telephone, email, etc.)
n Postal address for submission
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A4.1 Foundations
Alternative Gifts International
http://www.altgifts.org

Blue Moon Foundation

http://www.bluemoonfund.org

Charles Stewart Mott Foundation
http://www.mott.org

Codespa Foundation

http://www.codespa-asia.org

David and Lucile Packard Foundation
http://www.packard.org

Earth Share

http://www.earthshare.org

Ford Foundation

http://www.fordfound.org

Global Greengrants Fund

http://www.greengrants.org

MacArthur Foundation

http://www.macfound.org

New Land Foundation

http://www.gm-unccd.org/FIELD/Foundations/
NewLand/FR_Gr.htm

Rockefeller Foundation

http://www.rockfound.org

Rockefeller Brothers Foundation
http://www.rfb.org

Rockwood Foundation

http://www.rockwoodfund.org

Rose Foundation

http://www.rosefdn.org

Roy A. Hunt Foundation

http://www.rahuntfdn.org

Wallace Global Fund
http://www.wgf.org

William and Flora Hewlett Foundation
http://www.hewlett.org

William J. Clinton Foundation

http://www.clintonfoundation.org

W.K. Kellogg Foundation
http://www.wkkf.org

Working Assets

http://www.workingassets.com/recipients.cfm

A4.2 International organisations
African Development Bank (AfDB)
http://www.afdb.org

Asian Development Bank (ADB)

http://www.adb.org/Vehicle-Emissions/default.
asp

Clean Air Initiative – Asia (CAI-Asia)
http://www.cleanairnet.org/caiasia

Clean Air Initiative – Latin America (CAI-LAC)
http://www.cleanairnet.org/cailac

Clean Air Initiative – Sub-Saharan Africa
(CAI-SSA)
http://www.cleanairnet.org/caissa

Development Bank of Southern Africa (DBSA)
http://www.dbsa.org

East African Development Bank (EADB)
http://www.eadb.org

European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (EBRD)
http://www.ebrd.com

European Union
Directorate General VIII, Development

Shell Foundation

http://europa.eu.int/comm/development/index_en.htm

Soros Foundation

European Union
Directorate General XI, Environment

http://www.shellfoundation.org
http://www.soros.org

Surdna Foundation

http://www.surdna.org

Tides Foundation

http://www.tides.org

Toyota Foundation

http://www.toyotafound.or.jp/etop.htm
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http://europa.eu.int/comm/environment/funding/intro_en.htm

European Union
Directorate General XVII, Energy and
Transport

http://europa.eu.int/comm/energy_transport/
en/prog_cut_en.html
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Global Environment Facility (GEF)
http://www.gefweb.org

Inter-American Development Bank (IDB)
http://www.iadb.org

International Finance Corporation (IFC)
http://www.ifc.org

Pan American Health Organisation (PAHO)
http://www.paho.org

United Nations Centre for Regional
Development (UNCRD)

Danish International Development Agency
(DANIDA)
http://www.danida.dk

Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs

http://www.um.dk/en/menu/
DevelopmentPolicy/DanishDevelopmentPolicy

Development Cooperation Ireland (DCI)
http://www.dci.gov.ie

Dutch Ministry for Development Cooperation
(DGIS)

http://www.uncrd.or.jp/env/est

http://www.minbuza.nl/default.asp?CMS_
ITEM=MBZ257572

United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP)

Finnish Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
Development Cooperation (Global.Finland)

http://www.undp.org

United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP)
http://www.unep.org

United Nations Human Settlement
Programme (UN-Habitat)

http://global.finland.fi/index.php?kieli=3

French Development Agency (AfD)

http://www.afd.fr/jahia/Jahia/lang/en/pid/1

French Ministry of Foreign Affairs

http://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/thema/dossier.
gb.asp?DOS=SOLIDARITYDEVEL

http://www.unchs.org/programmes/sustainablecities

German Technical Cooperation (GTZ)

World Bank

German Federal Ministry for Economic
Cooperation and Development (BMZ)

http://www.worldbank.org/transport

World Health Organization

http://www.euro.who.int/healthy-cities

A4.3 Bi-lateral agencies
Australian Agency for International
Development (AusAID)
http://www.ausaid.gov.au

Austrian Development Agency (ADA)
http://www.ada.gv.at/view.php3?r_
id=3042&LNG=de&version=

Belgium Development Cooperation (DGCD)
http://www.dgcd.be/en/index.html

Belgium Technical Cooperation (BTC)
http://www.btcctb.org/showpage.
asp?iPageID=2&sLangCode=EN

Canadian International Cooperation Agency
(CIDA)
http://www.acdi-cida.gc.ca

Danish Cooperation for Environment and
Development (DANCED)
http://www.mst.dk/homepage
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http://www.gtz.de/en

http://www.bmz.de/de/english.html

Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs

http://www.esteri.it/eng/index.asp?

Japanese International Cooperation Agency
(JICA)
http://www.jica.go.jp/english

Japanese Bank for International Cooperation
(JBIC)
http://www.jbic.go.jp/english/index.php

KfW Entwicklungsbank
(German Development Bank)
http://www.kfw.de/EN

Lux Development (Luxembourg)

http://www.lux-development.lu/e/home.htm

New Zealand International Aid and
Development Agency (NZAID)
http://www.nzaid.govt.nz

Norwegian Agency for Development
Cooperation (NORAD)

http://www.norad.no/default.asp?V_ITEM_
ID=1139&V_LANG_ID=0
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Portuguese Institute for Development
Support (IPAD)
http://www.ipad.mne.gov.pt

Spanish Agency for International
Cooperation (AECI)
http://www.aeci.es/Default.htm

Swedish International Cooperation Agency
(Sida)
http://www.sida.se/Sida/jsp/polopoly.
jsp?d=107

Swiss Agency for Development and
Cooperation (SDC)
http://www.sdc.admin.ch

UK Department for International
Development (DFID)
http://www.dfid.gov.uk

US Agency for International Development
(USAID)

http://www.usaid.gov/our_work/environment
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Annex 5
Template for concession contract
Basis of template
This operational contract template is
based upon the Phase II contract for
trunk services in the Bogotá TransMilenio
system. The original contract is
183 pages in length with significant
technical detail. The template merely
provides the outline of the original
contract. For a reading of the complete
contract, please visit the website
of the Institute for Transportation
& Development Policy (ITDP),
http://itdp.org/brt_guide.html.
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Concession title

5. Operation of vehicles

Provide official title of document. For example, in Bogotá the contract title was: “Concession Contract for Passenger Land Public
Transport Service in the Urban Area”.

This section refers to the exclusivity of the
use of the vehicles to the system.

Initial context (2 pages)
The initial section provides the legal context
of the project, describes the background to
the project’s development, and outlines the
basic objectives.

Definitions (10 pages)
Clear and precise definitions are provided for
key terms that will be used in the document.
These definitions include both technical and
legal terms. For example, each physical component, such as stations, vehicles, terminals,
etc., should be defined. Also, key operational
terms such as technical and user tariffs,
express services, etc. should be explained.
Finally, legal terms, such as “penalty clauses”,
“civil liability”, “risks”, and “proceedings”,
should be defined as well.

Part I: Description of system (14 pages)
In order to properly bid on becoming a trunk
operator, the various companies must gain
a very detailed description of the proposed
system.
1. Introduction

This section provides background on the
project’s history.
2. Principles and objectives of the new system

This section details the overall principles and
objectives the City wishes to achieve in implementing the new public transport system.
3. Regulation and control mechanisms

The appropriate regulatory bodies that oversee the project should be clearly noted along
with their exact roles.
4. Components of the TransMilenio system

The physical and operational components of
the proposed system must be clearly defined. These details will include the corridors
and routes of operation and the number and
location of stations, terminals, and depots.
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6. Fare system

This section provides an overview of how the
fare collection system will function.
7. Trunk service operators

This section gives a definition of the role of
the trunk service operators.
8. Feeder service operators

This section gives a definition of the role of
the feeder service operators.
9. Related services

This section refers to the other key services
involved in the system, such as cleaning and
maintenance services.
10. System operation

This section describes the operational characteristics of the trunk and feeder services,
as well as the planning, management, and
control of those services.

Part II:
Concessional contract (148 pages)
1. Object and nature of contract (1 page)

This section provides a basic framework of
the contract.
2. Rights and duties of the concession holder
(11 pages)

This section details the responsibilities of
the concession holder (e.g., performance of
services) and also notes the rights or aspects
provided to the concession holder (e.g., access to use terminal facilities). This section
also touches upon specific topics such as
restrictions on advertising, payments to the
public transport authority, etc.
3. Rights and duties of the public transport
authority (4 pages)

This section details the rights of the public
transport authority (e.g., ownership of system,
right to inspect operator performance) and
the obligations of the authority (e.g., availability of maintenance depot to operators).
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4. Economic aspects of concession (28 pages)

9. Trunk route operation (14 pages)

This section details how revenues will be
collected and distributed. Specifically, this
section defines the “user” and “technical”
tariffs that will be the basis for revenue distribution. It also discusses the circumstances
and methodologies utilised to make adjustments in the tariffs. Operators must become
familiar with the calculations presented in
this section in order to assess their bid relative to the expected profitability. The public
transport authority is essentially presenting
their expectations of the operating costs to
be incurred by the operators.
This section also outlines how the fare revenues will be handled and distributed from
a procedural standpoint. This description includes an overview of how the “contingency”
and “trust” funds will function.

This section discusses the operational regime, including start and termination times,
scheduling, and performance indicators.

5. Revenues of the concession holder (3 pages)

This section explains the share value of the
particular concession holder relative to the
other concession holders within the system.
Formulas are presented on calculating the
concession holder’s participation value.
6. Revenues to the public transport authority
(1 page)

Likewise, the distribution and use of part of
the revenues to the public transport authority is explained.
7. Infrastructure (3 pages)

This section denotes the infrastructure that
will be provided to the concession holder
and the related responsibilities between the
different parties in terms of maintaining and
operating the infrastructure.
8. Vehicles (31 pages)

The role of the operators in providing the
vehicles is explained. Additionally, the exact
details of the vehicle specification are given
here. These detailed specifications include
precise definitions on all internal, external,
instrumentation, and mechanical aspects of
the vehicles. This section also discusses the
expected fleet size and any requirements
for a reserve fleet. Maintenance and performance requirements (e.g., environmental
performance) are also noted.

Annex 5: Templates for concession contract

10. Supervision and control (3 pages)

This section outlines how the performance of
the concession holder will be monitored and
controlled. The application of both external and internal audits is discussed. These
inspections include both operational performance as well as financial and accounting
oversight.
11. Implementation (1 page)

This section discusses the steps that will
take place upon execution of this contract. It
stipulates the testing and operational periods
that will govern the start-up responsibilities
of the concession holder.
12. Allocation of contract risks (3 pages)

This section notes the contractual risks of
each party.
13. Fines (11 pages)

BRT systems of the type operated in Bogotá
make payments to concession holders based
on the vehicle-kilometres served (instead of
based on the number of passengers). Thus,
any fines for poor performance result in a
reduction in vehicle-kilometres. This section
specifies the type of activities and performance errors that will result in fines as well as
the number of vehicle-kilometres deducted.
14. Guarantees and insurance (11 pages)

The contract agreement stipulates that the
operator must deposit a monetary guarantee once the contract is signed. The details
of the guarantee requirement are noted in
this section. The guarantee is held to assure
that the operator is always able to comply
with obligations, such as salaries and social
benefits to employees. Likewise, the operators must hold certain types of insurance to
operate within the system.
15. Takeover of concession (3 pages)

This section outlines the steps taken if the
concession holder fails to abide by the stipulated agreements in the contract. In such
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cases, the public transport authority will take
the concession away from the contracted
party.
16. Abuse of a dominant position and unfair
competition (3 pages)

This section outlines prohibited practices in
which a concession holder may attempt to
restrict competition. The specific acts which
constitute an abuse of a dominant position
are discussed.

23. Final aspects (3 pages)

This final section covers an assortment of
legal issues penalty clauses, subjection to
national law, relationship of the parties, and
the defined domicile of the contract.

Signature
Finally, both the public transport authority
and the concession holder must sign and
date the document.

17. Duration of contract (1 page)

In the case of Bogotá, the length of the contract is determined by the earlier of 15 years
or an average fleet operation of 850,000
vehicle-kilometres. This formula for the duration is explained in this section.
18. Termination of contract (5 pages)

This section notes the points at which the
contract is terminated. The reasons for
termination can conclusion of the stipulated
contract duration or an early termination due
to a list of reasons.
19. Reversion phase (2 pages)

This section discusses the manner in which
certain assets (e.g., property, equipment) are
returned to the public transport authority at
the conclusion of the contract.
20. Liquidation of assets (1 page)

In the event that actions by the concession
holder results in a required liquidation of assets, this section sets out the process.
21. Unilateral decisions (1 page)

This section notes the conditions in which
the public transport authority would take
unilateral decisions in the disposition of assets or termination of activities.
22. Settlement of conflicts (4 pages)

In the event that the parties disagree over
a particular issue, this section sets forth the
procedures for resolving such disagreements.
The options for resolving disputes include direct settlement, conciliation, and arbitration.
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Index

A

accessibility to disabled persons, 497-504
accidents, 80, 166, 187, 331, 476-478, 713-714
advertising, 321-322, 644-645, 659
aerial rights, 629-630
Ahmedabad: bus rapid transit system, 223-224,
575, 651, 722
air conditioning, 334, 368, 430-431
air pollution see emissions
air rights, 629-630
arterial roads, 71, 155-156, 510
articulated buses, 253
asphalt, 347-349
automobiles, 44, 131-132, 173-175, 196-197
car-free days, 25, 676-678
fees for ownership and licensing, 632-633
industry advertising, 680
license-based restrictions, 529
ownership rates, 26-27, 701-702

B

Bangkok, 55-56, 68-69
bus rapid transit system, 120-121, 167, 171,
175, 631
Skytrain, 87, 518, 594, 627, 638
banks, commercial, 636; see also development
banks, export-import banks, World Bank
Beijing: bus rapid transit system, 107, 121-122, 132,
171, 652
Belo Horizonte, 628
bi-articulated buses, 253, 409-410, 657
bicycle infrastructure, 290-292, 352, 391, 416-417,
505-514
bids see competitive bidding
bilateral agencies, 111-112, 634-637, 655, 799-800
biodiesel, 425-426
boarding and alighting
analysis of counts, 133-137, 223-224
fare payment options, 257-259
physical design, 259-266, 500-501
Bogotá: 24-25, 65, 111, 625, 708-709
mode share for public transport, 27, 708
restrictions on automobile use, 522, 529-530
see TransMilenio, Enrique Peñalosa
Boston: Silver Line, 57, 166-167
branding, 82-83, 665-685
Brasilia: metro, 58
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Brazil, 23, 96, 426-427, 602, 648-649; see Brasilia,
Belo Horizonte, Curitiba, Interligado,
Rede Integrada, São Paulo, Porto Alegre
Brisbane: busway, 119-121, 366, 630
build-operate-transfer, 445, 616
bunching of buses, 78, 220-221
bus lanes, contrasted with bus rapid transit, 19-21
bus manufacturers, 571, 654-655, 657
bus operators, private, 202-205, 547-560, 579,
584-588, 654; see also informal transport
sector
bus priority, 20, 457
bus rapid transit
cities with existing or planned systems, 15-16
common planning errors, 120
congestion in mixed traffic lanes, effect on,
173-176
cost, compared to other public transport
technologies, 55-63
definition, 11-16
direct vs. trunk-feeder service, 217-228
effect on automobile use, 26-27
enforcement of exclusive lanes, 214, 357
fares, 75
history, 21-26
passenger capacity, 71-75
speeds, 76, 136-137
Bus Riders Union, 35-37, 197
buses, 406-441
boarding bridges, 259-261
cost, 438-441
doorways, design and number of, 263-265
doorways, two-sided, 188, 221-222
fleet size, 255-256
level boarding, 259-261
low vs. high floors, 412-415
ownership, public vs. private, 657-659
procurement, 653-659
size, 253-255, 408-411
business structure, 547-550, 584-588
busways, contrasted with bus rapid transit, 17-18

C

Cali: Masivo Integrado de Occidente, 311, 722-723
capacity, 24, 70-75, 251-253, 266-275, 691
Cape Town: proposed bus rapid transit system,
122
capital cost, 398-405, 616
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compared to other public transport technologies, 54-59
overruns, 57-59, 731-733
car-free days, 25, 676-678
Cartagena: TransCaribe, 666, 735
Central Norte (Quito) see Quito bus rapid transit
system
centroid (traffic modelling), 140-141
Certified Emission Reductions, 635-636, 706-708
Cheonggyecheon restoration, 536-537, 683
children, 207, 259, 601-602, 681
Clean Air Initiative for Asian Cities, 36
Clean Development Mechanism, 635-636, 706-707
climate change, 635-636, 701-708
closed vs. open busways, 213-216, 695
CNG see compressed natural gas
Colombia see Bogotá, Medellín, Masivo Integrado
de Occidente, Transcaribe, Transmilenio
commercial activity at stations, 628-631, 374-378
communications strategy, 189-210, 323-326, 738739
competition in the transport sector, 547-550,
606-607
competitive bidding, 455, 566-572, 658
compressed natural gas, 424, 438
concessions see contracts
concrete, 347-349
congestion charging, 530-535, 617-618
congestion, 88-89, 132-133, 147, 173-174, 535-537,
687-690
construction, 693, 722-723, 729-740
consultants, 96-104
directory, 779-792
contingency fund, 583-584
contracts
bundled vs. separated, 729-731, 736
competitive bidding, 455, 566-572, 658
construction, 729-740
fare collection, 728-729
lump-sum vs. pay-as-you-go, 736, 743
maintenance, 742-743
operations, 564-575, 658, 726-728
planning, 97-104
template, 801-804
see also incentives
control centre, 393-396, 456-457
convoying, 272-275
copyright protection, 670
cordon line, used in traffic counts, 128

Index

cordon toll, 618
corridor selection, 154-156, 176-178, 228-243
corruption, 566-572, 578, 604, 657
cost of
operational plans, 106-107, 616
reducing emissions, 703-704
time, 152-153
vehicles (by fuel and engine type), 653
see capital cost, operating cost
cost-benefit analysis, 178-181, 690-692
counter-flow bus lanes, 187-188, 492
crime, 331-333, 713-714
criteria pollutants see local pollution
Cuenca: parking management, 620
curbside vs. median lanes, 182-188
Curitiba, 27, 87, 509, 522; see Rede Integrada,
Jaime Lerner
customer fare, 583-584
customer service, 52-53, 80-81, 218-228, 230-232,
316-361, 370-373

D

Dakar, 127, 163
Dar es Salaam
Dar Rapid Transit: 58, 115, 139-144, 163, 613,
649, 721-722, 732
parking management, 526, 620-621
Delhi, 422, 438, 551
metro system, 51, 65, 75, 87, 594, 650
see High Capacity Bus System
densification, 537-545, 691
depots, 386-393, 579
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ) GmbH, 36, 114
development banks, 22, 110, 633-634, 649, 655656, 733
diesel, 422-424, 428
direct vs. trunk-feeder service, 217-228
disabilities, access for individuals with, 497-504
displacement, residential, 624, 710
distance-based fare, 594-596, 714
doorways, on buses, 188, 221-222, 263-265
doorways, on station platforms, 369-370
dwell time, 249-250

E

Ecovía (Quito) see Quito bus rapid transit system
El Monte busway (Los Angeles), 22
elevated rail, 48, 55
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EMBARQ, 36, 114
emissions, 85-86, 695, 698-708
cost of reducing, 703-704
standards, 419-422, 703
see also certified emission reductions
Emme/2, 137-138, 272
employment, 194-195, 693-695
EmX (Eugene), 169, 188, 379
Energy Foundation, 36
engine technology, 422-430, 438-439, 703
environmental impact assessment, 697-698
equity, financial, 559-570
equity, social, 75, 177-178, 712
and fare structures, 443-444, 589
ethanol, 425-426
Eugene: EmX, 169, 188, 379
Euro emissions standards, 419-421
evaluation of project success, 716-717
export-import banks, 112, 634-635
express service, 233-235, 270-272

F

fare system, 75, 441-456
contracts, 728-729
public fare, 583-584
discounts, 590, 601-603
for feeder services, 603-605
flat vs. distance-based, 594-596, 714
institutional structure, 444-446, 585-587
integration, 68, 443
medium of payment, 447-452
on-board vs. off-board collection, 257-259,
441-443
passenger demonstrations against increases,
197-198
procurement of equipment, 578-579, 659
smart cards, 449-452
structure, 443-444, 592-599
technical fare, 581-583
farebox recovery rate, 61-63, 589-590, 616
feeder service, 180-182, 217-220, 239-243, 378386, 396-398, 603-605
fees for automobile ownership and licensing,
632-633
financing, 613-664, 733
certified emission reductions, 635-636
commercial banks, 636
concessionary funds and technological dependence, 643
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development banks, 633-634, 649, 655-656
grant-giving agencies, 614
for planning, 108-112
for vehicles, 653-659
flat fare, 594-596, 714
flyover see grade separation
foundations, 112
fuel cells, 427-428, 707; see also engine technology
fuels, 421-430
taxes on, 631-632
fund manager, 579-588
funding see financing, fare, capital cost, operating
cost, subsidies

G

Gautrain, 640
gender, 332, 341, 485, 502, 735
generalised cost of time, 152-153
George, Henry, 624
Global Environment Facility, 109-110, 114-115, 132,
706-707
global positioning system, 456-457
government see institutional structure
grade separation, 165-168, 288-290
greenhouse gas emissions, 701-708
GTZ see Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische
Zusammenarbeit (GTZ) GmbH
Guadalajara: metro system, 61-62
Guangzhou BRT system, 223-224
guided busways, 23-24, 168, 262-263, 355-356,
437-438

H

handicaps, accessibility to persons with, 497-504
Hangzhou, 186, 652
Hasselt, 592
High Capacity Bus System (Delhi), 114, 132, 651,
658, 722, 732
high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes, 17, 22, 530
Hong Kong, 74, 450, 637-639
hybrid engine, 427, 439; see also engine technology
Hyderabad: bus rapid transit system, 157, 163, 177

I

incentives for
bus operators, 566-568, 572-575
construction companies, 723, 732-735
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maintenance of infrastructure, 661-663
maintenance of vehicles, 657
parking operators, 621
planning consultants, 104
Indonesia see Transjakarta, Yogyakarta
induced traffic, 88-89, 535-537
inflation, 582-584
informal transport sector, 547-550, 552-558
displacement by bus rapid transit systems,
193-195, 606-607, 710-711
negotiation strategy, 202-205
protests of bus rapid transit systems, 44-45,
193
Institute for Transportation and Development
Policy, 36, 114-115
institutional structure, 93-95, 104-105, 560-564,
720-725
inter-departmental conflicts, 631, 649, 651
integration of
fares, 68, 443
modes, 81-82
intelligent transportation systems, 456-460, 659
Interligado (São Paulo), 94, 118, 132-133, 599-600
intersection design, 278-315

J

Jakarta, 466; see Transjakarta
Japanese International Co-operation Agency,
111-112
Johannesburg: Rea Vaya, 104, 317, 552, 667; see
also South Africa

K

Kolkata: metro system, 57, 69
Kuala Lumpur: monorail, 80, 232; see PUTRA, STAR
Kunming: busway, 215, 296, 300, 313, 651-652
Kyoto Protocol, 635-636, 706

L

land tax, 624-628
land use, 537-545, 691
lane placement, 182-188
Las Vegas Monorail, 80, 642
León: Megabus, 567-568
Lerner, Jaime (Mayor of Curitiba), 22-23, 38-39, 41,
114, 522, 648
level of service for stations, 246
license-based restrictions, 529
licensing fee, 632-633

Index

light rail transit, 47-50, 55-67, 73, 76, 78-79
Lima, 17, 22, 53
link (transport modelling), 139
load factor, 218, 221, 248-249, 264, 703, 708
local pollution, 85-86, 419-422, 695, 698-701
location benefit levy, 625-628
logos, 668-671
London
bus system, 19-20, 22, 372, 397
congestion charging, 532-533, 617-618
Jubilee Line extension to Canary Wharf, 58,
626
metro system, 74, 626
Oxford Street, 22, 161
Transport for London, 561
LRT1, LRT2 (Manila), 54, 62, 68, 249, 333, 659
Lymmo (Orlando), 187, 592, 620

M

Madrid: metro system, 58
maglev, 48
maintenance of
buses, 328-331, 657, 661-663, 740-741
infrastructure, 736, 742-743
Malioboro district (Yogyakarta), 621
Manila, 669; see LRT1, LRT2, MRT3
manufacturers of
automobiles, 680
buses, 436-437, 654-655
rail cars, 61, 643
maps, 317-319
market structure, 547-550, 584-588
marketing, 206-208, 665-685
Masivo Integrado de Occidente (Cali), 722-723
matrix (transport modelling), 142-144
Medellín: metro, 643
median vs. curbside lanes, 182-188
Megabus (León), 567-568
metro systems, 55-61, 66, 72, 74-77
Metrobus (Mexico City), 113-114, 250, 551-552,
649, 727
Metrovia (Guayaquil)
contracts for operations, 567, 708
fare, 63
institutional structure, 563-564
runway design, 158, 162
station design, 365
system map, 317
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Metrovivienda, 543-544, 625
Mexico City, 529, 643
Metrobus, 113-114, 250, 551, 649
minibuses see informal transport sector, feeder
service
modal shift, 26-27, 688-690, 703-706, 708
techniques for estimating, 137, 147, 150-151
modelling see transport modelling
Monderman, Hans, 481
monitoring of
bus operations, 393-396, 456-457
project success, 716-717
monopoly, public, 550-552; see also competitive
bidding
motorisation, 26-27
MRT Corporation (Hong Kong), 637-639
MRT3 (Manila), 54, 62, 68, 333
MRTA (Bangkok), 55, 65, 69

N

Nagoya: Yurikamome Line, 167
naming, 665-668
node (transport modelling), 139
noise, 708-709
nonmotorized transport see bicycle infrastructure, pedestrian infrastructure

O

open vs. closed busways, 213-216, 695
operating cost, 577-581, 605-612
compared to other public transport technologies, 59-63
operating subsidies, 61-63, 577-578, 590, 616
operational design, 213-316, 722-723
operators, private, 202-205, 547-560, 579, 584-588,
654
origin-destination matrix, 142-144
Orlando: Lymmo, 187, 592, 620
outreach, 206-210, 671-685
overpass see grade separation

P

park-and-ride, 517-519
parking, 521-528, 619-623
passenger capacity, 24, 70-75, 251-253, 266-275,
691
passenger car unit (PCU), 174
passing lanes, 269-270
paving of runways, 346-349
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payments, 565, 579-588
pedestrian infrastructure, 161, 290-292, 352, 464504, 689-690
pedicabs, 516-517
Peñalosa, Enrique (Mayor of Bogotá), 24-25, 38-39,
41, 44, 63-65, 111, 178, 463, 522, 555-558,
630
personal rapid transit, 48-49
persons per hour per direction (pphpd) see passenger capacity
Perth: parking license fee, 622
phasing, 115-117
Pittsburgh: West Busway, 160
planning process, overview, 27-33
Porto Alegre: bus rapid transit system, 59, 74,
273-274
poverty alleviation, 177-178, 711-713, 715
private sector see bus operators, informal transport sector, public-private partnerships
private vehicles see automobiles
procurement of buses, 653-659
property values, impact of public transport on,
84-85, 626
public bus companies, 550-551
public fare, 583-584
public participation, 208-210
public transport technologies, comparison of,
47-91
cost of vehicles, 60-61
cost, capital, 54-59
cost, operational, 59-60
equity, 69
frequency, 78-79
modal shift from cars, 26-27
passenger capacity, 70-75
public image, 82-83
scalability, 61, 66
speed, 75-76
public-private partnerships, 636-644
PUTRA (Kuala Lumpur), 57, 68, 232, 642-643
quality control see incentives
queue jumping, 298, 396

Q

Quito: bus rapid transit system
capacity, 74
contracts, 567
cost of electricity, 429
cost of planning process, 113
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cost, capital, 113, 442
exclusive lanes, 214-215
protests by informal sector operators, 710711
route design, 172, 236-237, 318
runway design, 157, 160-161, 166, 168
security, 611
stations, 366-367, 453
system map, 236
vehicles, 439

R

rail, advocacy for, 195-196, 695
Rea Vaya (Johannesburg), 104, 317, 552, 667
Rede Integrada (Curitiba)
business structure, 565
financing, 648
history, 22-23, 557
institutional structure, 561-562
land use impacts, 624, 714-715
passenger capacity, 74
route design, 125, 225-226
stations, 365
system map, 226
regulation see control centre, incentives, institutional structure
renovation factor, 250
residential displacement, 624, 710
revenue, 579-588
ridership of public transport technologies, compared, 70-75
right-of-way constraints, 156-171
risk
associated with public-private partnerships,
639-644
associated with vehicle procurement, 726
of construction cost overruns, 57-58
of demand fluctuations, 575
of fuel price volatility, 428-429, 582-584
political, 43-45
roads
surface materials, 346-349
width, 156-171
see also arterial roads, bicycle infrastructure,
pedestrian infrastructure, runway design
Rouen: bus rapid transit system, 157-158
roundabouts, 310-312
route selection, 154-156, 176-178, 228-243
runway design, 169-171, 182-188, 346-360
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S

safety 261, 331-333, 341, 485, 574; see also bicycle
infrastructure, pedestrian infrastructure
São Paulo, 74
congestion charging, proposal for, 535
5 metro line, 57
Furo Fila elevated busway, 167-168
Interligado, 94, 118, 132-133, 599-600
license restrictions, 529
Novo de Julio busway, 351, 625
public-private partnerships, 643-644
saturation level, 246, 267
scrappage, 570, 608, 654, 707-708
Seoul, 231, 451, 598
bus lanes, 118, 537
Cheonggyecheon restoration, 536-537, 683
shared taxis see informal transport sector
Shejiazhuang: busway, 652
sidewalks, 465-467, 690
signage, 320, 370-371
signal priority, 20, 457
signal see traffic signal
Silver Line (Boston), 57, 166
Singapore
area licensing scheme, 618
Electronic Road Pricing, 531-532, 618, 623
parking space levy, 623
vehicle ownership and licensing fees, 632
Skytrain (Bangkok), 87, 518, 594, 627, 638
sliding doors, 369-370
slogans, 670
smart cards, 449-452
smog, 698-701
software see transport modelling
South Africa, 566-567, 593-594, 631, 640; see Rea
Vaya
speed, 75-76, 132-133, 215-216, 245
effect of congestion charging on, 532-533
and pedestrian safety, 478-479
staffing, 95, 326-328, 724-725
stakeholder identification and strategies, 671-674
STAR (Kuala Lumpur), 57, 68, 232, 643
stations
aesthetics, 335-336, 364-365
construction quality, 732-735
cost, 442
design, 169-171, 352-353, 361-364
distance between, 233, 275-277
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level boarding, 259-261
multiple stopping bays, 266-270
placement, 183-186, 299-310, 472
platform doorways, 369-370
real-time information displays, 458-459
see also fare system
Stockholm: congestion charging, 533-535
street vendors, 374-376
subsidies, operational, 61-63, 577-578, 590, 616
surveys
boarding and alighting, 134-136
intercept, 141
occupancy, 129
origin and destination, 141-144, 149
parking, 522
pedestrian tracking, 472-474
Sustainable Urban Transport Project, 36
Sydney: parking space levy, 622

T

taxes, 624-628, 631-632
taxis, metered, 515-516
technical fare, 581-583
tendering see contracts
terminals, 180, 383-386
terms of reference, 101
time, value of, 152-153; see also speed
timeline for project planning, 105-106
Tokyo: monorail, 80-81
traffic calming, 479
traffic congestion, 88-89, 132-133, 147, 173-174,
535-537, 687-690; see also congestion
charging
traffic counts, 127-132; see also surveys
traffic modelling, 137-153, 688-690
traffic signals, 20, 280-315, 457-458
trams, 48, 50, 55-57
Transantiago (Santiago), 94, 118, 596-597, 609, 648
Transcad, 133, 138, 272
TransCaribe (Cartagena), 666, 735
transfers, 121, 218, 230-232, 378-386
transit malls, 159-163, 350-351
transit-oriented development, 538-542
Transitway (Ottawa), 160
Transjakarta (Jakarta)
communications strategy, 200
design, 146
fare collection system, 445, 454-455
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fare, 591, 595-596
financing, 114, 650
income of riders, 712
informal operators, 606
institutional structure, 555, 721
modal shift caused by, 147
operational contracts, 650, 658 727-728
pedestrian access, 466-467
planning and design errors, 121, 146-147, 242243, 265
removal of street vendors, 177
trees incorporated into design, 164
TransMilenio (Bogotá), 25, 118
bicycle access, 508, 513
business structure, 555-560
Certified Emission Reductions, 707-708
construction, 85, 735-740
contracts for construction, 735-737
contracts for infrastructure maintenance, 661
contracts for operations, 565-575, 581-583,
726-727
cost, capital, 398, 442, 732
cost, operating, 580-581
cost, planning, 106
depots, 388-392
disabled access, 712-713
emissions standards, 421
fare collection system, 445-446, 449, 454-455
fare, 581-584, 591
feeder service, 380-385
financing, 112-113, 205, 647-648, 655-656,
707-708
history, 24-25, 245, 554-556, 591, 695
income of riders, 712
informal operators, 203-205, 606, 708
institutional structure, 94-95, 200, 554-558,
562-563, 720-721
land appropriation, 404
load factor, 249
modal shift caused by, 27, 147, 708
operational design, 171, 248, 263
passenger capacity, 73
pedestrian access, 488, 713-714
public image, 83, 671, 675
revenue distribution, 585-588
ridership, daily, 25
road widenings, 163-165, 352-353
route network, 177-178, 229-230
security, 611
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stations, 247, 364, 370, 383, 453
system map, 229-230
urban design, 160, 481
transport modelling, 137-153, 688-690
transportation demand management see congestion charging, license restrictions, parking, travel blending
travel blending, 679-680
travel time see speed
TravelSmart, 679-680
Tren Eléctrico (Lima), 53
Trolé (Quito) see Quito bus rapid transit system
trunk corridors
integration with feeders, 180-182, 217-220
selection of, 154-156, 176-178, 228-243
trunk-feeder vs. direct service, 217-228
trust fund manager, 579-588
turnstiles, 452-454
underground see metro

U

United Nations Development Programme, 110,
113
United States Agency for International Development, 114-115

V

value of time, 152-153
vehicle load factor see load factor
vehicles see automobiles, buses
Via Expresa (Lima), 17, 22

W

waste disposal, 710
width, 156-171; see also runway design
women, 332, 341, 485, 502, 735
working conditions for bus operators, 195, 694
World Bank, 23, 110, 114-115, 634, 647, 649, 655656, 706
World Resources Institute, 36, 114

Y

Yogyakarta, 621

Z

zone (transport modelling), 138-145, 149
zone centroid (transport modelling), 140-141
zoning, 542-544
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